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The primary objectives of this research were to understand the potential for 

gravity-stable surfactant floods for enhanced oil recovery without the need for mobility 

control agents and to optimize the performance of such floods. Surfactants are added to 

injected water to mobilize the residual oil and increase the oil production. Surfactants 

reduce the interfacial tension (IFT) between oil and water. This reduction in IFT reduces 

the capillary pressure and thus the residual oil saturation, which then results in an 

increase in the water relative permeability. The mobility of the surfactant solution is then 

greater than the mobility of the oil bank it is displacing. This unfavorable mobility ratio 

can lead to hydrodynamic instabilities (fingering). The presence of these instabilities 

results in low reservoir sweep efficiency.  

Fingering can be prevented by increasing the viscosity of the surfactant solution 

or by using gravity to stabilize the displacement below a critical velocity. The former can 

be accomplished by using mobility control agents such as polymer or foam. The latter is 

called gravity-stable surfactant flooding, which is the subject of this study.  
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Gravity-stable surfactant flooding is an attractive alternative to surfactant polymer 

flooding under certain favorable reservoir conditions. However, a gravity-stable flood 

requires a low velocity less than the critical velocity. Classical stability theory predicts 

the critical velocity needed to stabilize a miscible flood by gravity forces. This theory 

was tested for surfactant floods with ultralow interfacial tension and found to over-

estimate the critical velocity compared to both laboratory displacement experiments and 

fine-grid simulations. Predictions using classical stability theory for miscible floods were 

not accurate because this theory did not take into account the specific physics of 

surfactant flooding.  

Stability criteria for gravity-stable surfactant flooding were developed and 

validated by comparison with both experiments and fine-grid numerical simulations. The 

effects of vertical permeability, oil viscosity and heterogeneity were investigated. 

Reasonable values of critical velocity require a high vertical permeability without any 

continuous barriers to vertical flow in the reservoir. This capability to predict when and 

under what reservoir conditions a gravity-stable surfactant flood can be performed at a 

reasonable velocity is highly significant. 

Numerical simulations were also used to show how gravity-stable surfactant 

flooding can be optimized to increase critical velocity, which shortens the project life and 

improves the economics of the process. The critical velocity for a stable surfactant flood 

is a function of the microemulsion viscosity and it turns out there is an optimum value 

that can be used to significantly increase the velocity and maintain stability. For example, 

the salinity gradient can be optimized to gradually decrease the microemulsion viscosity. 

Another alternative is to inject a polymer drive following the surfactant solution, but 

using polymer complicates the process and adds to its cost without significant benefit in                      

most gravity-stable surfactant floods. A systematic approach was introduced to make 
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decisions on using polymer in applications based on stability criteria and cost. Also, the 

effect of an aquifer on gravity-stable surfactant floods was investigated as part of a field-

scale study and strategies were developed to minimize its effect on the process. 

This study has provided new insights into the design of an optimized gravity-

stable surfactant flood. The results of the numerical simulations show the potential for 

high oil recovery from gravity-stable surfactant floods using horizontal wells. 

Application of gravity-stable surfactant floods reduces the cost and complexity of the 

process. The widespread use of horizontal wells has greatly increased the attractiveness 

and potential for conducting surfactant floods in a gravity-stable mode. This research has 

provided the necessary criteria and tools needed to determine when gravity-stable 

surfactant flooding is an attractive alternative to conventional surfactant-polymer 

flooding. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

 

The research objective of this study was to understand and explore the conditions 

under which it might be feasible to use buoyancy to stabilize a surfactant flood without 

using polymer and to optimize the performance of such gravity-assisted surfactant floods 

taking into account reservoir geology and heterogeneity as well as all other pertinent 

factors, such as well location.  

 

1.1 DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM 

Gravity-stable surfactant floods are now an interesting option due in part to the 

wide spread use of horizontal wells since that makes it feasible to conduct a vertical 

surfactant flood. Gravity-stable surfactant floods using vertical wells were rarely feasible 

in the past since the reservoir had to be steeply dipping and the velocity had to be 

extremely low for buoyancy to be sufficiently large to stabilize the displacement. The 

problem is now to determine under what reservoir conditions gravity-stable surfactant 

floods might be an attractive to surfactant-polymer floods. The most important variables 

are vertical permeability, the location and spacing of the horizontal wells and the 

viscosity of fluids (oil, water and microemulsion).  
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1.1.1 Instabilities in Surfactant Floods 

Surfactants reduce the interfacial tension (IFT) between oil and water. The 

reduction in IFT reduces the capillary pressure and residual oil saturation, which then 

results in an increase in the water relative permeability. The mobility of the surfactant 

solution is then greater than the mobility of the oil bank it is pushing. This unfavorable 

mobility ratio can lead to hydrodynamic instabilities (fingering). The fingering can be 

reduced or prevented by increasing the viscosity of the surfactant solution or in some 

cases by using gravity to stabilize the displacement. Fingering should not be confused 

with channeling, which is caused by heterogeneity. Channeling means the displacing 

fluid flows preferentially in a high permeability layer (or layers) resulting in poor sweep 

efficiency. This also can be attenuated by reducing the mobility of the displacing fluid. 

However, channeling will not occur in the presence of uniform permeability or random 

permeability fields.  

Capillary pressure gradients counteract the development of fingers. As a result, 

fingering of water during a waterflood may not occur even for mobility ratios slightly 

greater than 1. However, in surfactant flooding in which the values for IFT are very low, 

capillary pressure is almost zero (less than 0.01 psi). When the IFT is less than about 

0.001 mN/m, the residual oil saturation is almost zero so the aqueous relative 

permeability is one or almost one. As a result, the displacing phase with higher mobility 

is unstable and will finger through the oil bank. Instabilities in the displacing front lead to 

early surfactant breakthrough and poor sweep efficiency, which ultimately results in low 

oil recovery. One way to prevent the formation of fingering is to use polymer or foam as 

a mobility control agent, or conduct a gravity-stable displacement, which is the subject of 

this study. 
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Instabilities decrease both volumetric and displacement sweep efficiency. Fingers 

can be characterized by shielding, spreading, and splitting (Homsy 1987; Peters and 

Cavalero 1990). Shielding refers to the preferential flow of fluids through dominant 

fingers, leaving other regions bypassed. High-mobility fluids are deviated from bypassed 

regions into dominant fingers because of the high conductivity of the fingers. Spreading 

refers to the lateral enlargement or widening of fingers primarily by transverse dispersion 

and also to some extent by convection. Splitting occurs when the tip of a finger divides to 

produce two or more new smaller fingers.  

Formation of fingers was generated in our simulation models for two different 

resolutions: (1) a 80180 grid and (2) a 801400 grid. Figures 1-1 and 1-2 show these 

resolutions. As a result of these mechanisms, high oil saturations remain in regions 

bypassed by the displacing fluid. The displacing fluid is expensive and might not be 

possible to be re-injected. For these reasons, many EOR processes incorporate schemes to 

eliminate or to minimize viscous fingering. This area of study refers to mobility control, 

which is important in both chemical and miscible oil recovery processes. 
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Figure 1-1: Formation of fingering in a simulation model (80180). 

 

 

Figure 1-2: Formation of fingering in a high resolution simulation model (801400).  
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1.1.2 Limitations on Using Mobility Control Agents 

Adding polymer to a surfactant slug reduces the mobility of the displacing phase. 

Mobility reduction prevents the formation of fingers and makes the displacing front 

stable. 

However, there are some limitations and challenges on using polymer as a 

mobility control agent. Limitations on using polymer include the following: (1) High 

molecular-weight polymers will not transport in low-permeability rocks. The constraint 

on the permeability depends on the molecular weight distribution of the polymer and the 

pore-size distribution of the rock. Lower molecular-weight polymers can be used for 

lower-permeability formations, but the cost to generate the required viscosity increases 

and the economics become unfavorable when the permeability is on the order of 5 md or 

less. (2) Hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (HPAM) polymers are typically 25 to 35% 

hydrolyzed. Above about 80 °C, additional hydrolysis occurs and is faster at high pH. 

High concentrations of divalent cations such as Ca
2+ 

and Mg
2+ 

will cause precipitation of 

the polymer after its degree of hydrolysis exceeds about 35%. One solution to this 

problem is to use soft brine. Another solution is to use alternative polymers that 

hydrolyze slower or not at all. Such polymers are more expensive than HPAM. An 

alternative to polymers for mobility control is the use of foam created in-situ when a gas 

such as nitrogen is injected with the surfactant solution. This method of mobility control 

is still under development. It is more complex and less well understood compared to the 

use of polymers. Application of foam also requires a source of compressed gas and has 

other disadvantages compared to polymers.   
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1.2 REVIEW OF CHAPTERS 

This research has been organized into nine chapters. Chapter 2 contains the 

reviewed literature related to this research. This chapter has been divided into two 

sections. These sections are about instability phenomena and mobility control.  

Chapter 3 describes the numerical modeling approach used in this study. A 

description of UTCHEM simulator and backgrounds on higher-resolution numerical 

methods as well as speedup are presented in this chapter. Moreover, all of the 

specifications of the model, including petrophysical, fluid and rock-fluid properties are 

explained in this chapter. Furthermore, gridblock-size selection in the numerical model is 

demonstrated in the same chapter.  

Chapter 4 presents the laboratory-scale study. Validation of the numerical model 

against experimental results is discussed in this chapter. Also, results of sensitivity 

analyses to investigate the effects of important parameters on the stability of surfactant 

floods are explained in this chapter.  

Chapter 5 introduces scaling groups developed to scale up the process to field 

scales. General mass conservation equations along with initial and boundary conditions 

underlying the stated problem are described in this chapter. The results of inspectional 

analysis and pilot-scale sensitivity are also provided. Lastly, final scaling groups are 

introduced which are capable of analyzing the stability of the displacement and predicting 

the performance of the gravity-stable surfactant floods. 

Chapter 6 presents the field-scale study. The description of a candidate reservoir 

for gravity-stable surfactant flooding and application of horizontal wells are discussed in 

this chapter. The field-scale model developed using the fluid and reservoir properties of 

the candidate field utilized by horizontal wells are explained in this chapter. Finally, 

effects of geology and well configuration are discussed here.   
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Chapter 7 explains the frontal stability analysis for surfactant floods and the 

concept of gravity-stable flooding. The feasibility of performing a gravity-assisted 

surfactant flood is discussed in this chapter. The effects of unconfined boundary 

conditions on the performance of surfactant floods are discussed.  

Chapter 8 discusses the economic feasibility of gravity-stable surfactant flooding. 

The concept of the optimized salinity gradient is proposed in this chapter. Besides, 

sensitivity analyses are performed for several parameters in order to optimize the 

economics. The effect of an aquifer on gravity-stable surfactant floods is also 

investigated and strategies are developed in this chapter for minimizing its effect on the 

process. Moreover, an economic model, to value the project and assess reservoir 

performance, is introduced. Furthermore, reservoir screening criteria for a gravity-stable 

surfactant flooding are provided in this chapter. 

Chapter 9 provides a summary of the key findings and the concluding remarks of 

this study. Furthermore, recommendations are made for future studies.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Survey 

 

The literature review is organized into two sections to provide the background on 

the proposed problem. The first section concerns literature on instability phenomena 

which includes studies of viscous fingering as a specific type of instability along with 

review of classical stability theory. The second section concerns literature on mobility 

control as a method to reduce or eliminate instabilities.  

 

2.1 INSTABILITY PHENOMENA  

Frontal instability is one of the most important problems in petroleum industry. 

Enhanced oil recovery (EOR) processes are prone to various types of instability. The 

performance of these processes is strongly affected by the stability of the displacement. 

Instabilities can be caused by several forces, namely viscous forces driven by adverse 

mobility ratios, gravity forces driven by fluid gradients, capillary forces from interfacial 

forces between immiscible fluids, and dispersive forces caused by concentration 

gradients between miscible fluids. 

There is a broad literature on the stability analysis of flows through porous media. 

In these studies, researchers have tried to solve the problems associated with the 

performance of different recovery methods. The first type of problems deals with 

immiscible isothermal displacements, which have been brought up by Chuoke and van 
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Meurs (1959). Later, Rachford (1964), Peters and Flock (1981), and others followed the 

work of Chuoke and van Meurs (1959) with an exception that the Rachford (1964) work 

is different from that of other researchers, who made use of a surface tension term to 

capture the smearing effect as a result of immiscible capillary transition zone in the 

porous medium. 

The second group of problems deals with the effect of stability of the displacing 

front on thermal recovery processes. In this regard, we should note the study of stability 

on both forward and reverse in-situ combustion processes by Armento and Miller (1977) 

and Gunn and Krantz (1980), respectively. The same procedure was followed in their 

work on the stability criteria. They assumed a sharp interface across the combustion front 

and used linear frontal perturbation for temperature, fluid velocities and pressure. 

The third class of problems concerns the stability criteria in an isothermal 

miscible displacement. In this regard, we should note the work of Wooding (1959) and 

Perrine (1961). Wooding assumed an initially sharp interface between two miscible fronts 

and the viscosity was a linear function of density. Perrine (1961) studied the stability 

problem by considering the effect of physical dispersion at the diffused displacement 

front in a two-dimensional rectangular tilted reservoir. He also obtained the stability 

criteria by perturbation analyses. Schowalter (1965) considered a similar problem to 

Perrine’s, but not similar in the assumption of a significant density difference between the 

fluids. Schowalter (1965) came up with a fourth-order differential equation for the 

concentration of solvent and obtained the stability criteria by solving the equation 

numerically as an eigenvalue problem. A mathematical approach was reported by 

Peaceman and Rachford (1962) in relatively homogeneous sandpacks to study an 

unstable miscible displacement. However, their work is limited to homogeneous 

permeable media. 
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Most of these studies are limited to quasi-homogeneous porous media having 

small permeability variations. However, a larger heterogeneity with a 0.6 to 0.8 Dykstra-

Parsons coefficient is typical of actual oil reservoirs. Araktingi and Orr (1988) considered 

heterogeneities of this order of magnitude in their work. They applied a random-walk 

model to simulate unstable flow of incompressible first-contact miscible (FCM) fluids. 

Fayers and Barker (1989) investigated the effect of heterogeneity for lean gas, FCM, and 

surfactant displacements. Chang et al. (1994) investigated the effect of multiphase flow 

on instabilities in multiple-contact miscible (MCM) flooding, in particular CO2 flooding 

and they noticed four displacement patterns depending on the Dykstra-Parsons coefficient 

of the permeability field and the dimensionless correlation length: channeling, fingering, 

gravity over-ride, and dispersive mixing. Chang et al. (1994) and Waggoner et al. (1992) 

found fingering only at very low heterogeneities. 

 

2.1.1 Viscous Fingering  

Viscous fingering is a flow instability phenomenon which occurs at fluid 

interfaces due to differences in viscosity or density. Viscous fingering typically happens 

by displacement of a more viscous fluid by a less viscous one. In vertical displacement 

process, viscous fingering can be also caused by downward displacement of a less dense 

fluid by a denser one. However, in horizontal direction, the fluid segregation due to 

density differences is considered as a gravity fingering. Gravity fingering appears as a 

gravity over-ride or gravity under-ride, if the displacing fluid is less dense or denser than 

the displaced one, respectively. Viscous fingering can develop in both immiscible and 

miscible processes. In immiscible displacements, capillary forces play an important role 
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in fingering instability. However, in miscible displacement, because of a negligible 

interfacial tension between the fluids, capillary forces diminish and diffusion/dispersion 

forces become important. 

Viscous fingering can be triggered by heterogeneity. However, fingering could 

happen even when the porous medium is homogeneous. Reservoir rocks are seldom 

homogeneous and variation in permeability occurs on a variety of length scales. 

Application of new imaging technologies reveals the presence of permeability variation 

in many rocks that were once thought to be homogeneous (Gharbi et al. 1996). Fingering 

should not be confused by channeling, which is a preferential flow of fluid in high 

permeability layers. If the permeability field is uncorrelated or with a small variance, the 

finger patterns will be similar to those observed for homogeneous porous media. 

However, for sufficiently variable permeability fields with large correlation lengths, the 

permeability distribution dominates the formation of fingers, and the channels follow the 

same path regardless of the mobility ratio (Araktingi and Orr 1993). Considering the 

random nature of natural porous structures, the proposed theory to predict instabilities in 

a displacement must combine both a macroscopic description of the flow and a statistical 

description of the porous medium. 

There is a vast literature on fingering in both miscible and immiscible 

displacements. Approaches used to study the fingering phenomenon include the 

following: (1) Experimental studies to analyze the key factors in the formation of 

laboratory-scale fingers (Hele-Shaw 1898; Engelberts and Klinkenberg 1951; Hill 1952; 

Dyes et al. 1954; Saffman and Taylor 1958; Chuoke and van Meurs 1959; Blackwell et 

al. 1959; Homsy 1987); (2) Implementation of hydrodynamic stability to study the 

displacement stability (Chuoke and van Meurs 1959; Dumore 1964; Lee et al. 1984; Riaz 

and Tchelepi 2004; Riaz et al. 2006; Farajzadeh et al. 2011); (3) Numerical simulation 
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using fine grids (Peaceman and Rachford 1962; Glimm et al. 1981; Krueger 1989; Chang 

et al. 1994; Riaz and Tchelepi 2006); (4)  Implementation of miscible simulators and 

using mixing factor to account for factors affecting the efficiency of the process (Koval 

1963; Todd and Longstaff 1972; Fayers 1988; Farajzadeh et al. 2013).  The 

experimental work involves preliminary results of viscous fingering in Hele-Shaw cells, 

sandpacks, and corefloods. The analytical work deals with mathematical approaches to 

model viscous fingering and to scale up the results to reservoir scales. Lastly, the 

numerical work concerns the use of different simulation techniques to understand and 

predict the physical behavior of viscous fingers. 

Early experiments were conducted by injecting a less viscous fluid from one 

corner to displace a more viscous fluid fully miscible with the displacing phase and 

withdrawing from the diagonal corner of a horizontal square Hele-Shaw cell (Hele-Shaw 

1898; Homsy 1987). Hele-Shaw cell is composed of two parallel plates and its 

configuration is illustrated in Figure 2-1.  

 

 

Figure 2-1: Schematic of Hele-Shaw cell. 

b

2L

Source
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Saffman and Taylor (1958) used Hele-Shaw cells to investigate fingering in 

porous medium because in both media, fluid flow obeys Darcy’s law. The flow in the cell 

is analogous to two dimensional incompressible flows in a homogeneous porous medium 

with permeability of  
2

12
b . The governing equations for the flow in the cell in the limit 

of low Reynolds number and 0be
L

  are as following (Homsy 1987): 

 

0u  ,                                                                                                                          (2-1) 

 

212
u

p g
b

     ,                                                                                                       (2-2) 

 

where u  is flow velocity and b  is the gap distance of the cell. An illustration of observed 

fingering in the cell is shown in Figure 2-2. However, the analogy fails in the case of 

immiscible displacements, which are truly multiphase flows, because capillary forces are 

neglected in Hele-Shaw-cell models (Claridge 1972; Homsy 1987). 
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Figure 2-2: Illustration of the observed viscous fingering in Hele-Shaw cells (Homsy 

1987). 

 

Further experiments were carried out in both columns of packed fine sand or glass 

beads and corefloods (Dyes et al. 1954; Craig et al. 1955; Chuoke and van Meurs 1959; 

Blackwell et al. 1959; Perkins et al. 1965; Stokes et al. 1986; Perkins and Johnston 1969; 

Peters and Flock 1981; Peters et al. 1987; Hornof and Morrow 1988). Application of 

various imaging techniques were used in these studies to study viscous fingering by 

observing the behavior of the front during displacement. These studies have provided 

new insight into unstable displacements and were used to validate analytical and 

numerical works. 

There are several analytical and empirical models that account for fingering 

observed in the experiments. The best known models are those of Koval (1963), Todd 

and Longstaff (1972), and Fayers (1988).  
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A linear perturbation analysis of miscible displacement instability has been done 

by Lee et al. (1984) without assuming a quasi-static solvent profile, but with the 

consideration of the dispersion coefficients to be functions of the displacement velocity 

(Perkins and Johnston 1969). Lee et al. (1984) used hydrodynamic stability principles to 

predict the displacement stability criteria and observed that an unstable displacement 

reaches a state of unconditional stability after a threshold time. Hydrodynamic stability 

principles are useful in analyzing the physical variables, such as solvent concentration, 

pressure, and velocity components under the presence of some small disturbance. They 

assumed the dispersion coefficient as a function of molecular diffusivity, displacement 

velocity, and the mixing length (Raimondi and Torcaso 1965), in contrast with the 

Perrine’s (1961) assumption of constant dispersion coefficients. For linear flow, these 

disturbances can be represented by the sum of any number of basic modes through a 

Fourier integral. Oscillatory and non-oscillatory instabilities in a miscible displacement 

process were studied for a given set of process variables. The instability criteria were 

determined at the most unstable point in the mixing zone. They obtained a fourth-order 

partial differential equation for concentration as a function of time ( t ) and position ( z ) as 

follows: 

 

1 2( , ) ( , ) ( , )c z t c z t i c z t  ,                                                                                                 (2-3) 

 

where 
1c  and 

2c  are real functions. This equation indicates the concentration perturbation 

as a complex function of the real variables, z and t . The displacement will be stationary 

stable if the imaginary part of c , i.e. 
2c  is zero (Chandrasekhar 1961). At stationary 

stable conditions, fingers will exponentially decay or grow depending on whether the 

displacement is stable or unstable. On the other hand, the system will be oscillatory stable 
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if 
2 0c   (Chandrasekhar 1961). In systems where non-oscillatory fingers form, the 

necessary and sufficient condition for instability (Dumore 1964) is  

 

sinkg d dc
v

d dc

 

 
  ,                                                                                                      (2-4) 

 

where the wavelength of the fingers is greater than a critical wavelength. In a 

displacement with a large wavelength, the front becomes more unstable with noticeably 

large fingers. More details on this equation and stability criteria can be found in the 

following section.  

Linear stability analysis on formation of fingering provides useful information 

concerning the early stages of the initiation of fingering; however, it does not convey 

information about the growth of fingers. Hence, numerical methods such as finite 

difference simulations, a method of weighted residuals, and random walk models were 

used to capture the physical phenomena of viscous fingering under certain conditions. In 

some of these investigations, the results of the numerical calculations are in good 

agreement with experiments. For instance, the study by Christie and Bond (1987) shows 

good agreement in comparison to the experimental results of Blackwell et al. (1959).      

More recently, linear stability analysis of immiscible displacements was carried 

out governed by fluid properties across the shock rather than those across the full 

Buckley-Leverett profile. Instability initiation criterion was ascribed to the shock total 

mobility ratio, which is the ratio of the total mobility at the shock saturation to that ahead 

of the front. A marginal stability curve was computed for stable and unstable regions in 

the parameter space of the viscosity ratio and the gravity number. It was found that flows 
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with unstable viscosity contrasts are more readily stabilized with buoyancy as compared 

to the viscous stabilization of gravitationally unstable flows (Riaz and Tchelepi 2004). 

In addition to linear stability analysis of immiscible displacements, Riaz and 

Tchelepi (2004) analyzed nonlinear evolution of instability in two-phase immiscible 

displacements with a high-accuracy numerical method. The numerical method used in 

their study is based on the vorticity equations, which is obtained by taking the curl of 

velocity. The vorticity magnitude is highest at the finger-tip and gradually diminishes 

away from the tip. This variation of vorticity along the finger length, results in a pointed 

profile at the front. The fingers in immiscible displacement do not qualitatively show the 

phenomena of tip-splitting and merging, observed for miscible flows for comparable 

viscosity ratios (Riaz and Meiburg 2002; Zimmerman and Homsy 1991). The dominant 

mechanism of finger interaction for immiscible displacements is shielding, where large 

amplitude fingers impede the growth of smaller neighboring fingers. The difference 

between immiscible and miscible fingers could be related to the nature of the 

dispersion/diffusion mechanisms in the two processes.  
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2.1.2 Classical Stability Theory  

The first reports on the formation of viscous fingering are in the work of 

Engelberts and Klinkenberg (1951) for immiscible displacement processes. Similarly, 

Hill (1952) noticed viscous fingering in miscible displacements in packed beds in the 

displacement of a viscous fluid by a less viscous one. Instabilities at the interface 

between displacing fluid and displaced fluid are responsible for the initiation and growth 

of viscous fingers. These instabilities occur whenever the viscosity of the displacing fluid 

is much less than that of the displaced fluid (Hill 1952; Chuoke and van Meurs 1959). 

Many approaches have been used to find the criterion of instability and achieve 

conditions for a stable displacement. In spite of the fact that the criteria for initiation of 

fingers can be defined through different approaches, results are similar. 

Hill (1952) proposed the initiation of a small finger at a flat interface in the 

displacing front and obtained the stability criterion based on the pressure on both sides of 

the interface in a vertical miscible displacement. The stability criterion is calculated by 

considering the displacement of a fluid of viscosity 
1  and density 

1  by a fluid of 

viscosity 
2  and density 

2  in downward direction (Figure 2-3). These differences in 

physical properties may result from using two different immiscible phases or from 

injection of a solvent fully miscible with fluid 1 (Homsy 1987). The variation of these 

properties across some front is important. The important forces are: viscous, gravity, and 

(if the fluids are immiscible) surface tension.  
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Figure 2-3: Simplified model to obtain stability criterion by Hill (1952). 

 

Suppose that a shallow depression CD, of depth x , develops in the interface AB. 

The depression will disappear if 
1 2P P . The following equations can be written: 
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where u  and k are Darcy velocity and permeability, respectively. Hence, the condition 

for stability of flow can be written as 
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Based on Eq. 2-9 flow with velocity less than 1 2

1 2

( )

( )
c

kg
u

 

 





 would be stable. 

This value is called critical velocity (
cu ). Flow becomes unstable at velocities above the 

critical velocity. Figure 2-4 shows the behavior at the front location at different 

velocities. As can be seen, fingers were produced at the front location at velocities higher 

than the critical velocity.  

 

 

Figure 2-4: Observed front configuration at different injection velocity by Hill (1952). 

 

Dietz (1953) obtained a similar formula, but for an inclined porous reservoir: 
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 ,                                                                                                    (2-9) 

 

where   is the angle between the vertical axis and the normal to the interface in the flow 

direction.  

u=1/2uc
u=uc u=2uc u=4uc
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Viscous fingering is a random and chaotic phenomenon. Nevertheless, simple 

geometries were used for mathematical analysis to understand the complexity of the 

process. The moving boundary technique discussed by Collins (1990) is one of the means 

to solve such a complex problem. As can be seen in Figure 2-5, a linear frontal 

displacement in a dipping reservoir is considered, in which the displacing fluid is more 

mobile than that being displaced. A perturbation of length  of the displacement front is 

assumed, which could be caused by an isolated non-uniformity in the permeability field. 

The approach is to investigate the conditions under which (t) will grow or decay as a 

function of time (Lake 2008).  

 

 

Figure 2-5: Simplified model of frontal instability.  

 

α= dip angle
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Based on the linear displacement discussed by Collins (1990), the rate of frontal 

advance is 

 

11
| sin ( )
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 ,                                                       (2-10) 

 

where 
1 21 r rS S S    ,

1 2     , and M is the mobility ratio calculated by dividing 

the mobility of the displacing fluid by the mobility of the displaced fluid. Similarly, for 

the perturbation front: 
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The rate of change of the perturbation is 
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Hence, 
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The perturbation will grow if 0  , will remain constant if 0  , and will decay 

if 0   (Lake 2008). Therefore the condition of neutral stability ( 0  ) is 
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where 
0( )c LP P P    is the critical pressure drop. The Darcy velocity corresponding to 

this pressure drop is the critical rate (
cu ) and is expressed as  
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 .                                                                                                       (2-15) 

 

Displacements with velocities less than the critical velocity are considered to be 

stable. Lake (2008) summarized stability conditions based on the mobility ratio being 

smaller or larger than the unity and the direction of gravity forces with respect to the 

density difference and the direction of flow. Lake (2008) used endpoint mobility ratio (

M  ) in his calculations; however, the shock front mobility ratio ( M ) was replaced in the 

equations because this mobility ratio is important and it causes instabilities. The summary 

is tabulated in Table 2-1.  

 

Table 2-1: Stability Conditions Based on Ranges for Mobility Ratio and Gravity 

Difference (Modified from Lake 2008)  

Case 

Number 

Mobility Ratio 

Condition 

Gravity Difference 

Condition 
Description 

1 1M   sin 0g    Stable 

2 1M   sin 0g    Conditionally Stable (Type I) 

3 1M   sin 0g    Conditionally Stable (Type II) 

4 1M   sin 0g    Unstable 

 

Displacements with velocities greater than the critical velocity might lead to 

instabilities depending on the scale effect. Initiated fingers on the verge of instability 

might be suppressed in a medium of limited lateral extent because of dissipative effects. 

Therefore, predictions of fingering in laboratory-scale experiments might not be 
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applicable in field scales unless the scale effect is understood. Critical wavelength (
c ) is 

introduced to convey information on dissipative effects in flows in porous media (Chuoke 

and van Meurs 1959; Gardner and Ypma 1982). Initiated fingers with critical 

wavelengths less than the maximum lateral extent of the permeable medium are expected 

to vanish. Hence, fingers are suppressed in systems having very small transverse 

dimensions, such as the slim tube experiments (Lake 2008).  

The critical wavelength of an unstable miscible displacement is introduced by 

Chuoke and van Meurs (1959) based on a linear stability analysis of a downward 

miscible displacement. The following equation provides this calculation:  
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where KL is an isotropic dispersion coefficient. The expression for the critical wavelength 

in an immiscible displacement is also introduced by Chuoke and van Meurs (1959) and 

improved by Peters and Flock (1981): 
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where C  is a constant with the value of 25 for immiscible displacements with no residual 

water initially present, and 190 with irreducible water present.  
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2.2 MOBILITY CONTROL 

Displacing phase with higher mobility is unstable and will finger through the 

displaced phase with lower mobility. Instabilities in the displacing front lead to early 

breakthrough and poor sweep efficiency, which ultimately results in low oil recovery. 

Stability can be achieved by using mobility control agents such as polymer or foam or by 

using gravity to stabilize the displacement below a critical velocity.  

Mobility control agents are capable of reducing the mobility contrast between 

displacing and displaced phase. The advantage is to delay the displacing-phase 

breakthrough and to form an oil bank which results in an increase in both volumetric and 

displacement sweep efficiency. A schematic of displacement at adverse mobility ratio 

without and with using a mobility control agent is shown in Figure 2-6. Formation of 

fingers is illustrated in an unstable displacement along with the formation of a stable front 

characterized by an oil bank using mobility control agents.  
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(a)                                                   (b) 

Figure 2-6: Illustration of: (a) formation of fingers in an unstable front, (b) stabilized 

front using mobility control agents (modified from Green and Willhite 

1998).  

Surfactant floods are characterized by an oil bank flowing ahead of the displacing 

slug. In the case where the mobility of the displacing slug is equal to or less than the 

minimum value of the total relative mobility of the oil bank, the displacement is stable 

(Gogarty et al. 1970). One way to reduce the mobility of the displacing slug to values 

lower than of those for an oil bank is adding mobility control agents, such as polymer or 

foam to the displacing phase. Another way is to change the composition of the surfactant 

solution in order to achieve high viscosities. Viscous surfactant slugs are not suitable for 

displacing purposes. They might cause high surfactant retention, high pressure gradients, 

and reduced sweep efficiency. On the other hand, high viscosity in the displacing slug 

requires a chasing buffer in order to prevent the fingering of chase water with low 

mobility into the slug. Without using mobility control agents in the drive water, water 

breaks through earlier than the slug; as the result, the process is no longer effective. 

Early Breakthrough 
of Displacing Phase

Formation 
of an Oil Bank

Formation 
of Fingers

Stabilized Front
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Addition of polymer to water decreases its mobility because of an increase in 

viscosity, as well as a decrease in aqueous phase permeability (Sorbie 1991; Lake 2008). 

Polymers can be used to prevent fingering and channeling and thus increase sweep 

efficiency in heterogeneous reservoirs. One of the early studies on mobility control of 

waterfloods using polymers was done by Jennings et al. (1971). They introduced the 

concept of the residual resistance factor, which is the ratio of the injectivity of brine to 

that of a polymer solution under the same conditions. Experimental studies in both 

sandpacks and corefloods were done to understand the mechanisms of mobility reduction 

using polymers (Kelley and Caudle 1966; Gogarty 1967b; Dominguez and Willhite 1977; 

Cohen and Christ 1986). The oil recovery during a waterflood or polymer flood is 

influenced by reservoir heterogeneity. Heterogeneity affects the sweep efficiency. 

Crossflow between layers depends on the ratio of vertical to horizontal permeability and 

mobility ratio. Polymers lower the mobility ratio and thus increase the crossflow. 

Crossflow increases the sweep efficiency and thus improves oil recovery.  

The success of polymer flooding in a specific field depends on a number of 

factors, including (Kaminsky et al. 2007): oil viscosity, mobile oil saturation, ability for 

the polymer to propagate through the reservoir, compatibility of the polymer with 

reservoir rock and fluids, reservoir heterogeneity, well spacing and flow rates, 

preparation and quality control of the injected polymer solutions, and the ability to 

sustain injectivity. Hydrolyzed polyacrylamides (HPAM) are a common class of 

polymers widely used in enhanced oil recovery. Levitt and Pope (2008) discuss the 

selection and screening of polymers for enhanced oil recovery.  

Gas-Liquid foams are alternatives to polymers for mobility control in EOR 

methods. Foams can be used as mobility control agents in miscible and immiscible floods 

as well as in well treatment. Another application of foams is in gas flooding to improve 
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the sweep efficiency. Low density of gas might lead to gravity segregation and gravity 

over-ride. On the other hand, low gas viscosity leads to viscous fingering and unfavorable 

mobility ratio. Foams are capable of reducing the mobility ratio by increasing the fluid 

apparent viscosity of the displacing fluid.  

Different studies were done to investigate the behavior of foam in a porous 

medium based on the formation of bubbles (Ettinger and Radke 1992; Rossen 1996; Yan 

2006). These gas bubbles are surrounded by lamella, which can be stationary or moving 

(Figure 2-7). Generation of foam is caused by lamella creation in the porous medium. 

Different studies addressed the mechanisms underlying foam generation (Falls et al. 

1989; Kovscek and Radke 1994; Rossen 1996; Kibodeaux 1997). 

 

 

 

Figure 2-7: Schematic of continuous and discontinuous gas channels in porous media 

(Tanzil 2001).  
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Foams affect both gas and liquid mobilities. The gas trapped by stationary 

lamellae is immobilized, leading to a reduction of mobile gas saturation (Friedmann and 

Jensen 1986). Besides, moving lamellae experience drag force as they slide along the 

pore walls because of the gas blockage and the gas flow alteration caused by stationary 

lamellae. Hence, foams reduce the mobility of gas by reducing the relative permeability 

and increasing apparent gas viscosity. Foams indirectly reduce liquid relative 

permeability by affecting liquid saturation in pores (Srivastava 2010). The reduction in 

liquid relative permeability is a result of a decrease in liquid saturation. Liquid saturation 

in pores is reduced due to an increase in gas saturation because of the reduction in gas 

mobility.   

Foams are thermodynamically unstable. The stability of foams affects its mobility 

reduction ability. Foam stability is a function of lamella stability, whose stability depends 

on several parameters, including (Kam and Rossen 2003; Srivastava 2010): rate of 

capillary drainage, gas diffusion, disjoining pressure, anti-foaming effect of oil, surfactant 

concentration, aqueous phase salinity, and mechanical deformations.  

Gravity-stable surfactant flooding can be used to maintain the stability of the 

displacement and reduce the cost and complexity of the process. This process was 

initially introduced to recover the residual oil from a thick dipping reservoir by the 

upward injection of a surfactant slug in a downdip injector and recovering hydrocarbons 

in an updip producer (McCoy and Kokolis 1989; Shook and Pope 1999). Its application 

was introduced using vertical wells in a dipping reservoir by the driving force of a water 

drive or an active aquifer to displace fluids in upward direction (Gogarty 1967a; 

McMillen 1983).  
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A pilot test of alkaline-surfactant flooding, without polymer was done in the 

White Castle field, Louisiana (Falls et al. 1994). The test was conducted in a steeply 

dipping reservoir (dip angle = 45°) with high permeability (greater than 1 darcy) using a 

downdip injector and two updip producers. The flood was reported unstable at the 

specified injection rate with oil recovery on the order of 38% of waterflood residual oil 

saturation and 100% displacement efficiency (Falls et al. 1994).  

Gravity-stable surfactant floods using vertical wells were rarely feasible in the 

past since the reservoir had to be steeply dipping and the velocity had to be extremely 

low for buoyancy to be sufficiently large to stabilize the displacement. However, gravity-

stable surfactant floods are now an interesting option due in part to the wide spread use of 

horizontal wells since that makes it feasible to conduct a vertical surfactant flood.  

The problem is now to determine under what reservoir conditions gravity-stable 

surfactant floods might be an attractive to surfactant-polymer floods, which is the subject 

of this study.  
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Chapter 3:  Numerical Modeling 

 

Fine-grid simulations were performed to capture and study instabilities in 

surfactant floods. To ensure the convergence and the accuracy of the solution, we used a 

higher-order flux-limited TVD scheme in all of the simulations.  

 

3.1 DESCRIPTION OF UTCHEM SIMULATOR 

UTCHEM is a multicomponent, multiphase, three-dimensional chemical flood 

simulator. Aqueous, oleic, and microemulsion phases may appear depending on salinity 

and other parameters affecting the phase behavior. First, the aqueous phase pressure is 

calculated based on the overall mass balance on the volume-occupying components. 

Second, the mass conservation equations are solved for each species. These equations are 

solved implicitly for pressure and explicitly for concentrations, using a block-centered 

finite-difference scheme. UTCHEM uses a third-order total variation diminishing 

numerical method to increase the numerical accuracy and stability (Liu et al. 1994). A 

detailed discussion of the UTCHEM simulator can be found in the literature (Delshad et 

al. 1996; 2011).  
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3.2 BACKGROUND ON HIGHER-RESOLUTION NUMERICAL METHODS 

Chemical floods involve combinations of various physical and chemical 

phenomena. Numerical methods are used to model the flow of multiphase fluids 

consisting of mixtures of chemical components. The accuracy of the numerical 

approximation and the computational efficiency are highly dependent on the techniques 

for solving the partial differential equations. Typical finite-difference methods might be 

adequate for smooth solutions but become problematic when discontinuities, common in 

the concentration fronts of many chemical floods, are present (Lantz 1971; Fanchi 1983; 

Liu 1993). Hence, application of high-resolution methods is recommended to ensure the 

accuracy of the physical solution to flow equations. 

High-resolution methods are numerical methods with the following features (Le 

Veque 1988; 1990): (1) high-order accuracy for smooth solutions and in smooth regions 

of a solution even when discontinuities are present elsewhere, (2) sharp resolution of 

discontinuities without excessive smearing, (3) the absence of spurious oscillations in the 

computed solution, (4) an appropriate form of consistency with the weak form of the 

conservation law, and (5) nonlinear stability bounds that, together with consistency, 

guarantee convergence as the grid is refined.  

To increase the stability and robustness of the discretizations, a flux limiter that is 

total variation diminishing (TVD) was implemented in the simulator (Liu 1993; Liu et al. 

1994) and has been used in the simulations. TVD schemes provide higher-order accuracy 

in the smooth regions along with oscillation-free solutions across discontinuities (Liu 

1993; Liu et al. 1994). Application of flux-limiter imposes constraints on the gradients of 

the flux functions to minimize the oscillations across shocks. 

A total variation diminishing third-order finite-difference method has been used in 

the simulations for the solutions of both concentrations and relative permeability. The 
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formulation of the convection term in the flow equations is defined as follows (Leonard 

1988): 
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where, 
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The approximation of the space derivative of the component concentration (
xC ) is 

as below (Liu et al. 1994): 
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where the coefficients 
i , 

i , and 
i are 
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and local distances 
2id 
,

1id 
, and 

1id 
are defined as 
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1 1( ) / 2i i id x x    ,                                                                                                      (3-8) 

 

1 1( ) / 2i i id x x    .                                                                                                      (3-9) 

 

The flux limiter is performed using a limiter function ( )r , which is a function of 

the ratio of consecutive cell component gradients, as (Liu et al. 1994): 
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and 
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The method requires that the variation of the discretized solution be diminishing. 

The total variation, 1( )nTV C  , of the solution is defined by (Liu et al. 1994): 
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and for TVD schemes, the following condition must be satisfied: 
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3.3 BACKGROUND ON SPEEDUP 

Fine-grid numerical simulations take up a significant amount of memory, which is 

computationally expensive. The benefits of fine-grid numerical simulations include the 

ability to (1) resolve flood fronts, (2) allow more accurate representation of 

heterogeneity, and (3) capture detailed physics underlying the chemical floods. 

Implementation of different solvers reduces the simulation run-time and allows for 

parallel processing. Parallel processing helps fine-grid simulations run faster and more 

efficiently (Ghasemi 2012). With the aid of speedup methods, detailed studies of full-

field simulations with consideration of different geologies would be possible.  

High-performance solvers are implemented in reservoir simulators to reduce the 

computational time associated with solving the system of equations at each time-step 

(Ghasemi 2012). Advantage of using a solver for speedup purposes depends on the 

specific physical problem under study. Different solvers were compared for our field-case 

studies and it was found that PETSc package (PETSc 2010) significantly reduced the 

simulation time. Hence, field case studies were done with the use of PETSc.  

The Portable Extensible Toolkit for Scientific computation (PETSc) is a high-

performance parallel solver which could be used in UTCHEM. This package is 

applicable in solving both linear and non-linear system of equations (PETSc 2010). One 

of the advantages of this package is its accurate and efficient pre-allocation of memory. 

Memory allocation is very expensive in solving large system of equations. Hence, an 

accurate and efficient method would significantly reduce the computational time and 

enhance the performance of the simulator.    
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3.4 MODEL DEVELOPMENT  

UTCHEM was used to develop the numerical model to study stability of 

surfactant floods under the effects of buoyancy and heterogeneity. The setup and the 

physical description of the model are briefly explained in the following paragraphs.  

The numerical simulations were performed by fine-mesh grids to capture and 

study fingering in the displacement of surfactant floods. To ensure the convergence and 

the accuracy of the solution, a flux-limited TVD scheme is used in all of the simulations.  

The initiation of fingering is attributed to an initial perturbation, which is typical 

in all other physical instability phenomena. The most common form of this kind of 

perturbation in an unstable displacement is the permeability heterogeneity. There are few 

methods for producing a perturbation in numerical simulation of fingering, such as using 

a non-uniform concentration distribution such as done in the work of Blunt et al. (1994), 

using heterogeneous permeability such as done in the work of Giordano et al. (1985), 

Gharbi et al. (1997), Lee et al. (1996), and Moissis (1988); or using a random dispersion 

term such as done in the work of Araktingi and Orr (1988). All these methods can initiate 

fingering. Christie and Bond (1987) state that for small values of variance, similar results 

were obtained using random initial concentrations in the injection gridblocks and using 

log-normally distributed uncorrelated random permeabilities.  

Fingering patterns observed can be dominated by the permeability distribution. 

Developed fingers follow the high permeability flow paths in the case of variable and 

correlated permeabilities. As a result, there will be little difference between the flow 

patterns at unit mobility ratio and those at adverse mobility ratio. However, flow in high 

permeable layers or channeling will not occur in the presence of random permeability 

field. Krueger (1989) and Chang et al. (1994) found that a small perturbation in the 

permeability was enough to trigger viscous fingers for adverse mobility ratio 
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displacements. In this study, random, uncorrelated, normally distributed permeability was 

used as the perturbation to trigger fingers rather than correlated permeability, which 

causes channeling as well as fingering. Gridblock permeabilities were assigned in the 

same manner as in the work of Peaceman and Rachford (1962). Random permeability is 

calculated based on the following formula for each gridblock in the direction of flow: 

 

(1 )i avg s ik k k R  ,                                                                                                          (3-14) 

 

where 
ik  is the gridblock permeability, avgk is the average permeability, 

iR  is a random 

number from a set of random numbers with a mean of zero and the standard deviation of 

one, and 
sk  is the permeability coefficient of variation (Krueger 1989). A random 

permeability field with an average permeability of 5,500 md (Figure 3-1) was used to 

match the results of the sandpack experiments, which will be discussed in the following 

chapter.   

 

Figure 3-1: Generated random permeability field.  
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On the other hand, we used a Dykstra-Parsons coefficient and correlation lengths 

to represent heterogeneities in reservoir simulations done in this study. All permeability 

fields for field case studies were generated by Petrel (Petrel 2011), which will be 

discussed later. An illustration of the permeability field generated for reservoir 

simulations is shown in Figure 3-2. To decrease the simulation time for our field case 

studies, we compared different solvers and found that PETSc package (PETSc 2010) 

significantly reduced the simulation time. Field case studies were done with the use of 

this solver package. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-2: Generated permeability field for reservoir simulations.  
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3.5 PHYSICAL PROPERTY MODELS 

The model should be capable of capturing the process chemistry and phase 

behavior needed to describe surfactant floods realistically including the effect of polymer.  

The features relating to this study include the following: (1) Surfactant phase behavior, 

(2) Microemulsion properties, (3) Surfactant retention, (4) Relative permeability, (5) 

Capillary desaturation curves, (6) Low-tension fractional flow theory with gravity term 

included, and (7) Polymer properties. In this section, the physical models for these 

features are explained.   

 

 

3.5.1 Surfactant Flood – Description and Phase Behavior 

Surfactants are surface active agents. Addition of surfactants to injected water 

reduces oil-water interfacial tension (IFT) and/or alters wettability of the formation. 

Surfactants are capable of increasing oil recovery by imbibition into the matrix and 

changing the wettability from oil- or mixed-wet to water-wet.  

Surfactant molecules have a hydrophilic head and a lipophilic tail. There has been 

extensive research on the chemistry of new surfactants to provide ultralow interfacial 

tensions at a wide-range of reservoir conditions. Some of these new surfactant molecules 

are presented in Figure 3-3. The detailed study of these structures is out of the scope of 

this research; for more information, see for example Levitt et al. (2009) and Yang et al. 

(2010). The low interfacial tension is a result of the formation of the micelles above a 

critical surfactant monomer concentration (Figure 3-4) and monomers positioning at the 

interface between oil and water (Figure 3-5).  
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(a)                                                                       (b) 

Figure 3-3: Examples of surfactant structures: (a) Branched PO Sulfate N67-7PO-SO4, 

(b) C15-18 IOS (sulfonate) (Pope 2011). 

 

 

Figure 3-4: Formation of surfactant micelles above the critical micelle concentration 

(Lake 2008). 
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Figure 3-5: Positioning of surfactant monomers at the interface between oil and water 

(Pope 2011). 

Microemulsion forms when the surfactant mixes with oil and water above the 

critical micelle concentration (CMC). Microemulsion is a thermodynamically stable 

phase; depending on the phase behavior of the mixture, it appears in different regimes 

(Winsor 1954; Reed and Healy 1977; Nelson and Pope 1978; Prouvost et al. 1985). A 

middle-phase or Type-III microemulsion (Winsor 1954) is the optimal regime for the 

mobilization and displacement of oil because of the corresponding low and equal 

interfacial tensions between this phase and the excess phases of oil and water (Healy and 

Reed 1977; Reed and Healy 1977; Nelson and Pope 1978). 

In a successful displacement, the injected slug should provide ultralow IFT (less 

than 10
-3

 dyne/cm) to mobilize the residual oil and form the oil bank. This low interfacial 

regime pushes oil out of the pores, referred as oil ganglia, and forms the oil bank as these 

ganglia coalesce (Bansal and Shah 1976). The ultralow IFT should be maintained during 
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the flood to minimize the oil trapping by capillary forces. This happens by a systematic 

and robust engineering design of a surfactant formulation to produce Type III 

microemulsion as the solution displaces the oil. The most efficient design uses a salinity 

gradient to reduce the salinity of the drive, change the phase behavior to Type I, and thus 

decrease phase trapping and surfactant adsorption (Pope et al. 1979).  

Surfactant phase behavior depends on several parameters, such as oil 

characteristics, water salinity, temperature, etc. A typical phase behavior study is by the 

observation of different surfactant formulations in a range of salinity at the reservoir 

temperature. A schematic of three different types of microemulsion is presented in Figure 

3-6. The surfactant formulation should be designed to provide low surfactant retention, 

compatibility with polymers, thermal stability, aqueous stability, and low cost. This 

formulation can be achieved by detailed surfactant phase behavior study, different 

surfactant synergies, and performing coreflood experiments.   
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Figure 3-6: Formation of three types of microemulsion phase at different salinities 

(Lake 2008). 

 

 

 

 

Type I Type III Type II
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3.5.2 Microemulsion Properties  

Microemulsion properties, especially its viscosity, are important for the 

determination of stability of surfactant floods. Microemulsion viscosity should be 

controlled since low viscosities are required for reasonable flow rates. Furthermore, low 

microemulsion viscosity prevents high surfactant retention, high pressure gradients, and 

reduced sweep efficiency. Microemulsion viscosity depends on oil concentration in the 

microemulsion among other variables. The microemulsion viscosity is calculated using 

the equation given below: 

 

1 23 33 2 13 33 4 13 5 33[ ( )] [ ( )] [ ]
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    ,                                                (3-15) 

 

where the set of parameters  1 2 3 4 5, , , ,      is adjusted until a satisfactory fit of the 

measured viscosity and the model is obtained as demonstrated in Figure 3-7. As can be 

seen in this figure, microemulsion viscosity at optimum salinity (
23 13 0.50C C  ) is 

about 24 cp. The experimental measurements of microemulsion viscosity and surfactant 

phase behavior have been reported by Lu et al. (2013; 2014). Figure 3-8 shows the 

surfactant phase behavior match based on the experimental measurements of oil and 

water solubilization ratios at different salinities. The solubilization ratio for phase l (Rl3) 

is defined as R13=Cl3/C33. Set of parameters used to match microemulsion viscosity 

measurements in the lab is  1 = 5,
2 = 3.9,

3 = 0.7,
4 = 2.7, 5 0.1   and the model 

curve is shown in Figure 3-7 along with two cases of low and high microemulsion 

viscosity with corresponding microemulsion viscosity at optimum salinity equal to 12 cp 

and 48 cp, respectively. These two cases were also modeled with the same surfactant 

properties shown in Figure 3-8.  
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For the special case of gravity-dominated flow, which is the focus of this 

research, microemulsion density is also important. Microemulsion density as a function 

of concentration of each component is continually calculated by the simulator as the 

flood progresses. The specific weight of microemulsion (
3 ) is calculated as a function of 

concentration of each component in the microemulsion as follows: 

 

3 13 13 23 23 33 33 53 63 73 730.02533 0.001299C C C C C C           ,                                    (3-16) 

 

where 
13 , 

23 , 
33 , and 

73  are water, oil, surfactant, and alcohol specific gravities in 

microemulsion phase, respectively. Their values are approximately equal to water, oil in 

microemulsion, surfactant solution, and alcohol specific gravities at the reference 

pressure due to their negligible compressibilities. Concentrations in microemulsion were 

obtained as average values on the gridblocks representing the microemulsion phase in our 

simulation results.  
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Figure 3-7: Microemulsion (ME) viscosity versus microemulsion oil concentration for 

three different cases: Low, Measured, and High ME viscosity. 

 

 

Figure 3-8:  Solubilization ratio for both measured and model cases. 
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3.5.3 Surfactant Retention  

Surfactant retention affects both the economics and the feasibility of a successful 

chemical flood. Surfactant retention includes both adsorption on rock surface and 

trapping due to unfavorable phase behavior. The value of surfactant retention ranges from 

about 0.01 to 0.37 mg/g rock depending on the surfactant structure, mineralogy, salinity, 

pH, Eh, microemulsion viscosity, crude oil, co-solvent and mobility control (Glover et al. 

1979; Nelson 1982; Novosad 1982; Wang 1993; Zhang and Hirasaki 2006; Hirasaki et al. 

2008; Solairaj et al. 2012). The effects of salinity and microemulsion viscosity are 

discussed here. 

Surfactant retention is high at salinities associated with Type II microemulsion 

(over-optimum salinity). At these salinities, microemulsion is trapped in the pores of the 

rock. The microemulsion could be remobilized by displacing with the injection fluid at 

lower salinities to reverse the phase behavior to Type I. Hence, an efficient displacement 

with the minimum surfactant retention occurs during negative salinity gradient, in which 

transition from Type II to Type III to Type I takes place as the flood progresses. On the 

other hand, formation of viscous microemulsions and macroemulsions leads to an 

increase in surfactant retention. Microemulsion viscosity could be reduced by the 

addition of co-solvents, using highly branched surfactants, using a blend of dissimilar 

surfactants, and an increase in temperature (Levitt et al. 2009; Sahni 2009; Taghavifar 

2014).  

Surfactant adsorption isotherms are very complex. However, the complexity is 

associated with surfactant concentration below CMC, which has little practical impact on 

the transport and effectiveness of the surfactant. Hence, a Langmuir-type isotherm can be 

used to capture the essential features of the adsorption isotherm. The Langmuir-type 

isotherm was used to describe the adsorption level of surfactant which takes into account 
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the salinity, surfactant concentration, and porous medium permeability. Field-scale 

simulations were performed using 0.24 mg/g-rock adsorption. The Langmuir-type 

isotherm for these simulations is shown in Figure 3-9.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-9: Langmuir-type isotherm used in field-scale simulations. 
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3.5.4 Relative Permeability  

Multiphase relative permeabilities are modeled using Corey-type relative 

permeability equations (Brooks and Corey 1966; Delshad and Pope 1989) as a function 

of trapping number to capture the effects of both gravity and viscous forces on the 

mobilization of trapped oil:  

 

( ) , 1,...,ln

rl rl nl pk k S for l n   ,                                                                                (3-17) 

 

where the normalized saturation (
nlS ) is defined as 
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where rlk  , 
ln , and 

lrS  are the relative permeability endpoint, exponent, and residual 

saturation for phase l. The dependence of residual saturations on interfacial tension is 

modeled as a function of trapping number. The trapping number becomes more important 

in this study as it includes both gravity and viscous forces. The trapping number is 

defined as follows (Pope et al. 2000): 
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where l and l  are the displacing and displaced phase, respectively. Residual saturations 

are then computed as a function of trapping number as 
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The endpoints and exponents in relative permeability functions are computed as a 

linear interpolation (Delshad et al. 1987; Delshad and Pope 1989) between the given 

input values at low and high trapping numbers  , , ,low high low high

rl rl l lk k n n  : 
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3.5.5 Capillary Desaturation Curve  

Capillary desaturation curve (CDC) of a phase is the relationship between residual 

saturation of the phase and a local trapping number. At low trapping numbers, residual 

saturations are roughly constant. At some trapping number designated as the critical 

trapping number, the residual saturations begin to decrease. The capillary desaturation 

curves define the mobilization of each phase as the trapping number is increased, because 

of reduced interfacial tension, and also because of the changes in hydraulic gradient. 

Application of a proper surfactant formulation reduces the interfacial tension required for 

phase mobilization. On the other hand, buoyancy force in the direction of flow increases 

the hydraulic gradient which leads to even higher values of trapping number and ease of 

mobilization. CDC curve for each phase can be modeled as 
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Capillary desaturation curves of the oleic phase for different values of trapping 

parameter for oil (T2) are plotted in Figure 3-10. As can be seen in this figure, higher 

values of trapping parameter (T2) reduce the critical trapping number.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-10:  Capillary desaturation curves of the oleic phase for three different oil 

trapping parameters. 
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3.5.6 Low-Tension Fractional Flow Theory with Gravity Term Included 

 The focus of this study is gravity-dominated flow. Hence, fractional flow theory 

with the gravity term included has been used to study the effects of different parameters 

on the performance of surfactant floods. The fractional flow of water can be computed as 
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where glN  and M are the gravity number and mobility ratio defined as 
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The microemulsion (ME) and oil bank (OB) specific shock front velocities are 

calculated as follows: 
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where 
3D  is non-dimensional surfactant retention calculated as follows: 
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Fractional flow curves with the gravity term included are shown in Figure 3-11 as 

an illustration. The application of fractional flow curves in this study is discussed in the 

following chapters.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-11: Fractional flow curves with gravity term included (T=tangent and OB=oil 

bank). 
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3.5.7 Polymer Flood – Description and Properties 

Polymers are long, chainlike, high-weight molecules which are typically a linkage 

of thousands of monomers. Addition of water-soluble polymers reduces the mobility of 

the injected water by increasing the displacing-phase viscosity as well as reducing its 

relative permeability. They reduce the effective permeability by adsorption to the pore 

walls or clogging pore exits. Besides, it minimizes the adverse effects of reservoir 

heterogeneity (Figure 3-12). As can be seen in this figure, polymer controls the front 

displacement by the crossflow between the layers. The mobility reduction leads to higher 

volumetric sweep efficiency. It is also reported that polymers are capable of reducing the 

residual oil saturation, which results in an increase in the displacement efficiency of the 

flood as well.  

 

 

Figure 3-12: Crossflow between heterogeneous layers by polymer flood (Pope 2011). 
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The two commonly used polymers are HPAM and Xanthan gum. Their molecular 

conformations and specifications are explained here: 

HPAM polymer: 

The molecular conformation is shown in Figure 3-13. The characteristics of this 

polymer are as follows: 

1. 15-30% degree of hydrolysis and wide range of molecular weights 

2. Sensitive to electrolytes 

3. Inexpensive 

4. Resistant to bacteria 

5. Permanent permeability reduction 

6. Susceptible to both shear and thermal degradation 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-13: HPAM molecular conformation (Pope 2011). 
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Xanthan gum polymer: 

The molecular conformation is shown in Figure 3-14. The characteristics of this 

polymer are as follows: 

1. Insensitive to electrolytes 

2. Sensitive to hardness 

3. Morse expensive than HPAM 

4. Susceptible to bacterial attack 

5. Resistant to shear degradation 

6. Susceptible to thermal degradation  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-14: Xanthan gum molecular conformation (Pope 2011). 
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Polymer viscosity depends on polymer concentration in each phase along with the 

salinity. The polymer viscosity at zero shear rate (
p
 ) is calculated using the equation 

given below (Flory 1953): 

 

  2 3

1 4 2 4 3 41 , 1 3pS

p w p l p l p l SEPA C A C A C C for l or        ,                                    (3-30) 

 

where
4lC is the polymer concentration in the water or microemulsion phase, and

SEPC is the 

effective salinity for polymer and is defined as  
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where p is the effective salinity parameter for calcium and its value should be measured 

in the lab. The factor pS

SEPC accounts for the dependence of polymer viscosity on salinity. pS  

is the slope of the ( ) .
p w

SEP

w

vs C
 



 
on a log-log plot. The polymer viscosity as a function 

of shear rate ( ) is modeled as follows (Meter and Bird 1964): 
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where 
1/2 is the shear rate at which polymer viscosity is the average of water and 

polymer viscosity at zero shear rate. The plot of polymer viscosity at different polymer 

concentration is shown in Figure 3-15 for polymer flood cases in simulation results.  
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Figure 3-15:  Polymer viscosity plot at different polymer concentration for polymer flood 

cases. 
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3.6 GRIDBLOCK-SIZE SELECTION  

Fine-mesh simulations are considered here mainly to capture formation of small-

size fingers during an unstable displacement. The gridblock size selection depends on 

numerical stability and adequate resolution of the fingers.  

Numerical stability requires non-oscillatory solutions. The level of physical 

dispersion affects the numerical stability. It was known that non-oscillatory solutions are 

generally obtained for longitudinal cell Peclet numbers less than 5. However, with the aid 

of higher order methods, same results could happen for longitudinal cell Peclet numbers 

as high as 20 (Saad 1989).  

The longitudinal and transverse Peclet numbers (
PeN ) are defined as  
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where negligible molecular diffusion is assumed and L  and H are length and thickness 

of the porous medium, respectively. The cell Peclet numbers ( ,Pe cellN ) are defined as 
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where 
LN  and 

TN  are number of gridblocks or cells in lateral and transverse direction, 

respectively.  
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 Resolution of the simulation model to capture fingering could be determined by 

the critical wavelength of the fingers. The critical wavelength (
c ) of an unstable 

miscible displacement is  
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where 
LK  is the dispersion coefficient and it is assumed to be isotropic. The critical 

wavelength (
c ) of an unstable immiscible displacement can be calculated based on the 

following equations. The first equation is proposed by Chuoke and van Meurs (1959) and 

the second equation is a reproduced form of the first one by Peters and Flock (1981).   
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The calculation of the critical wavelength is illustrated here for an unstable 

displacement with frontal velocity of 0.4 ft/D. The stable frontal velocity for this case is 

assumed to be 0.2 ft/D. In this example, phase 1 and 2 are the surfactant solution 

(displacing phase) and the microemulsion (displaced phase), respectively. The reason of 

such selection will be explained in the following chapters. A summary of the properties 

required for these calculations is presented in Table 3-1.  
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Table 3-1: Summary of Properties Used in Illustration of Critical Wavelength 

Calculations  

Property  Value 

Permeability ( k ) 55,00 md 

Length of the porous medium ( L ) 0.82 ft (25 cm) 

Diameter of the porous medium ( D ) 0.157 ft (4.8 cm) 

Endpoint relative permeability of fluid 1 ( 1rk  ) 1 

Endpoint relative permeability of fluid 2 ( 2rk  ) 1 

Viscosity of fluid 1 (
1 ) 0.7 cp  

Viscosity of fluid 2 (
2 ) 24 cp 

Density of fluid 1 (
1 ) 1 g/cm

3
 

Density of fluid 2 (
2 ) 0.9 g/cm

3
 

Interfacial tension (
12 ) 710

-4 
dyne/cm 

Porosity ( ) 0.35 

Interstitial (frontal) velocity ( v )  0.4 ft/D 

Interstitial (frontal) critical velocity (
cv ) 0.2 ft/D 
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 Calculation of critical wavelength for a miscible displacement requires the value 

of the dispersion coefficient. Its value could be calculated by determination of the mixing 

zone in a tracer test study. An example of a conducted tracer test (reported by Lu 2014) is 

shown in Figure 3-16.  

 

 

 

Figure 3-16: Tracer test result used in illustration of mixing zone calculation.  

 

 

 Dimensionless mixing zone (
Dx ) is calculated as 
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Peclet number (
PeN ) is calculated based on the dimensionless mixing zone as 
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where 1Dt   and 
PeN is calculated as 107.27. Longitudinal dispersivity (

L ) is then 

calculated as 
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 where L  is the length of the porous medium and 
L  is calculated to be 0.233 cm. The 

dispersion coefficient is  

 

L LK v  ,                                                                                                                   (3-43) 

 

where in this example 40.4 / ( 1.41 10 / )v ft D cm s   . Hence, 5 23.288 10 /LK cm s  . 

The critical wavelength is calculated as 
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where 24 34.286
0.7

M    , u  is the Darcy velocity with the value of 

50.14 / (4.938 10 / )u v ft D cm s    , and 
cu  is the critical Darcy velocity with the value 
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of 50.07 / (2.469 10 / )c cu v ft D cm s    . Therefore, the critical wavelength is calculated 

to be 17.74 cm. This value is off compared to the dimensions of the porous medium. The 

critical wavelength for an immiscible displacement can be calculated by 
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where k1 and k2 are effective permeability for fluid 1 and 2 respectively. The critical 

wavelength is equal to 0.016 cm based on this equation. Similarly, same calculations 

could be done based on the following equation: 
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where C  is a constant with the value of 25 for immiscible displacements with no residual 

water initially present, and 190 with irreducible water present. For the case of surfactant 

flood displacing initial oil in place, the latter is more reasonable. The critical wavelength 

is equal to 0.021 cm and 0.163 cm for C = 25 and C = 190, respectively. The critical 

wavelength calculated using C = 190 is still somewhat unreliable compared to the finger 

wavelength observed in the sandpack experiments with the value of 0.51 cm (Figure 4-9). 

Hence, gridblock size should be smaller than the observed finger wavelength in the 

laboratory experiments.    
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 However, gridblock size in the simulation models was selected based on the 

condition under which finer mesh refinement does not substantially affect the results. 

Therefore, grid refinement studies were done for both laboratory and field-scale 

simulations.  

 Figure 3-17 shows that a 10150 grid is adequate for simulating the laboratory-

scale experiments. The corresponding gridblock sizes are 0.014 ft, 0.14 ft and 0.016 ft in 

the x, y, and z direction, respectively. The comparison of experimental and simulation 

results confirms the capability of the numerical model to capture the formation of small-

scale fingers, which will be discussed in the following chapters. 

 Furthermore, areal and vertical grid sensitivity studies indicated that a suitable 

grid size for the 3D field-case model to be 203050 in the x, y, and z direction, 

respectively (total number of gridblocks = 30,000). As can be seen in Figure 3-18, this 

grid design showed satisfactory results compared to more finely gridded models (such as 

505080). These different grid designs share the same permeability heterogeneity field. 

The permeability field was generated based on the properties of a field with the potential 

for gravity-stable surfactant flooding (Chapter 6). The model was refined using Petrel 

software (Petrel 2011) and the variogram of the permeability data points corresponding to 

the Third Sand Middle layer in this field. The grid sensitivity study was considered here 

for a gravity-stable surfactant flood. However, much more refined reservoir models are 

needed to understand the behavior of fingers after initiation in an unstable case.  
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Figure 3-17: Grid refinement for laboratory-scale simulations.  

 

 

Figure 3-18: Grid refinement for field-scale simulations. 
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Chapter 4:  Laboratory-Scale Study 

 

In this chapter, fine-grid numerical simulations are compared with the results of 

experiments used to investigate the stability of surfactant floods in vertical sandpacks. 

The effects of various parameters on the stability of laboratory-scale surfactant floods 

were then investigated using the model validated against the experimental data.  

 

4.1 VALIDATION OF NUMERICAL MODEL 

In this section, experimental results are presented first. The experiments were 

performed by Lu et al. (2013; 2014) to understand gravity-stable surfactant floods. The 

simulation results were compared with these experiments to validate the numerical model 

of gravity-stable surfactant floods. The UTCHEM input file for the sandpack base case 

model is provided in Appendix A.  
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4.1.1 Experimental Results 

To study and understand the stability of surfactant floods, a series of experiments 

were performed by Lu et al. (2013; 2014). A brief summary of these experiments is given 

here. Detailed results can be found in Lu et al. (2013; 2014). The experiments were 

carried out in a glass column packed with sand to provide visual observations of the 

fluids and fronts. The experimental results were used to evaluate oil cut and oil recovery 

by continuous upward injection of surfactant solution without polymer at different 

injection rates. In these experiments, the injection rate, which is the most important factor 

in stability of the process, has been considered the main variable with the corresponding 

interstitial (frontal) velocity values of 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 ft/D.  

The sandpack was saturated with brine and the permeability was measured. A 

tracer test showed that the sandpack was nearly homogeneous (Figure 4-1). Oil was 

injected and its permeability was measured. Water was injected until the residual oil 

saturation was reached. Table 4-1 gives the properties of the sandpack. A 1 wt% 

surfactant solution was injected continuously for two pore volumes at 38⁰C. The 

surfactant solution consisted of 0.5% C13-13-Propylene Oxide-Sulfate, 0.5% C20-24 

Internal Olefin Sulfonate, 2% Isobutyl Alcohol, and 0.5% Na2CO3. The sodium carbonate 

was used to reduce surfactant adsorption and to control the salinity gradient. The phase 

behavior, IFT and microemulsion viscosity were measured and can be found in Lu et al. 

(2013; 2014). The sandpack was cleaned and used again for the second and third 

experiments. The relative permeability end points listed in Table 4-1 are the average 

values for the three experiments. The oil breakthrough time and oil bank cut for each 

experiment are given in Table 4-2. 
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Figure 4-1: Tracer test for sandpack (Lu 2014). 

 

Table 4-1: Summary of Experiment Properties 

Porous Medium F95 Ottawa Sand 

Diameter (ft) 0.157 

Length (ft) 0.82 

Porosity 0.35 

Permeability (md) 5500 

Temperature (⁰F) 100 

2rk 
 0.873 

1rS  0.17 

1rk 
 0.365 

2rS  0.15 
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Table 4-2: Description of Experiments 

Number 
Frontal Velocity 

(ft/D) 
Oil Bank Cut 

Oil Bank Breakthrough 

Time (pore volumes) 

Experiment #1 0.2  0.7 0.65 

Experiment #2 0.4  0.6 0.73 

Experiment #3 0.8  0.35 0.7 

 

 

Photographs were taken during each flood to observe the effect of increasing 

velocity. Figures 4-2 through 4-4 are photographs at different pore volumes for each 

velocity. The oil bank can clearly be seen in these photographs because the oil is black. 

For clarity of explanation, Figure 4-5 is a schematic of what the four flow regimes would 

look like if there were no mixing and fingering. The first front from the top is between 

the initial condition (water and residual oil) and the oil bank. The second front from the 

top is between the oil bank and microemulsion that forms when the surfactant mixes with 

oil and water. The third front is between the microemulsion and the aqueous surfactant 

solution pushing it upward. 

As can be seen in Figure 4-2, the displacement is stable or nearly so at 0.2 ft/D 

and becomes unstable at higher velocities of 0.4 ft/D and 0.8 ft/D. A very important and 

interesting observation from these experiments is the formation of fingers at the front 

between the surfactant solution and the microemulsion phase caused by the lower 

viscosity of the surfactant solution relative to the microemulsion.  
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Figure 4-2: Surfactant flood progress in vertical direction at different pore volumes with 

frontal velocity equal to 0.2 ft/D.  

 

Figure 4-3: Surfactant flood progress in vertical direction at different pore volumes with 

frontal velocity equal to 0.4 ft/D.  
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Figure 4-4: Surfactant flood progress in vertical direction at different pore volumes with 

frontal velocity equal to 0.8 ft/D.  

 

Figure 4-5: Schematic of four idealized flow regimes.   
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4.1.2 Comparison of the Numerical and Experimental Results 

Numerical and experimental results (Tavassoli et al. 2013; 2014a) are compared 

here at different times to distinguish different fronts at each velocity and investigate 

instabilities at different fronts. In order to specify different fronts between immiscible 

phases, the total oil concentration in each gridblock was plotted to locate the oil bank and 

the microemulsion viscosity in each gridblock was also plotted to locate the 

microemulsion phase.  

Figure 4-6 shows the simulation results for the case of a frontal velocity of 0.2 

ft/D. As can be seen, the fronts are stable at different pore volumes. Formation of an oil 

bank can be observed in the simulation results. 

Figure 4-7 shows the simulation results for the case of a frontal velocity of 0.4 

ft/D. The simulated oil bank is more extended compared to the experiments. However, oil 

saturation values at gridblocks representing oil bank region from simulation results are 

also less than its average value observed from experimental results providing the same 

average oil saturation value.  
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Figure 4-6: Comparison between experimental and numerical results at frontal velocity 

equal to 0.2 ft/D. The model provides oil concentration and microemulsion 

viscosity profiles for the corresponding pore volumes in the experiment.  
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Figure 4-7: Comparison between experimental and numerical results at frontal velocity 

equal to 0.4 ft/D. The model provides oil concentration and microemulsion 

viscosity profiles for the corresponding pore volumes in the experiment.  
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Figure 4-8: Comparison between experimental and numerical results at frontal velocity 

equal to 0.8 ft/D. The model provides oil concentration and microemulsion 

viscosity profiles for the corresponding pore volumes in the experiment.  
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Figure 4-8 shows the simulation results for the case of a frontal velocity of 0.8 

ft/D. The fingers are more extended during the displacement compared to the ones at 

lower velocity of 0.4 ft/D. The wavelength, finger width, and minimum and maximum 

finger length of the fingers at the highest frontal velocity are shown in Figure 4-9. In this 

figure, the finger wavelength is about 0.2 in. (0.5 cm), the finger width is about 0.3 in. 

(0.76 cm), and minimum and maximum finger length are 0.07 in. (0.18 cm) and 0.24 in. 

(0.6 cm), respectively.  

The comparison between the experimental and simulation results confirms the 

accuracy of the fine-grid numerical model used in this study. The circles in Figure 4-7 

show the presence of fingers in the experimental results and those produced in the 

numerical model. This confirms that the model is capable of capturing small-scale 

fingers. The simulation results of oil concentration for the case of a frontal velocity of 0.8 

ft/D at 0.66 pore volumes are compared at three different mesh refinements in Figure 4-

10. In this figure, gridding of the simulation model for the experiments is shown in (a), 

the effect of mesh refinement in the y direction is shown in (b), and the effect of mesh 

refinement in all the three dimensions is shown in (c). Griddings in the x, y, and z 

direction are 10150, 101050, and 202080 for simulation models shown in 

Figure 4-10 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. As can be seen, mesh refinement used in the 

simulation model is sufficient to capture the fingering in small scales.  
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Figure 4-9: Demonstration of finger wave length, finger width, and minimum and 

maximum finger length of the formed fingers at frontal velocity equal to 0.8 

ft/D. 
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Figure 4-10: Effect of mesh refinement: (a) Simulation model for the experiments, 

10150. (b) Simulation model with finer gridding in the y direction, 

101050. (c) Simulation model with finer gridding in all three dimensions, 

202080.  

 

To match the experimental results, an extensive sensitivity analysis study was 

performed to investigate the effect of each parameter and to select proper values of 

unknown parameters. All the parameters reported in the experiments were honored in 

simulation models to match experimental results. However, values of unknown 

parameters were determined to match the experimental results. The reasoning behind 

such selections should also be justified based on the physics of the process. A summary 

of the results of this study is provided in the following section. Among all these 

parameters, the oil relative permeability exponent was found to be a sensitive parameter 

in matching the experimental oil cut and cumulative oil recovery. Higher values of oil 
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relative permeability exponent were used to match the oil cut and oil breakthrough time 

at higher velocities.  

The effects of water and oil relative permeability exponent on oil breakthrough 

time are shown in Figures 4-11 and 4-12, respectively. As can be seen in Figure 4-11, the 

oil breakthrough time is not sensitive to the water relative permeability exponent. 

However, Figure 4-12 shows an increase in the oil relative permeability exponent extends 

the oil breakthrough time. The oil relative permeability exponent was increased from 2 to 

4 to match the oil cut and oil breakthrough time at higher velocities. The results are 

shown in the following paragraphs.  

Fractional flow theory with the gravity term included can be used to understand 

this observation. The fractional flow curves are shown in Figures 4-13 and 4-14 for stable 

and unstable displacements, respectively, (1) interstitial velocity=0.2 ft/D and oil relative 

permeability exponent=2, and (2) interstitial velocity=0.4 ft/D and oil relative 

permeability exponent=4. The equations of low-tension fractional flow theory with 

gravity term included were presented in Section 3.5.6. As can be seen in Figure 4-14, 

higher values for the oil relative permeability exponent results in a longer tail in the 

fractional flow curve and thus a less efficient displacement (higher oil saturation at a 

given pore volumes injected) caused by the fingering at the higher injection velocities. 

The measured microemulsion viscosity is 24 cp in the experiments. If the viscosity of the 

displacing phase is corrected by considering the microemulsion viscosity, the fractional 

flow curves will be changed. Figures 4-15 and 4-16 show the fractional flow curves with 

this modification for cases of frontal velocity of 0.2 ft/D and 0.4 ft/D, respectively.  
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Figure 4-11: Effect of water relative permeability exponent on oil breakthrough time at 

different velocities.  

 

 

Figure 4-12: Effect of oil relative permeability exponent on oil breakthrough time at 

different velocities.  
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Figure 4-13: Fractional flow curves for the case of a frontal velocity of 0.2 ft/D. 

 

 

Figure 4-14: Fractional flow curves for the case of a frontal velocity of 0.4 ft/D. 
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Figure 4-15: Fractional flow curves corrected with the microemulsion viscosity for the 

case of a frontal velocity of 0.2 ft/D. 

 

 

Figure 4-16: Fractional flow curves corrected with the microemulsion viscosity for the 

case of a frontal velocity of 0.4 ft/D. 
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The oil cut and cumulative oil recovery at 0.2 ft/D are presented in Figures 4-17 

and 4-18, respectively. The simulated and experimental results are in good agreement.  

Figures 4-19 and 4-20 show the experimental and simulated oil cut and 

cumulative oil recovery at 0.4 ft/D are also in good agreement.   

Figures 4-21 and 4-22 show the experimental and simulated oil cut and 

cumulative oil recovery at 0.8 ft/D are also in good agreement. Cumulative oil recovery 

curves were corrected for the experimental results for the cases with the frontal velocity 

of 0.2 ft/D and 0.4 ft/D by considering the amount of oil trapped in the microemulsion. 

However, for the experimental result for the case with the frontal velocity of 0.8 ft/D, the 

trapped amount of oil in the microemulsion was not measured. Hence, the oil recovery is 

less than 100%. Its value would be 100% if the trapped oil is also considered, similar to 

the other two cases at lower velocities, as the continuous injection of surfactant pushes all 

the residual oil out of the sand.  
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Figure 4-17: Oil cut based on simulation and sandpack experiment, V=0.2 ft/D. 

 

 

Figure 4-18: Cumulatively oil recovery based on simulation and sandpack experiment, 

V=0.2 ft/D. 
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Figure 4-19: Oil cut based on simulation and sandpack experiment, V=0.4 ft/D. 

  

 

Figure 4-20: Cumulative oil recovery based on simulation and sandpack experiment, 

V=0.4 ft/D. 
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Figure 4-21: Oil cut based on simulation and sandpack experiment, V=0.8 ft/D. 

 

 

Figure 4-22: Cumulative oil recovery based on simulation and sandpack experiment, 

V=0.8 ft/D. 
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4.2 SENSITIVITY ANALYSES 

Sensitivity analyses are required to study the effects of various parameters on the 

performance of surfactant floods. The performance of a surfactant flood is affected by 

several key parameters. A study of the effects of these parameters on the performance of 

the flood enhances the understanding of the process and the ability to control the 

formation of fingers in order to realize conditions under which the displacement is stable. 

In this section, the feasibility of a gravity-stable surfactant flood and the effect of 

several parameters on its stability are discussed. The sensitivity analyses were done to 

determine the effects of various parameters on the stability of surfactant floods. The 

results are helpful to design high-performance surfactant floods.   

The parameters considered in this study were (1) injection velocity, (2) buoyancy, 

(3) permeability, (4) relative permeability, (5) dispersion, (6) interfacial tension, (7) 

surfactant adsorption, and (8) temperature. The effect of each parameter on the 

performance of the flood is discussed here. 

The simulation cases in this section are based on a 2D cross-section of a vertical 

surfactant displacement. The geometry and properties are different from the experiments 

presented earlier. A grid refinement study showed almost no difference between a 

40140 grid compared to finer grids of 50150 and 80180 (Figure 4-23). 
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Figure 4-23: Grid refinement for 2D cross-section simulations.  

 

The oil saturation for a 2D cross-section of a vertical surfactant-polymer flood 

with a favorable mobility ratio is presented in Figure 4-24. The blue color zone shows the 

formation of the oil bank. Implementation of a mobility control agent changes an unstable 

displacement to an unconditionally stable displacement where it is no longer rate 

dependent. The ratio of the polymer viscosity to water viscosity needed to achieve oil 

recoveries close to 100% at different injection rates is presented in Figure 4-25. The 

amount of polymer needed for a stable displacement increases as the velocity increases 

until it reaches a plateau, which verifies that the displacement becomes unconditionally 

stable at high polymer concentrations. 
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Figure 4-24: Oil saturation profile at 0.3 pore volumes with polymer (V=0.5 ft/D).  

 

 

Figure 4-25: Polymer viscosity needed for a stable displacement as a function of velocity. 
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Figures 4-26 and 4-27 show the behavior of an unstable and a stable surfactant 

flood without a mobility control agent. The oil saturation for a 2D cross-section of a 

vertical surfactant displacement is shown in Figure 4-26. The displacement front is 

unstable at high velocity (0.5 ft/D) and is characterized by the formation of fingers. By 

lowering the velocity to maintain stability conditions, the surfactant displacement 

becomes stable without using polymer. Oil saturation for a 2D cross-section of a vertical 

surfactant displacement is presented in Figure 4-27. The displacement front is stable at 

low velocity (0.02 ft/D). The stability of the surfactant flood was maintained using 

polymer and gravity-stable displacement in Figures 4-24 and 4-27, respectively. Similar 

behavior can be seen in these two figures in which a stable displacement is characterized 

by the stabilized front with no fingers and the formation of an oil bank.    
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Figure 4-26: Oil saturation profile at 0.3 pore volumes without a mobility control agent 

(V=0.5 ft/D).  

 

Figure 4-27: Oil saturation profile at 0.3 pore volumes without a mobility control agent 

(V=0.02 ft/D).  
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4.2.1 Effect of Injection Velocity 

Figure 4-28 shows the effect of velocity on oil recovery. The displacement 

becomes stable with oil recovery close to 100% at low velocity and remains stable at 

lower velocities. As can be seen, in this example the critical velocity is very low with the 

value of 0.02 ft/D. However, the critical velocity could be much higher depending on 

several parameters. Optimization of the critical velocity is discussed in Chapter 8.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-28: Conditional stability of surfactant flood (velocity dependence). 
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4.2.2 Effect of Buoyancy 

Oil recovery in vertical surfactant displacements is presented in Figure 4-29 for 

two different cases: one considering favorable buoyancy force and the other neglecting it. 

In the absence of a favorable buoyancy force, oil recovery is low and remains unchanged 

even at low velocities. Hence, favorable buoyancy force dampens the initiation of 

instabilities at the front and assists in attaining a stable front. This result implies the 

benefits of injection of surfactant solution at the bottom of the geological zone and oil 

production in horizontal wells at the top of the zone. The same idea has been used in 

designing reservoir floods (Chapter 6).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-29: Effect of favorable buoyancy force on oil recovery at different velocities. 
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4.2.3 Effect of Permeability  

Oil recovery in vertical surfactant displacements as a function of vertical 

permeability is presented in Figure 4-30 at 0.02 ft/D and 0.5 ft/D. As expected, high 

vertical permeability is favorable and oil recovery increases as permeability in the flow 

direction increases. High vertical permeability is extremely important in the application 

of gravity-stable surfactant floods because it benefits the process in two ways: (1) the 

critical velocity increases and (2) the project life decreases. The effect of permeability 

and other parameters on the critical velocity and project life will be explained in Chapter 

8. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-30: Effect of permeability on cumulative oil recovery at two different velocities. 
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4.2.4 Effect of Relative Permeability  

Different water and oil relative permeability curves used in the sensitivity study 

are presented in Figure 4-31. The relative permeability curves were calculated as a 

function of trapping number as described in Section 3.5.4. Oil recovery in vertical 

surfactant displacements versus injection rate corresponding to these pairs of relative 

permeability curves is presented in Figure 4-32. The oil recovery increases as the relative 

permeability curves approach a straight line, which occurs at high trapping numbers 

(ultralow IFTs). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-31: Different relative permeability curves in the sensitivity study. 
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Figure 4-32: Effect of relative permeability curve on oil recovery at different velocities. 

 

 

 

 

4.2.5 Effect of Dispersion  

The effect of physical dispersion on the performance of surfactant floods is 

considered in this section. Numerical dispersion also arises by using lower-order upwind 

schemes and causes smearing of the saturation and concentration profiles. However, 

numerical dispersion is greatly suppressed in this study because the total variation 

diminishing third-order method option available in UTCHEM was used in these 

simulations. This method minimizes numerical dispersion and grid-orientation effects.  
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The dispersion tensor is modeled as a function of longitudinal and transverse 

dispersivities as follows:  

 

( ) li ljkl Tl Ll Tl
klij ij l ij

l l l

u uD
K u

S S u

  
 

  


    ,                                                                     (4-1) 

 

where 
Ll and

Tl are the longitudinal and transverse dispersivity of phase l, respectively. 

 Cumulative oil recovery and oil-cut for vertical surfactant displacements at a 

velocity of 0.5 ft/D for different values of longitudinal dispersivity are shown in Figures 

4-33 and 4-34, respectively. The oil recovery decreases slightly for large values of 

longitudinal dispersivity. The increase in longitudinal dispersion increases the growth of 

instabilities as it extends the mixing zone, which leads to the reduction in effectiveness of 

surfactant floods. 

Cumulative oil recovery in vertical surfactant displacements is presented in Figure 

4-35 for different values of transverse dispersivity at an injection velocity of 0.5 ft/D. Oil 

cut versus pore volumes for the same displacement is shown in Figure 4-36. As can be 

seen, oil cut and oil recovery increase as transverse dispersion increases. Although there 

is no significant difference in oil recovery in cases with different degrees of transverse 

dispersivity, Figures 4-35 and 4-36 indicate that by increasing transverse dispersion, oil 

breakthrough is delayed with a higher oil cut, indicating that fingering is reduced. The 

increase in transverse dispersion increases the cross-flow between layers and leads to the 

displacement of an integrated front in the direction of flow. 
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Figure 4-33: Effect of longitudinal dispersion on cumulative oil recovery, V=0.5 ft/D. 

 

 

Figure 4-34: Effect of longitudinal dispersion on oil cut, V=0.5 ft/D. 
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Figure 4-35: Effect of transverse dispersion on cumulative oil recovery, V=0.5 ft/D. 

 

 

Figure 4-36: Effect of transverse dispersion on oil cut, V=0.5 ft/D. 
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4.2.6 Effect of Interfacial Tension 

The interfacial tension was calculated based on solubilization ratios using Chun-

Huh’s equation (Huh 1979): 

 

3 2

3

1 2l

l

c
for l or

R
    ,                                                                                               (4-2) 

where c is typically equal to about 0.3 and Rl3 is the solubilization ratio (Cl3/C33).  

Cumulative oil recovery in vertical surfactant displacements is presented in Figure 

4-37 for different values of interfacial tensions at a velocity of 0.5 ft/D. Oil cut versus 

pore volumes for the same displacement is shown in Figure 4-38. The base case is shown 

in red for comparison. As can be seen, by decreasing IFT values, oil recovery increases. 

Although at higher velocities the front is unstable and oil recovery is low, further 

reduction in IFT leads to an increased oil recovery. As a result, the need for ultralow IFT 

in higher velocities is critical. 

 

 

Figure 4-37: Effect of interfacial tension on cumulative oil recovery, V=0.5 ft/D. 
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Figure 4-38: Effect of interfacial tension on oil cut, V=0.5 ft/D. 

 

4.2.7 Effect of Surfactant Adsorption 

Oil recovery in vertical surfactant displacements is presented in Figure 4-39 for 

two different cases: one considering surfactant adsorption and the other neglecting it. 

Higher values of surfactant adsorption retard surfactant propagation and reduce oil 

recovery. Surfactant adsorption is modeled by Langmuir-type isotherm and it is 

considered to be irreversible with concentration and reversible with salinity. The 

adsorbed concentration of surfactant ( 3Ĉ ) is given by 
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where the concentrations are normalized by the water concentration and the minimum is 

taken to guarantee that the adsorption is not greater than the total surfactant 

concentration. Adsorption increases linearly with effective salinity and decreases as the 

permeability increases as follows: 

 

0.5

3 31 32( )( )SE refa a a C k k  ,                                                                                             (4-4) 

 

where 
SEC  is the effective salinity, and the ratio of 

3 3a b  represents the maximum level 

of adsorbed surfactant and 
3b  controls the curvature of the isotherm. The adsorption 

model parameters 
31a , 

32a , and 
3b  were found by matching laboratory surfactant 

adsorption data. The reference permeability ( refk ) is the permeability at which the input 

adsorption parameters are specified. 

 

 

Figure 4-39: Effect of surfactant adsorption on oil recovery at different velocities. 
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4.2.8 Effect of Temperature 

Reservoir temperature is also important in the performance of surfactant floods. 

Temperature affects phase behavior of surfactant/oil/water mixtures, interfacial tension, 

wettability and oil viscosity among other factors (Healy et al. 1976; Ziegler and Handy 

1981; Skauge and Fotland 1990; Chimienti et al. 1999; Yang et al. 2010). Temperature 

also affects the adsorption of a particular surfactant at a fixed salinity mixed with a 

specific co-solvent and so forth. However, in practice the surfactant solution is optimized 

by fine tuning all of the variables (salinity, co-solvent, co-surfactant) to minimize 

adsorption at the reservoir temperature.  

The reduction in oil viscosity at high temperature improves the performance of a 

surfactant flood by increasing the mobility of the oil bank. A reduction in oil density 

leads to an increase in density difference between the oil and aqueous phases, which 

enhances the effect of buoyancy. Considering these two effects, higher temperature 

assists in stabilizing the displacement. The temperature dependency of oil and water 

viscosity in UTCHEM is calculated based on the following exponential relationship: 

 

,

1 1
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    .                                                                                        (4-5) 

 

The oil viscosity as a function of temperature is shown in Figure 4-40 and the oil 

viscosity at 170 °F (77 °C) as a function of API gravity is shown in Figure 4-41. Oil 

recoveries at different temperatures are presented in Figure 4-42. Oil recovery increases 

at high temperature as the oil viscosity and density decrease. The increase in oil recovery 

as the result of decrease in oil viscosity is more pronounced and it becomes less 

pronounced at lower and higher temperature regions, respectively. 
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Figure 4-40: Sample oil viscosity at different temperatures. 

 

 

Figure 4-41: Oil viscosity and °API correlation at 170 °F (= 77 °C). 
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Figure 4-42: Oil recovery at different reservoir temperatures considering only the effect 

of temperature on oil viscosity. 
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4.3 SUMMARY 

A fine-grid numerical model was used to simulate surfactant floods performed in 

vertical sandpacks. The simulated results were found to be in good agreement with the 

experimental data. A sensitivity study was done to determine the effects of various 

parameters on the stability of surfactant floods. The parameters considered were (1) 

injection velocity, (2) buoyancy, (3) permeability, (4) relative permeability, (5) 

dispersion, (6) interfacial tension, (7) surfactant adsorption, and (8) temperature.  

The concluding remarks of this chapter are as follows: 

 High oil recovery close to 100% was observed in laboratory experiments for 

stable displacements. The front was found to become stable at a critical velocity 

and remain stable at lower velocities. 

 Three distinct fronts were found in the experiments of gravity-stable surfactant 

flooding: (1) Front between the aqueous surfactant solution and microemulsion, 

(2) Front between microemulsion and the oil bank, and (3) Front between the oil 

bank and the initial condition (residual oil).  

 Formation of fingers was observed in the experiments at the front between the 

surfactant solution and the microemulsion phase caused by the lower viscosity of 

the surfactant solution compared to the microemulsion.  

 A numerical approach, in good agreement with experiments, was introduced to 

study and understand the stability of surfactant floods.  

 The comparison between the experimental and simulation results confirmed the 

accuracy of the fine-grid numerical model used in this study. 

 Despite the ultralow interfacial tension in surfactant floods, these floods are not 

miscible and are categorized as immiscible displacements. However, as surfactant 
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solution develops high-capillary-number displacement (Ncap → ∞), capillary 

pressure is negligible in these floods. 

 Formation of microemulsion was observed in both experiments and simulations. 

Its effect cannot be ignored in surfactant floods.  

 The sensitivity analyses were performed to determine the effects of parameters on 

the stability of surfactant floods. The results are helpful to design high-

performance surfactant floods. 

 Favorable buoyancy force was found to dampen the initiation of instabilities at the 

front and assist in attaining a stable front. This result implied the benefits of 

injection of surfactant solution at the bottom of the geological zone and oil 

production in horizontal wells at the top of the zone. 

 High vertical permeability was found to be favorable and oil recovery increased 

as permeability in the flow direction increased. High vertical permeability was 

found to be extremely important in application of gravity-stable surfactant floods 

because it benefited the process in two ways: (1) the critical velocity increased 

and (2) the project life decreased. 

 The oil recovery was found to increase as the relative permeability curves 

approached a straight line, which occurred at high trapping numbers (ultralow 

IFTs). 

 Longitudinal dispersion was found to increase the growth of instabilities as it 

extended the mixing zone, which led to the reduction in effectiveness of 

surfactant floods. Transverse dispersion on the other hand was found to dampen 

the instabilities and increased the effectiveness of the displacement. 
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 At higher velocities when the front became unstable, the effect of IFT was found 

to be more pronounced. Although at higher velocities, the front was unstable and 

oil recovery was low, further reduction in IFT led to an increased oil recovery.   

 Higher values of surfactant adsorption were found to retard surfactant propagation 

and reduce oil recovery. 

 The reduction in oil viscosity at high temperature was found to improve the 

performance of surfactant flood by increasing the mobility of the oil bank. A 

reduction in oil density led to an increase in density difference between the oil and 

aqueous phases, which enhanced the effect of buoyancy. Considering these two 

effects, higher temperature was found to assist in stabilizing the displacement. 
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Chapter 5:  Scaling Groups 

 

Scaling groups (or dimensionless groups) are useful to scale up a process from the 

laboratory to the field using a minimum of variables as well as for other purposes. A 

prototype represents a real system such as a sandpack. A model can be used for the 

analysis of the governing processes on a larger scale (e.g. a field scale) that are similar to 

those occurring in the prototype (Collins 1990; Bear 2007). Geometric similarity implies 

geometrical analogy of the prototype and the model. Dynamic similarity implies identical 

values of scaling groups for the prototype and the model. 

Dimensional and inspectional analyses are two well-known methods in 

developing scaling groups. Dimensional analysis is based on Buckingham’s   theorem 

(Buckingham 1914; Rayleigh 1915) and requires knowledge of the complete set of 

relevant variables influencing the process. Inspectional analysis is based on a 

mathematical description (i.e. governing differential equations; initial and boundary 

conditions) of the process of interest (Ruark 1935; Birkhoff 1950) and requires the 

variables in a set of equations describing the process. Inspectional analysis is the 

preferred approach because it benefits from the full mathematical specification based on 

the underlying physical laws, and reveals a higher degree of similarity than dimensional 

analysis (Shook and Lake 1992; Sonin 2001). Moreover, the number of scaling groups 

developed by inspectional analysis is much less than those derived by dimensional 

analysis. For a typical one dimensional surfactant-polymer flood, UTCHEM requires 
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roughly 170 variables which lead to about 160 dimensionless groups using the 

Buckingham’s   theorem (Rai 2008).  

The precise analysis of a real problem using these analyses involves difficulties 

and complexities. Besides, the number of derived scaling groups might be unnecessarily 

large because of the relation between the variables (Kline 1986). The complication could 

be alleviated by intuition and insight into the mechanisms and characteristics of a system 

of interest (Krantz 2000). Final scaling groups are derived and explained in the last 

section of this chapter based on insight into the behavior of gravity-stable surfactant 

floods. 

This chapter has five sections. General mass conservation equations and initial 

and boundary conditions for the underlying process are introduced in the first and second 

sections, respectively. In the third section, inspectional analysis is performed similar to 

the work of Rai (2008) based on the mass conservation equations and initial and 

boundary conditions for gravity-stable surfactant floods. A pilot-scale sensitivity study is 

performed in the fourth section to investigate the effects of the scaling groups and 

optimize the process. The results were further used in the field-scale study presented in 

Chapter 6. The derivation of the final scaling groups is provided in the last section of this 

chapter.   
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5.1 GENERAL MASS CONSERVATION EQUATIONS 

To derive the scaling groups for the process of interest, it is necessary to 

formulate the complete set of equations underlying the process. The equations include the 

conservation equations, Darcy’s law, capillary pressure equations, and auxiliary 

equations. The equations were written for vertical surfactant floods displacing oil from a 

porous medium. The geometry and schematic of the idealized flow regimes during the 

displacement are shown in Figure 5-1. The surfactant solution is injected from the bottom 

and the oil is produced from the top. The injection is distributed thoroughly over the 

porous medium cross section. The effect of buoyancy must be considered in Darcy’s law 

for the case of gravity-dominated flow.   

 

 

 

Figure 5-1: The geometry and schematic of the idealized flow regimes during the 

vertical surfactant flood. 
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The mass conservation equations for transport of the components (water, oil, 

surfactant, and equivalent anion) of interest in a permeable medium can be written as 

follows: 
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    .                                        (5-1) 

 

 Following assumptions were made to simplify the model (Rai 2008): 

(1) There are three flowing phases: aqueous, oleic, and microemulsion, and one non-

flowing phase: rock matrix. 

(2) Dispersion is considered negligible. 

(3) Flow is incompressible.  

(4) Anions are present only in the brine phase. 

(5) Porosity is constant.  

 

 

For one-dimensional flow of water in the vertical direction only assuming water 

does not adsorb or disperse, the mass conservation equation for water reduces to the 

following equation:  
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Similarly, the mass conservation equation for oil reduces to the following 

equation:   
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The mass conservation equation for surfactant reduces to the following equation 

including surfactant adsorption on porous medium:   
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Similarly, the mass conservation equation for anion component reduces to the 

following equation:  
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Darcy’s law for vertical flow with gravity can be written as follows: 
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Capillary pressure between phases k  and j  is given by 
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The saturation constraint is 
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The concentration constraint is 
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5.2 INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The porous medium is initially saturated with oil and water. Hence, initial 

conditions ( @ 0, t z  ) can be written as 

2 2iS S , 

1 21 iS S  , 

11 1

IC C , 

12 13 0 C C  , 

22 2

IC C , 

31 32 33 0C C C   . 

 

Surfactant solution is injected at the bottom of the porous medium with a constant 

velocity (
Tu ). Hence, boundary conditions ( @ 0, z t  ) can be written as 

11 1

JC C , 

21 0C  , 

31 3

JC C , 
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1 wfP P , 

2 wfP P , 

3 wfP P , 

1z Tu u . 

 

5.3 INSPECTIONAL ANALYSIS 

In this section, inspectional analysis was done based on the above mathematical 

description of the problem. The approach is similar to the work of Rai (2008). 

In Section 5.3.1, scaling groups developed based on conservation equations are 

introduced. The first step of this practice is to convert all the variables in the 

dimensionless format. This task was done by introducing two arbitrary scaling factors for 

each variable: one of the scaling factors is additive and the other is multiplicative. The 

second step is to rewrite the complete set of equations underlying the process as well as 

the initial and boundary equations with the dimensionless format of the variables. Finally, 

scaling groups were introduced based on these equations and using some assumptions 

and simplifications.  

In Section 5.3.2, scaling groups developed based on auxiliary equations are 

introduced. The governing equations include relative permeability and capillary 

desaturation curve. 

In Section 5.3.3, the overall scaling groups developed in the previous sections are 

presented. The dimensionless groups can be combined to form new groups as explained 

later in this chapter.  
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5.3.1 Scaling Groups Based on Conservation Equations 

Arbitrary scaling factors are introduced in this section to convert all the variables 

in the dimensionless format. All the variables were written using the two arbitrary scaling 

factors as in the following. Further, the equations were rewritten based on the 

dimensionless variables.     

 

* *

11 112 11 111  ,DC C C C   

* *

12 122 12 121  ,DC C C C   

* *

13 132 13 131  ,DC C C C   

 

* *

21 212 21 211  ,DC C C C   

* *

22 222 11 221  ,DC C C C   

* *

23 232 23 231  ,DC C C C   

 

* *

31 312 31 311  ,DC C C C   

* *

32 322 32 321  ,DC C C C   

* *

33 332 33 331  ,DC C C C   

 

* *

51 512 51 511  ,DC C C C   

 

* *

1 12 1 11  ,DS S S S   

* *

2 22 2 21  ,DS S S S   

* *

3 32 3 31  ,DS S S S        

 

* *

2 1 ,  Dz z z z   
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* *

1 12 1 11  ,DP P P P   

* *

2 22 2 21  ,DP P P P   

* *

3 32 3 31  ,DP P P P   

 

* *

2 1 ,  Dt t t t   

 

* *

1 12 1 11  ,z z z D zu u u u   

* *

2 22 2 21  ,z z z D zu u u u   

* *

3 32 3 31  .z z z D zu u u u   

 

Conservation equations: 

 

Expanding the equation for water component, 

 

1 11 2 12 3 13 1 11 2 12 3 13( ) ( ) 0S C S C S C u C u C u C
t z


 

     
 

.                                               (5-10) 

 

After substitution of the scaling factors and some simplification along with setting 

the following constant terms to zero as they are arbitrary scale factors and considering the 

same coefficient for the following constant coefficients, the conservation equation for 

water component can be obtained. 
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* * *

111 121 131 0,C C C    

 

* * *

11 21 31 0,S S S    

 

* * *

11 21 31 0,z z zu u u    

 

* * * *

112 122 132 12 ,C C C C    

 

* * * *

12 22 32 2 ,S S S S    

 

* * * *

12 22 32 2 .z z z zu u u u    

 

 

Final form for the water component conservation equation: 

 
* *

2 2
1 11 2 12 3 13 1 11 2 12 3 13* *

2 2

( ) ( ) 0z
D D D D D D z D D z D D z D D

D D

u t
S C S C S C u C u C u C

t z S z

 
     

 
.            (5-11) 

 

And in the very same way, the conservation equation for the oil component can be 

written as 

 
* *

2 2
1 21 2 22 3 23 1 21 2 22 3 23* *

2 2

( ) ( ) 0z
D D D D D D z D D z D D z D D

D D

u t
S C S C S C u C u C u C

t z S z

 
     

 
.           (5-12) 

 

Also,  
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* * * *

212 222 232 22 ,C C C C    

* * *

211 221 231 0.C C C    

 

And for the surfactant component 

 

* * *

311 321 331 0,C C C    

* * * *

312 322 332 32 ,C C C C    

 

and 

 

 
  *

3 3 3*

2

1
1 ( )ads ads adsD

D

C C C
t t t




 
    

.                                                                      (5-13) 

 

   
* * *
2 32 3 3

1 31 2 32 3 33* * *

2 2 32

* *

2 2
1 31 2 32 3 33* *

2 2

1

( ) 0

ads adsD
D D D D D D

D

z
z D D z D D z D D

D

S C C C
S C S C S C

t t S C

u t
u C u C u C

z S z

 





 
   

  


   



 ,                                    (5-14) 

 

And for the anion component  

 
* * * *

2 52 2 2
1 51 1 51* * *

2 2 2

( )
( ) ( ) 0z

D D z D D

D D

S C u t
S C u C

t t z S z





 
 

 
 .                                                          (5-15) 

 

With the assumptions given below 

 
* *

512 52C C , 

*

511 0C  . 
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Replacing dimensional variables with scaling factors in Darcy’s equations 

 
*

1 12 1 1 1
1 * * *

1 2 2 2 1

z r D z r
z D

z D z

k k P P k k g
u

µ u z z u µ

  
   

 
,                                                                                 (5-16) 

*

2 22 2 2 2
2 * * *

2 2 2 2 2

z r D z r
z D

z D z

k k P P k k g
u

µ u z z u µ

  
   

 
,                                                                               (5-17) 

*

3 32 3 3 3
3 * * *

3 2 2 2 3

z r D z r
z D

z D z

k k P P k k g
u

µ u z z u µ

  
   

 
.                                                                                (5-18) 

 

Replacing dimensional variables with scaling factors in capillary pressure 

equations 

 

 
* * * 21

12 21 11
2 1* * *

22 22 22

( )
[ ]D D

P P P k
P P j S

P P P




  
   
 

 ,                                                                  (5-19) 

 
* * * 32

22 31 21
3 2* * *

32 32 32

( )
[ ]D D

P P P k
P P j S

P P P




  
   
 

 .                                                                  (5-20) 

 

Replacing dimensional variables with scaling factors in initial and boundary 

conditions (
*

1

*

2

@ ,   D D

t
t z

t
   ), 

*

2 21
2 *

22

 i
D

S S
S

S


 , 

2
1 *

12

1  i
D

S
S

S


 , 

*

1 111
11 *

112

   I

D

C C
C

C


 , 

*

121
12 *

122

 
D

C
C

C
  , 

*

131
13 *

132

 
D

C
C

C
  , 
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*

211
21 *

212

 
D

C
C

C
  , 

*

2 221
22 *

222

   I

D

C C
C

C


 , 

*

231
23 *

232

 
D

C
C

C
  , 

*

311
31 *

312

 
D

C
C

C
  , 

*

321
32 *

322

 
D

C
C

C
  , 

*

331
33 *

332

 
D

C
C

C
  , 

*

5 511
51 *

512

   I

D

C C
C

C


 . 

 

 

During injection of the surfactant slug 

 
* *

1 111 1
*11 * *
2112 2

   
                      @ , 

J

slug
D D D

C C z t
C z t

tC z


     

 
* *

211 1
*21 * *
2212 2

 
                          @ ,  slug

D D D

C z t
C z t

tC z
      

 
* *

3 311 1
*31 * *
2312 2

   
                      @ , 

J

slug
D D D

C C z t
C z t

tC z


     

 
* *

5 511 1
*51 * *
2512 2

   
                      @ , 

J

slug
D D D

C C z t
C z t

tC z
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During injection of the water drive 

 
2 * *

1 111 1
*11 * *
2112 2

   
                      @ , 

J

slug
D D D

C C z t
C z t

tC z


     

 
2 * *

5 511 1
*51 * *
2512 2

   
                      @ , 

J

slug
D D D

C C z t
C z t

tC z


     

 

 
* *

11 1
1 * *

12 2

   
            @ , 

wf

D D D

P P L z
P z t

P z

 
  

 
* *

21 1
2 * *

22 2

   
            @ , 

wf

D D D

P P L z
P z t

P z

 
  

 
* *

31 1
3 * *

32 2

   
            @ , 

wf

D D D

P P L z
P z t

P z

 
    

 

 
* *

11 1
1 * *

12 2

( )
              @ ,             T z

z D D D

z

u u z
u z t

u z


     

* *

31 1
3 * *

32 2

( )
              @ ,             T z

z D D D

z

u u z
u z t

u z


     

 

Saturations sum to one 

 
* *

22 32
1 2 3* *

12 12

   
1D D D

S S
S S S

S S

   
     
   

.                                                                                      (5-21) 
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Asserting some simplification, 

 

(1) Dimensionless distance varies from 0 to 1, therefore *

1 0z  and *

2z L  

(2) Dimensionless time begins with zero, therefore *

1 0t    

(3) *

2 2iS S    

(4) * * *

12 32 52 1

IC C C C     

(5) * * *

11 21 31 wfP P P P     

(6) *

2z Tu u  

(7) * 2
2

i

T

L S
t

u


   

(8) * 1
12

1

T

z r

u Lµ
P

k k
 , * 2

22

2

T

z r

u Lµ
P

k k
 , * 3

32

3

T

z r

u Lµ
P

k k
   

 

 

The simplified forms of the equations given above are then, 

 

1 11 2 12 3 13 1 11 2 12 3 13( ) ( ) 0D D D D D D z D D z D D z D D

D D

S C S C S C u C u C u C
t z

 
     

 
,                     (5-22) 

 

1 21 2 22 3 23 1 21 2 22 3 23( ) ( ) 0D D D D D D z D D z D D z D D

D D

S C S C S C u C u C u C
t z

 
     

 
,                    (5-23) 

 

 
3

1 31 2 32 3 33 1 31 2 32 3 33

2 1

1
( ) 0ads

D D D D D D z D D z D D z D DI

D i D

C
S C S C S C u C u C u C

t S C z





  
       

  
, 

(5-24) 

 

1 51 1 51( ) ( ) 0D D z D D

D D

S C u C
t z

 
 

 
,                                                                                  (5-25) 
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1 1 1
1

1

D z r
z D

D T

P k k g
u

z u µ


  


 ,                                                                                                (5-26) 

2 2 2
2

2

D z r
z D

D T

P k k g
u

z u µ


  


 ,                                                                                              (5-27) 

3 3 3
3

3

D z r
z D

D T

P k k g
u

z u µ


  


 ,                                                                                              (5-28) 

 

 
21 2

2 1
2 1

1 2 2

[ ]

z r

zr
D D

r T

k k
kk µ

P P j S
k µ u Lµ




 
  
 

 ,                                                                         (5-29) 

 

 
32 3

3 2
3 2

2 3 3

[ ]

z r

zr
D D

r T

k k
kk µ

P P j S
k µ u Lµ




 
  
 

 .                                                                        (5-30) 

 

 

 Initial conditions ( @ 0, D Dt z  ) become 

 

2 1DS  , 

3 0DS  , 

11 1DC  , 

12 0DC  , 

13 0DC  , 

21 0 DC  , 

2
22

1

  

  

I

D I

C
C

C
 , 

23 0DC  , 
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31 0 DC  , 

32 0DC  , 

33 0DC  , 

5
51

1

  

 

I

D I

C
C

C
 . 

 

 

 

During injection of the surfactant slug 

 

1
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2
1

 
                      @ 0, 

( )

J

slug
D D DI

i

T

C t
C z t

L SC
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21
2

0                         @ 0, 
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slug
D D D
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T

t
C z t

L S

u


    

3
31

2
1

  
                      @ 0, 

( )

J

slug
D D DI

i

T

C t
C z t

L SC
u


    

5
51

2
1

  
                      @ 0, 

( )

J

slug
D D DI

i

T

C t
C z t

L SC
u


    

 

During injection of the water drive 

 
2

1
11

2
1

  
                      @ 0, 

( )

J

slug
D D DI

i

T

C t
C z t

L SC
u


    

 
2

5
51

2
1

  
                      @ 0, 

( )

J

slug
D D DI

i

T

C t
C z t

L SC
u
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1 0            @ 1, D D DP z t    

2 0            @ 1, D D DP z t    

3 0            @ 1, D D DP z t    

 

1 1                      @ 0, z D D Du z t    

3 1                      @ 0, z D D Du z t    

 

1 2 3 1.D D DS S S     

 

The following scaling groups are thus introduced: 
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u L
D

k  
 , 

4

32 3

T

r z
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1 1
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z r

T

k g
D

u

 
 , 

2 2
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z r

T

k g
D

u
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3 3
7

z r

T

k g
D

u
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1
8
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I

C
D

C
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1
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I

C
D
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2
10

1

  

  

I

I

C
D

C
 , 

3
11

1

  J

I

C
D

C
 , 

5
12

1

  

 

I

I

C
D

C
 , 

5
13

1

  J

I

C
D

C
 , 

2

5
14

1

  J

I

C
D

C
 , 

15 2iD S , 

 
16

3

1
rock

J

C
D

C






 , 

17 DSD t . 

 

5.3.2 Scaling Groups Based on Auxiliary Equations 

The Corey-type relative permeability for each phase is defined as  

 

( ) , 1,...,ln

rl rl nl pk k S for l n   ,                                                                                (5-31) 

 

where the normalized saturation (
nlS ) is defined as 

 

 

1

, 1,...,

1
p

l lr
nl pn

lr

l

S S
S for l n

S



 


 ,                                                                             (5-32) 
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where rlk  , 
ln , and 

lrS  are the relative permeability endpoint, exponent, and residual 

saturation for phase l . The dependence of residual saturations on interfacial tension is 

modeled as a function of trapping number.  

 

min( , )
1

l

low high
high lr lr

lr l lr

l T

S S
S S S

T N


 


.                                                                                    (5-33) 

The trapping number becomes more important in this study as it includes both 

gravity and viscous forces. The trapping number is defined as (Pope et al. 2000)  

 

 ( )l l l

Tl

ll

k g D

N

 



 



    

  ,                                                                                  (5-34) 

 

where 
lT  is the trapping parameter for phase l . Trapping number is an important scaling 

group since it encompasses two other important dimensionless groups of capillary 

number and bond number. The definitions of capillary number and bond number are 

 

. Φl

cl

ll

k
N








  ,                                                                                                              (5-35) 

 

 ( )
  l l

B

ll

l

kg
N

 







  ,                                                                                                       (5-36) 

 

where l′ and l are the displacing and displaced phase, respectively and σll′ is the IFT 

between these phases. Capillary number represents the ratio of viscous forces to capillary 

forces and bond number represents the ratio of gravitational forces to capillary forces.  

Another important scaling group is gravity number defined below, which 

represents the ratio of gravitational forces to viscous forces 
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 ( )

 

l l
gl

l T

kg
N

u

 


   .                                                                                                       (5-37) 

 

Trapping parameters: 
1T , 

2T , and 
3T ; residual saturations at low trapping-number 

extreme: 1

low

rS , 2

low

rS ,and 3

low

rS ; residual saturations at high trapping-number extreme: 1

high

rS , 

2

high

rS , and 3

high

rS ; the capillary number and the bond number were included in the scaling 

groups.  

Phase trapping is important for oil and microemulsion; hence, the effects of 
2T  

and 
3T  were considered in a new scaling group: 

2 3T T . It was assumed that 

1 2 3 0high high high

r r rS S S    and initial condition to be at residual oil saturation ( 2 2

low

r iS S ).  

The endpoints and exponents in relative permeability functions are computed as a 

linear interpolation (Delshad et al. 1987; Delshad and Pope 1989) between the given 

input values at low and high trapping numbers  , , ,low high low high

rl rl l lk k n n  : 

  , 1,...,
low

low high lowl r l r
rl rl rl rl plow high

l r l r

S S
k k k k for l n

S S

    

 


   


 ,                                          (5-38) 

 

  , 1,...,
low

low high lowl r l r
l l l l plow high

l r l r

S S
n n n n for l n

S S

 

 


   


 .                                            (5-39) 

 

The ratio of relative permeability endpoint at low trapping-number extreme to 

high trapping-number extreme ( low high

rl rlk k  ) for oleic, aqueous, and microemulsion phases 

were added to the scaling groups. Similarly, for the relative permeability exponents: 

2 1n n . 

It was assumed that the surfactant slug was injected at the optimum salinity. As a 

result, the salinity of the initial water and water drive were expressed in dimensionless 

form by division by the optimum salinity. 
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5.3.3 Overall Scaling Groups 

The overall scaling groups developed based on both conservation equations and 

auxiliary equations are presented as in below:  
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5.4 PILOT-SCALE SENSITIVITY AND OPTIMIZATION  

Among a large number of variables that can affect the outcome of surfactant 

floods, only a few of them are really important in the prediction of the performance of the 

gravity-stable surfactant flood and its feasibility. In this section, the importance of the 

following dimensionless groups, trapping number (capillary and bond numbers), gravity 

number, mobility ratio, aspect ratio, injected pore volume, and heterogeneity parameter 

(permeability coefficient of variation or Dykstra-Parsons coefficient), are investigated. 

The investigation is based on the sensitivity analysis of important design parameters: 

injection rate, permeability, oil viscosity, oil density, interfacial tension, oil relative 

permeability exponent, ratio of vertical to horizontal permeability, and permeability 

coefficient of variation. These parameters are the constitutive variables of the 

dimensionless scaling groups. Oil relative permeability is added because of its 

importance in matching the experimental results, which was explained in Section 4.1.2.  

In contrast to former similar studies in this area, the effect of each single 

parameter was understood and ranges of variation for the scaling groups were calculated. 

Variation of single parameters in reasonable ranges is more reliable than changing the 

scaling groups in a range. Assigning a specific value to extremes of variation for the 

scaling groups might not be physical and be leading to wrong simulation results. In other 

words, changes in the values of the scaling group should be systematic and physically 

accurate, but not simply through changing the numbers. Hence, the significance of each 

parameter was investigated through Experimental Design and t statistics. An introduction 

to Experimental Design and t statistics is provided in Section 5.4.1. The simulations were 

performed in a sector model and the results are presented in Section 5.4.2.  
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5.4.1 Background on Experimental Design and Response Surface Methodology 

Experimental design is a useful technique to understand the effects of underlying 

parameters or their combination on the performance of the process. The benefits include 

minimizing the number of simulations and determination of the most effective variables. 

Experimental design can be used to evaluate statistically the significance of different 

factors at the lowest cost.  

Experimental design incorporates factorial designs to analyze the effects of 

underlying parameters and their interactions. The advantage of this method over the 

traditional sensitivity analysis is to better understand the interaction of the parameters. A 

special case is a two-level fractional factorial design where each parameter or factor has 

only two levels: minimum and maximum values. It is also called 2
k 

factorial design 

because the design requires 2
k
 number of experimental runs for k number of factors 

(Myers et al. 2008). On the other hand, a full factorial design requires three levels (high, 

low, and intermediate) for each factor. The disadvantage of full factorial design is that it 

requires an extensive number of runs if the number of underlying parameters is large. 

However, this problem can be solved by using the two-level fractional factorial design 

offering less number of experimental runs. The number of runs can be reduced more by 

using one-half fractional factorial design, called 2
k-1 

factorial design. For example, in a 

problem with 10 parameters (k=10), two-level fractional factorial design requires 1024 

(2
10

) runs and one-half fractional factorial design requires 512 (2
9
) runs. The decision on 

the minimum number of runs using a fractional factorial design is primarily based on the 

smallest effect from aliasing and the highest possible resolution (Peng and Gupta 2003; 

Myers et al. 2008).  

Response Surface Methodology (RSM) approach gives the optimum number and 

design of simulations based on the number, type, and range of input (reservoir/recovery 
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processes) variables. In this regard, the most efficient number and design of numerical 

simulations for the purpose of study is achieved. The analysis is based on systematic 

variation of scaling group values to predict the performance of surfactant floods. Design-

Expert® (Stat-Ease, Inc. 2011) software was used for the regression and graphical 

analysis. The RSM approach is used to optimize the process and generate an empirical 

model that fits the true response surface of the objective function. The generated 

empirical model is represented in a form of the linear regression model as in 

 

0 1 1 2 2 ..... k ky x x x           ,                                                                              (5-40) 

 

where y is the objective function, xi is an independent variable, βi is a coefficient, and ε is 

the error term. The equation can be modified by adding the interaction terms as 

 

0 1 1 2 2

2

.....
k

k k ij i j

i j

y x x x x x     
 

        ,                                                        (5-41) 

 or it can be modified to form the second-degree polynomial equation as 

 

2

0 1 1 2 2

2 1

.....
k k

k k ij i j ii i

i j i

y x x x x x x      
  

          .                                         (5-42) 

 

 T statistics analysis provides significance of the effects of different parameters. 

The influence of different variables on performance of the process could be understood 

using this analysis. The t statistics is computed by the division of the estimated value of 

the coefficient by its standard error (Prasanphanich 2009). The absolute value of t 

correlates to the likelihood that the actual value of the coefficient could be non-zero. The 

probability of a given t value determines the likelihood of obtaining the estimated value 
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of the coefficient if the actual coefficient value is zero. Therefore, any coefficient is 

important if has a large absolute value of t and a small probability of t. The t statistics is 

calculated as 

 

1 2

1 2

2
X X

X X
t

S
n


  ,                                                                                                                (5-43) 

 

where 
1 2X XS is the pooled standard deviation and n is the sample size. The t statistics was 

used in this study to investigate the effects of several parameters on the performance of 

gravity-stable surfactant floods and to select the most influential groups.  

 

5.4.2 Sensitivity Analysis Results – Pilot Case Study  

The half fractional factorial design (Sangvaree 2008; Prasanphanich 2009) was 

used to perform a sensitivity analysis with the oil recovery as the objective function. The 

factors having significant impact on the recovery were recognized in order to assign the 

scaling groups systematically. Comparing the half fractional factorial design as the 

approach for the sensitivity analysis and the full factorial design, the half fractional 

factorial design requires 128 runs based on 8 design variables but the full factorial design 

requires 256 runs. The variables are: injection rate, permeability, oil viscosity, oil density, 

interfacial tension, oil relative permeability exponent, ratio of vertical to horizontal 

permeability, and permeability coefficient of variation. Oil relative permeability was 

added because of its importance in matching the experimental results. Therefore, the half 

fractional factorial design was used here as the approach for the sensitivity analysis as it 

requires fewer simulation runs.  
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The simulation results in this section are based on a sector model with the 

properties presented in Table 5-1. The original sector model is operated with 6 wells 

(Figure 5-2). The configuration of wells is such that there are 3 injectors at the bottom 

layer and 3 producers at the top. This configuration was used to maximize the recovery of 

the sector model. Less recovery was observed in the same model with 4 wells; 2 injectors 

and 2 producers (Figure 5-3). Oil saturation profile at 0.35 pore volumes and the 

cumulative oil recovery curve for the original sector model are presented in Figures 5-2 

and 5.4, respectively. Figures 5-3 and 5-5 show the same plots for the same model except 

with 4 wells. As can be seen in Figure 5-4, the recovery is about 85% for this 

configuration.  

 

Table 5-1: Reservoir Properties-Sector Model 

Property  Value(s) Comment 

Length (ft) 800  

Width (ft) 800  

Thickness (ft)  475  

kx (md) (Varied) 100 to 4,000  

ky/kx 1  

kz/kx (Varied)  0.1 to 1 Unconsolidated SS 

Porosity  0.23  

Avg. depth (ft)    4,000  

Initial anion concentration (meq/mL) 2.56 TDS=150,000 

Initial calcium concentration (meq/mL) 0  
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Table 5-1: Reservoir Properties-Sector Model (Cont’d) 

Property  Value(s) Comment 

Initial water saturation, fraction 0.7  

Residual water saturation, fraction 0.2  

Residual oil saturation, fraction 0.2  

Water viscosity (cp) 0.5 @ 170 °F & 35,000 TDS 

Oil viscosity (cp) (Varied) 2 to 12 @ 170 °F 

Microemulsion viscosity (cp) 9  

Water density (g/cc) 1.1 Considering 35,000 TDS 

Oil density (g/cc) (Varied) 0.4 to 1  

Water relative permeability endpoint 0.268  

Oil relative permeability endpoint 0.788  

Water relative permeability exponent 2  

Oil relative permeability exponent (Varied) 2 to 4  

Reservoir pore volume (ft
3
) 69,920,000  

Temperature (°F) 170  
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Figure 5-2: Original sector model: oil saturation profile at PV=0.35.  

 

 

Figure 5-3: Original sector model with 4 wells: oil saturation profile at PV=0.35.  
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Figure 5-4: Original sector model: cumulative oil recovery curve.  

 

 

Figure 5-5: Original sector model with 4 wells: cumulative oil recovery curve.  
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Even with half fractional factorial design, the total simulation time for all cases is 

so long that it is very expensive to be performed. As a result, simulations were performed 

for a quarter section of the original sector model, which shares the same results as the 

original sector model. The fluid and reservoir properties in this quarter sector model are 

the same as the original sector model with similar mild permeability heterogeneity field. 

The injection rate was also modified according to the size of the model. Oil saturation 

profile at 0.35 pore volumes and the cumulative oil recovery curve for the quarter sector 

model are presented in Figures 5-6 and 5-7, respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-6: Quarter sector model: oil saturation profile at 0.35 PV.  
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Figure 5-7: Quarter sector model: cumulative oil recovery curve.  

 

Comparison of Figures 5-2 and 5-4 with Figures 5-6 and 5-7 reveals that the 

quarter sector model shows exactly the same results as the original sector model. Hence, 

the quarter sector model with lower simulation time was used in the sensitivity analysis. 

The results are also applicable for the original case. 

The two-level fractional factorial design requires minimum and maximum values 

for the sensitivity parameters. The parameters and their minimum and maximum values 

used in this study are shown in Table 5-2. The effect of each parameter was examined on 

the recovery of the surfactant flood. Due to the presence of large number of simulation 

runs, the study was performed for constant pore volumes of surfactant slug and total pore 

volumes of 0.5 PV and 1.2 PV, respectively. The simulations were generated here based 

on purely random permeability fields, where the effect of heterogeneity was considered 

based on permeability fields generated by various permeability coefficient of variation 
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(ks). The effect of heterogeneity was studied based on different permeability fields 

generated by varied Dykstra-Parsons coefficients and correlation lengths. The results are 

presented in field-scale study section (Chapter 6).  

 

 

Table 5-2: Paramter Ranges for Sensitivity Analysis – Quarter Sector Model 

Simulations 

Parameter Min value Max value 

Velocity (ft/D) 0.2 2 

Permeability (md) 100 4,000 

Oil viscosity (cp) 2 12 

Oil density (g/cc) 0.4 1 

IFT (dyne/cm) 0.001 0.1 

Oil rel. perm. exponent 2 4 

kz/kx 0.1 1 

ks 0.01 0.05 

 

 

As it was mentioned earlier, 128 runs are needed to study the effects of these 8 

design variables. Details of each simulation case can be found in the chart shown in 

Figure 5-8.  The results are summarized in Figure 5-9.  
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Figure 5-8: Simulation case specifics-half fractional factorial design study.  
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Figure 5-8: Simulation case specifics-half fractional factorial design study (cont’d).  
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Figure 5-9: The bar chart representing the oil recovery for each case number, defined in 

Figure 5-8.  

 

 

 Furthermore, dimensionless groups were calculated based on details of each 

simulation case provided in Figure 5-8. Dimensionless groups are: trapping number 

(Ntrapping), gravity number (Ng), mobility ratios (mobility ratio between the aqueous 

surfactant solution and the microemulsion (MS-ME) as well as mobility ratio between the 

microemulsion and the oil bank (MME-OB)), aspect ratio (RL), and permeability coefficient 

of variation (ks). The values for these scaling groups along with groups of capillary 

number (Ncap) and bond number (Nbond) are shown in Figure 5-10 for each run number. 

 Minimum and maximum values for each scaling group were obtained based on 

this calculation and the values were further used in the response surface study. As it was 
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mentioned earlier for the specific problem of interest, these ranges of variation, which 

were concluded based on ranges of variation for underlying variables, were physically 

accurate and were confirmed by the simulator. 
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Figure 5-10: Calculated values for dimensionless groups for each simulation case. 
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Figure 5-10: Calculated values for dimensionless groups for each simulation case 

(cont’d). 
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The D-Optimal design (Myers et al. 2008), which is a RSM method, was used to 

generate the response surface. D-Optimal design aims to maximize the moment matrix 

and it requires 3 levels for each factor. The benefit of this design compared to other 

options in generating the response surface of the objective function is that it requires less 

number of variables. D-Optimal design required 34 cases based on the 6 dimensionless 

groups. The results of this design are presented in Figure 5-11 and oil recovery associated 

to each case number is also summarized in Figure 5-12. As the microemulsion viscosity 

was assumed constant in this analysis; run numbers of 5 and 14 as well as 17 and 19 are 

exactly the same. The effect of microemulsion viscosity was studied and the results are 

presented in Chapter 8.  
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Figure 5-11: D-Optimal design results for scaling groups of: trapping number, gravity 

number, mobility ratios, aspect ratio, and permeability coefficient of 

variation.  
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Figure 5-12: The bar chart representing the oil recovery for each case number, defined in 

Figure 5-11.  

 

 An empirical model can be developed by Experimental Design to predict the oil 

recovery. The selected model should be non-aliased, provide the maximum “Adjusted R-

Squared” and “Predicted R-Squared”, and fit the best to our results (Prasanphanich 2009). 

The quadratic model was chosen based on these requirements with a transformation of 

lambda equal to 0.5. The Box-Cox plot (Box and Cox 1964) of this model and the 

transformation are presented in Figure 5-13. As can be seen, the blue line is between the 

two red lines, which verifies that no more transformation is needed. The predicted values 

of recovery were compared with those that were obtained based on simulations in Figure 

5-14. The square root values of recovery are shown in this figure. The normal plot of 

residuals is also presented in Figure 5-15. 
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Figure 5-13: The Box-Cox plot with Lambda value equal to 0.5.  

 

 

Figure 5-14: Predicted recovery versus actual recovery (square root values). 
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Figure 5-15: Normal plot of residuals. 

As can be seen in Figures 5-14 and 5-15, the model is reliable and capable of 

predicting the recovery. The modeled equation for oil recovery based on dimensionless 

scaling groups is given below. In this equation, scaling groups are shown as: (A) 

Trapping number, (B) Gravity number, (C) Mobility at the front between the aqueous 

surfactant solution and the microemulsion, (D) Mobility at the front between the 

microemulsion and the oil bank, (E) Aspect ratio, and (F) Permeability coefficient of 

variation. 

The final equation in terms of dimensionless scaling groups is given below: 

 

 

2 2 2

2 2 2

5.75 0.4 3.47 0.034 0.76 0.47 0.21 0.86 0.17

0.7 0.44 0.3 0.18 0.24  0.18  0.33 0.033

0.26 0.31 0.055 0.22 0.16 0.94 1.28

1.44 0.74 0.1

Sqrt Recovery

A B C D E F AB AC

AD AE AF BC BD BE BF CD

CE CF DE DF EF A B C

D E F

        

       

       

  

 , 

(5-44) 
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To understand the effects of important scaling groups on performance of the 

process, the interaction between oil recovery and the trapping number, gravity number, 

mobility ratio at the front between the microemulsion and the oil bank and the aspect 

ratio are presented in Figures 5-16, 5-17, 5-18, and 5-19, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-16: Oil recovery versus trapping number. 
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Figure 5-17: Oil recovery versus gravity number. 

 

 

Figure 5-18: Oil recovery versus mobility ratio at the front between the microemulsion 

and the oil bank. 
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Figure 5-19: Oil recovery versus aspect ratio. 

In Figure 5-16, oil recovery versus trapping number has a maximum at        

Ntrapping = 0.07. The critical velocity can be calculated based on values of parameters in 

the graph margin for different oil viscosities. As a result, the critical velocity in the case 

of oil viscosity in the lower range (2 cp) is equal to 0.1485 ft/D. However, the critical 

velocity for the case of viscous oil (12 cp) is 0.0437 ft/D. 

As can be seen in Figure 5-17, oil recovery increases as the gravity number 

increases. The trend could be expected as the gravity number directly correlates to 

permeability and density difference. In the case of having high permeability field with 

lower density oil (e.g. as the result of high temperature), oil recovery will increase. On 

the other hand, the gravity number is inversely proportional to the displaced phase 

viscosity and the injection velocity, both of which reduce the recovery by increasing the 

fingering. Higher values of gravity number stabilize the front. This issue will be 

discussed in the following chapters.  
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In Figure 5-18, oil recovery is higher at low values of the mobility at the front 

between microemulsion and oil bank. The result would be expected since reducing the 

mobility at this front, by increasing oil bank mobility considering a constant 

microemulsion viscosity, increases oil recovery. 

As can be seen in Figure 5-19, oil recovery increases by decreasing the aspect 

ratio. In other words, oil recovery increases by increasing the ratio of vertical 

permeability to horizontal permeability. As the surfactant solution is being injected 

vertically, higher values of permeability in the vertical direction enhances the 

displacement.  

To optimize the performance of the design, an optimization is considered here 

based on desirability analysis of the results. The desirability of the process on the basis of 

the gravity number and trapping number is presented in Figure 5-20. The characteristics 

of the optimized simulation case with its corresponding oil recovery (%IOIP) were 

obtained as in Table 5-3. Values of the trapping and gravity numbers for this case are 

similar to the values at which the highest oil recovery was observed in Figures 5-16 and 

5-17. The optimum case was also simulated to verify the result. Figure 5-21 shows 

cumulative oil recovery curve for this case. As can be seen, the final oil recovery is equal 

to the recovery presented in Table 5-3.  

 

Table 5-3: Properties of the Optimum Simulation Case 

Ntrapping Ng MS-ME MME-OB RL ks Recovery 

0.07 19.15 16.36 0.4 1.54 0.04 93.43 
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Figure 5-20: Desirability versus gravity number and trapping number. 

 

 

Figure 5-21: Cumulative oil recovery curve of the optimum simulation case presented in 

Table 5-3. 
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5.5 FINAL SCALING GROUPS 

Based on the inspectional analysis of linear surfactant floods in the vertical 

direction discussed above, 14 dimensionless groups were developed. Among a large 

number of dimensionless groups, a few of them are essential in the prediction of the 

performance of a gravity-stable surfactant flood and its feasibility. In other words, a few 

of these groups have primary and the rest have secondary importance in the investigation 

of the effect of buoyancy on the surfactant displacement. The discussion provided in the 

previous sections established this conjecture.  

To develop the final scaling groups, a case is considered with a surfactant capable 

of reducing interfacial tension to ultralow values. The injection slug size is designed to 

satisfy adsorption and provide enough surfactant available for interfacial tension 

reduction purposes. Moreover, trapping number is on its high range for the specific 

capillary desaturation curve, in which surfactant solution effectively solubilizes and 

mobilizes the oil. Therefore, dimensionless groups regarding the capillary, trapping 

parameters, interfacial tension, surfactant adsorption, and surfactant slug size are of 

secondary importance. A negative salinity gradient is used in order to ensure a robust 

chemical flood design (Pope et al. 1979). The effect of salinity will be discussed in the 

following chapters. Based on the fractional flow theory, the oil saturation in the oil bank 

is independent of the initial oil saturation. Therefore, number of dimensionless groups 

can be reduced to those reflecting the buoyancy and the behavior at the front. For this 

case, the gravity number and mobility ratio are the most important scaling groups. The 

velocity field is also important for a gravity-stable surfactant flood in a three-dimensional 

heterogeneous reservoir. Distribution of flow along the streamlines is significantly 

controlled by the contrast between permeabilities in the flow directions.  
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The presence of three distinct fronts from the top to the bottom of the prototype is 

illustrated in Figure 5-22. Figure 5-22 shows the four distinct flow regions. The front 

between the oil bank and the initial condition does not affect the stability of the surfactant 

displacement; so it does not need to be analyzed. Hence, scaling groups were calculated 

at the other two fronts with consideration of the microemulsion properties. The important 

dimensionless groups for this problem are as follows: 
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where 
r  is phase relative mobility, L  and H  are length and thickness of the prototype, 

respectively, 
zu  is Darcy velocity in vertical direction, and phase numbering is shown in 

Figure 5-22. The mobility ratio ( M ) is calculated by dividing the mobility of the 

displacing fluid by the mobility of the displaced fluid. The oil bank is the displaced fluid 

for a surfactant flood. Its total mobility is given by 
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where
rw ,

ro are the water and oil relative mobility, respectively. The total mobility of 

the oil bank ( 2,r T ) at different water saturations needs to be plotted based on relative 

permeability data, and the minimum value should be selected for
2r . This practice is 

illustrated in Figure 5-23 based on the properties of the sandpack experiments. 

 

 

  

 

Figure 5-22: Schematic of four idealized flow regimes. 
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Figure 5-23: Total mobility of the displaced phase and the minimum value.  

The parameters used in the definition of scaling groups are known for a specific 

reservoir or can be measured in the lab (e.g. microemulsion viscosity and relative 

permeability curves). However, the frontal velocity for a field-scale flood is an unknown 

variable prior to simulation of the process.  

The most important parameter to scale up from the laboratory to the field is the 

frontal velocity since the velocity in the reservoir varies over a wide range. The scaleup 

frontal velocity can be used to correlate the reservoir-scale frontal velocities to the 

experimental values. The reservoir geometry and the well configuration are presented in 

Figure 5-24. The reason for such selection will be explained in Chapter 6. The 

permeability field shown in Figure 5-25 was used for these simulations. The permeability 

field was generated using Dykstra-Parsons coefficient of 0.7, a typical field value for 

sandstones. Fluxes in the x, y, z directions and total flux at the center of each gridblock 

were calculated for each phase based on the simulation results and following equations: 
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Figure 5-24: Horizontal well locations. 
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Figure 5-25: Permeability field for reservoir simulations. 

 

The streamlines for two different reservoir geometries (cases 1 and 2) are shown 

in Figures 5-26 and 5-27. The cross-sectional area to flow at the front location when the 

flow is fully developed is the surface perpendicular to the streamlines. Hence, the cross-

sectional area (A) is given by 

 

A L H  ,                                                                                                                    (5-53) 

 

1/ cos(tan ( / ))H H H W   ,                                                                                     (5-54) 

 

where H′ is shown in Figure 5-28. The average flux for case 1 is 0.034 ft/D and for case 2 

it is 0.047 ft/D. The details of this calculation are provided as follows: 
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For Case 1: (L=1,000 ft, W=210 ft, H=210 ft) 

 

1210 / cos(tan (210 / 210)) 297H ft    ,                                                              (5-55) 

 

21,000 297 297,000A L H ft    ,                                                                          (5-56) 

 

3 2(10,000 / ) / 297,000 0.034 /avg
q

u ft D ft ft D
A

   .                           (5-57) 

 

 

 

For Case 2: (L=1,000 ft, W=1,000 ft, H=210 ft) 

 

1210 / cos(tan (210 /1,000)) 214.58H ft   ,                                                             (5-58) 

 

21,000 214.58 214,580A L H ft    ,                                                                     (5-59) 

 

3 2(10,000 / ) / 214,580 0.047 /avg
q

u ft D ft ft D
A

   .                                       (5-60) 
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Figure 5-26: Streamlines for case 1, Length=1,000 ft, Width=210 ft, and Height=210 ft. 

 

 

Figure 5-27: Streamlines for case 2, Length=1,000 ft, Width=1,000 ft, and Height=210 ft. 
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Figure 5-28: Schematic showing definition of H used to calculate reservoir cross-

sectional flow area. 

 

The average values of flux contours at the front location were also plotted for 

comparison. As shown in Figures 5-29 and 5-30, the average flux contours for the 

aqueous phase at the front location are 0.037 ft/D and 0.05 ft/D for case 1 and 2, 

respectively. The values calculated based on the cross-sectional area to flow are close to 

these values. The corresponding frontal velocity (v=u/ϕ) is 0.148 ft/D for case 1 and 0.2 

ft/D for case 2 using the average porosity of 25%. Scaling groups were calculated for 

reservoir scales using these velocities. 

As can be seen in Figure 5-30, the total flux is higher at the vicinity of the injector 

compared to its value at the front location when the flow is fully developed. Flux 

contours vary near the injector within the range of 0.1 to 0.2 ft/D corresponding to 

interstitial velocity of 0.4 to 0.8 ft/D. These velocities are higher than the critical velocity 

calculated at the front location when the flow is fully developed, which might cause 

instabilities near the injector. As it was mentioned in Section 3.6, very fine reservoir 
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models are needed to understand the behavior of fingers after initiation in an unstable 

case. However, buoyancy stabilizes the front as the flow develops. The displacement 

remains stable if the stability criteria (Chapter 7) are valid at the front location when the 

flow is fully developed in the reservoir. Therefore, the behavior at this front location is 

important to predict the performance of gravity-stable surfactant floods. Furthermore, the 

grid sensitivity analysis presented in Section 3.6 is sufficient for the analysis of gravity-

stable surfactant flooding.  

The analogy between the reservoir model (shown in Figure 5-24) and laboratory-

scale model (shown in Figure 5-22) is valid. Despite the well configuration in the 

reservoir model, oil is mainly displaced in the vertical direction because of the favorable 

buoyancy force. This issue can be verified by monitoring the bond number and capillary 

number at the front location (Section 7.1.2). Here, oil vertical velocity (vz2) was 

calculated to emphasize the effect of buoyancy using these values: kz = 2,100 md (= 

2.110
-12

 m
2
), ∆ρg =(ρ1-ρ2) g= 0.08 psi/ft (= 1810 Pa/m), µ2 = 5.4 cp (= 5.410

-3
 Pa.s), ϕ 

= 0.25. The oil vertical velocity (vz2= (kz∆ρg)/( µ2 ϕ)) was calculated to be about 0.8 ft/D 

(2.81510
-6

 m/s). Comparing this value to the frontal velocity (0.2 ft/D) demonstrates the 

vertical flow of oil and the importance of the buoyancy force and the vertical 

permeability to maintain a stable flow.   

Scaleup of the process and application of the scaling groups for both laboratory- 

and field-scale cases are explained in the following chapters. These results show that the 

scaling groups can be used to determine the stability of the displacement and predict the 

performance of a gravity-stable surfactant flood. 
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Figure 5-29: Average flux contours for case 1. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-30: Average flux contours for case 2. 

uavg = 0.037 ft/D

uavg = 0.05 ft/D
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5.6 SUMMARY 

General mass conservation equations and initial and boundary conditions for the 

underlying process were introduced. Inspectional analysis was performed based on the 

mass conservation equations and initial and boundary conditions for gravity-stable 

surfactant floods. Scaling groups were derived and the most important groups needed to 

predict the performance of the gravity-stable surfactant floods were determined. A pilot-

scale sensitivity study was performed to investigate the effects of the scaling groups and 

optimize the process. The results were further used in a field-scale study. The concluding 

remarks are as follows:  

 The scaling groups were used to analyze the stability of surfactant floods for both 

laboratory- and field-scale simulations. 

 An average frontal velocity was needed to calculate the scaling groups. The 

average frontal velocity was calculated based on the cross-sectional flow area 

perpendicular to the streamlines. This method was found to be simple and in good 

agreement with the numerical simulations. 

 The important dimensionless groups for this study were found to be mobility 

ratio, gravity number, and aspect ratio.  

 Scaling groups were calculated at the fronts, formed during the displacement, 

with consideration of the microemulsion properties. 

 Oil recovery was found to increase as the gravity number increased. The same 

observation was noticed as the mobility ratios at the front between surfactant and 

microemulsion and at the front between microemulsion and oil bank were 

reduced.  

 The proposed scaling groups were based on insight into the behavior of gravity-

stable surfactant floods as observed in laboratory experiments.   
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Chapter 6:  Field-Scale Study 

 

In this chapter the model to be used in field-scale study is presented. The model 

was further used to study the effects of geology and well configuration on the 

performance of gravity-stable surfactant floods. The same model was used in Chapter 7 

to scale up the process using the scaling groups developed in the previous chapter and 

employed in Chapter 8 to optimize the process.  

This chapter includes four sections. The first section provides reservoir 

characteristics used in the model. The characteristics were extracted from reservoir and 

fluid properties of a field with the potential for gravity-stable surfactant flooding. 

Horizontal wells make gravity-stable surfactant floods practical and efficient. The second 

section introduces application of horizontal wells for gravity-stable surfactant floods. The 

field-scale model is presented in the third section. The effects of geology and well 

configuration are presented in the last section of the chapter.  
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6.1 GEOLOGY AND RESERVOIR CHARACTERISTICS OF A FIELD WITH THE 

POTENTIAL FOR GRAVITY-STABLE SURFACTANT FLOODING  

The results presented in Chapter 4 reveal that deep reservoirs with high vertical 

permeability and light oil are good candidates for gravity-stable surfactant floods. The 

Greater Burgan field in Kuwait has these favorable characteristics. The description of the 

field and its depositional environment are discussed here.  

 

6.1.1 The Greater Burgan  

 One of the largest producing oil fields in the world is located in southeastern 

Kuwait, the Greater Burgan field. The location and areal extent of the Greater Burgan 

field are shown in Figure 6-1. Discovered in early 1938, this desert area hosts the onshore 

oil field that covers a surface area of 300 mi
2
 with recoverable reserves over 70 billion 

bbl (Brennan 1990). It is the largest sandstone oil field in the world. 

 

Figure 6-1: Location of the Greater Burgan field (Kirby et al. 1998). 
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The Greater Burgan field is comprised of three connected subfield structures: 

Burgan, Magwa, and Ahmadi (Figure 6-2). Together, the subfields create an anticlinal 

dome, oriented north-south, that is about 15 by 8 miles (Figure 6-1). The flank dips in the 

range of 2-3°. These three geological structures share a common oil column and oil-water 

contact. 

 

 

 

Figure 6-2: Structure map of the Greater Burgan field (Kaufman et al. 2002).  

 

The Burgan dome, the highest of the structures, initially contained unsaturated 

crude oil. Small gas caps were discovered at the lower crests of Magwa and Ahmadi (Fox 

1959). The differences in distribution of oil and gas throughout the three structures may 

have been caused by various migration entrapments. 
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More than 75% of the 1,380-ft thick Burgan structure is sand and sandstone, 

forming a great reservoir condition at the Greater Burgan field. There are three major 

sands and one minor sand that share a common oil column and are traversed by an oil-

water contact. The cap rock shales of Ahmadi are above the first major sand section, 

Wara. Beneath Wara is a thinner section of limestone, Mauddud, then two sections of 

sand and sandstone, Third Sand (3S) and Fourth Sand (4S). The producing zones and 

their depositional succession are shown in Figure 6-3. 

 

 

 

Figure 6-3: Burgan field producing zones (Chakraborty et al. 2007).  

 

 

 

The most important hydrocarbon reserve is within the Third and Fourth Sand 

units of the Burgan formation, which is responsible for 90% of the Greater Burgan field 

production (Kirby et. al. 1998). 
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As can be seen in Figure 6-3, the Third Sand (3S) has three distinguished sections 

of Third Sand Lower (3SL), Third Sand Middle (3SM), and Third Sand Upper (3SU). 

The type-log of the major producing reservoirs in the Greater Burgan field is shown in 

Figure 6-4. The major producing section of the Third Sand Middle is made of almost pure 

quartz. 

 

 

Figure 6-4: Type-log of the major producing reservoirs in the Burgan field (Kaufman et 

al. 2002).  
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Beneath the lower sand section of the Third Sand is the Fourth Sand, which is a 

thicker section of pure quartz sandstone 700 feet thick, medium to coarse grained, well-

sorted and unconsolidated. Its porosity averages 23%, permeability usually exceeds 4,000 

md, and irreducible water saturation is as low as 4% (Brennan 1990). 

The Third Sand's lower and upper subdivisions consist of inter-bedded glauconitic 

sands and dark gray shales. The middle subdivision, similar to the Fourth Sand, is made 

of pure quartz and is about 210 ft of the entire Third Sand's 475-ft thickness. The middle 

unit of the Third Sand's porosity, permeability and irreducible water saturation values are 

similar to the Fourth Sand. 

The Third Sand has an °API gravity variation of 34 to 28 and the Fourth Sand 

ranges from 32 to 29. The geothermal gradient across the oil column is 2°F/100 ft, with a 

temperature at the oil-water contact of 145°F (Adasani 1965; Brennan 1990). At an 

average of 150,000 ppm total dissolved solids, the bottom water of the field is very 

saline. 
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6.1.2 Depositional Environment  

The Burgan formation shows a complex vertical succession of depositional terrain 

in the Arabian platform with the age of Albian-Cenomanian in the Cretaceous period 

(Brennan 1990). An integral controlling factor on the depositional patterns was the 

interaction of tectonics, changes in sea-level, and variation in climate (Kirby et al. 1998). 

The changes in the intensity of uplift and erosion through time created several 

disconformities, and two major unconformities, within the Burgan section. The younger 

of the two major unconformities indicates a period of uplift and erosion at the end of the 

Turonian time (Brennan 1990). The other major unconformity formation commenced 

during the Paleogene time when uplift resulted in marine deposition along the eastern 

edge of the field, which prompted a cycle of erosion that lasted through the Eocene and 

all of the Oligocene period (Brennan 1990). The vertical uplift of the Burgan and Magwa 

domes might have been re-stimulated, as the eastern part of Ahmadi field was shaped by 

the Eocene folding. The shape of the Ahmadi fold is not a rounded section like the 

Burgan or Magwa, but has more of a linear structure (Brennan 1990). The age of each 

specific period or epoch can be found in the geologic time scale provided in Figure 6-5. 

The depositional environment for the Fourth and the Third Sand units is discussed below. 

A diagrammatic cross-section showing flooding surfaces and the sequence stratigraphy of 

these sand members is presented in Figure 6-6. 
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Figure 6-5: Geologic time scale (the geological society of America 2009). 
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Figure 6-6: NE-SE cross-section demonstrating flooding surfaces and the low frequency 

sequence stratigraphy organization (Kirby et al. 1998).  
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 The Fourth Sand of the Burgan structure is suggested to be deltaic deposits. They 

are the first indicators of deposition of siliciclastics across the Shu'aiba marine carbonate 

shelf (Kirby et al. 1998). This unit, deposited following a regional fall in sea-level, 

demonstrates deposition in braided river and braided deltaic channels. The Fourth Sand is 

comprised of mostly fine to medium grained sandstone and is interpreted as an 

aggradational para-sequence set within a low-stand system tract. The quality of these 

hybrid channels is exceptional. The channels are mostly 30 to 40-ft thick and create a 

lateral-pattern of layered channel sands (Kirby et al. 1998). Marine sediments at the 

Fourth Sand imply that a sea-level change occurred during its formation. 

 The Third Sand Lower (3SL) is a complex unit comprising of sediments that were 

deposited in shore face, estuarine, and tidally influenced deltaic settings succeed the 

Fourth Sand (Kirby et al. 1998). Reservoir quality and continuity are highly variable in 

this prograding unit. Shore-face genetic units are composed of heterogeneous mudstone 

intervals that coarsen upward into heavily burrowed heterogeneous sandstones (Kirby et 

al. 1998). The channel systems are linearly oriented northeast. 

 The channel development of the Third Sand Middle (3SM), thickness of 210 ft, 

becomes less braided and more meandering northward. There is a higher degree of 

preservation of laterally equivalent non-channel facies, compared to the Fourth Sand, but 

similar genetic units. The Third Sand Middle is aggradational and is understood as low-

stand system tract within a lower frequency high-stand system tract (Kirby et al. 1998). 

 The Third Sand Upper (3SU) has an average thickness of 100 ft with highly 

variable reservoir continuity and quality (Kirby et al. 1998). This sand unit is 

retrograding and the depositional regimes in the basal portion are deltaic and estuarine. A 

summary of the description of different sand layers in the Greater Burgan are shown in 

Figure 6-7. 
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 The Burgan field's reservoir quality improves from north to south. Sea-level 

fluctuation and sediment deposition influenced the spatial variation and continuity of the 

reservoir. The Third and Fourth Sand units have great reservoir characteristics and are 

prolific producers. The Third Sand is the major producer, accounting for 60-70% of the 

Greater Burgan field's total production. Further production from this field was 

accomplished by using horizontal wells in 2005 (Chakraborty et al. 2007). 

 Based on the characteristics of the Third Sand Middle (3SM) i.e. high vertical 

permeability, light oil, and thick bed of sandstone, this sand layer is a good candidate for 

gravity-stable surfactant flooding. Hence, the reservoir properties of 3SM were used in 

the field-scale simulation model.   

 

 

Figure 6-7: Description of different reservoirs in the Greater Burgan field. 
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6.2 APPLICATION OF HORIZONTAL WELLS 

Horizontal wells are being used more often than in the past to increase oil 

production. Better sweep efficiencies and higher injectivities are possible with horizontal 

wells. Horizontal wells are drilled in the bedding plane, which results in a larger contact 

surface between the reservoir and the well. Horizontal wells are important in conditions 

where conventional vertical wells either fail or are not economic (Gharbi et al. 1997). 

These conditions include the following: (1) low productivity in conventional vertical 

wells, (2) reservoirs with vertical fractures, (3) reservoirs with water or gas coning. 

Horizontal well orientation is important especially when the permeability anisotropy is 

pronounced. The proper orientation can significantly increase the productivity. One way 

of drilling is 90 degree laterals. A typical horizontal well trajectory in the Third Sand 

Middle is shown in Figure 6-8 with the horizontal lateral of 1,100 to 3,200 ft. 

Multilateral wells have advantages where the layers are vertically discontinuous 

and in reservoirs with viscous oil or low permeability. Another usage of these wells are in 

thick reservoirs where using a horizontal well is not practical. Production rates from 

horizontal wells are not directly proportional to well length due to pressure drop and 

lateral heterogeneity. Besides, using a multilateral well with total well length less than a 

horizontal well is more effective. On the other hand, the implication of multilateral wells 

has to be economically feasible. 
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Figure 6-8: Typical Horizontal Well Trajectory in the Third Sand Middle (Chakraborty 

et al. 2007). 

 

 

Location of a horizontal well is very important with respect to both the sweep 

efficiency and the injectivity (Dakhlia et al. 1995). The location should be chosen such 

that the desired results are obtained. The vertical permeability of the reservoir must be 

moderate to high for horizontal wells to attain good results. For a horizontal well parallel 

to the x direction, the productivity index is calculated in UTCHEM using Equation 6-1: 
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where ∆x is the wellblock dimension parallel to the wellbore; since the wellbore is 

perpendicular to the y and z directions, the productivity index calculation uses the 

permeability in the y direction (ky) and the permeability in the z direction (kz). The 

equivalent wellblock radius, ro, is based on Peaceman (1983): 
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The configuration should aid in the design and performance of gravity-stable 

surfactant floods based on reservoir simulation results. Well configuration or location of 

horizontal wells is determined here to maximize the volumetric sweep by the flow 

streamlines with the lowest possible number of wells for different geologies.  

The simulation model was used to obtain a better understanding of the effects and 

the sensitivity of some of the basic process and design parameters to the degree and types 

of reservoir heterogeneity. These parameters include, for example, flow patterns, fluid 

properties, reservoir properties such as reservoir description and the ratio of vertical to 

horizontal permeability, well spacing and pattern, and horizontal well length. The design 

and prediction capability of the model will be demonstrated through a field-scale 

simulation study of the high-permeability Burgan sandstone reservoir to investigate the 

technical feasibility of applying gravity-stable surfactant flood using horizontal wells. 
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6.3 FIELD-SCALE MODEL 

As discussed in the previous sections of this chapter, the Third Sand Middle has 

an excellent lateral and vertical flow system with high porosity and permeability without 

any persistent flow barriers. The sand layer is thick with high vertical permeability and 

contains light oil, which makes this sand layer a good candidate for gravity-stable 

surfactant flooding and horizontal drilling. Hence, this layer with favorable petro-

physical characteristics was used as a prototype reservoir in this study. The UTCHEM 

input file for the reservoir base case model is provided in Appendix B.  

Reservoir properties ascribed to this layer were extracted from the literature. The 

permeability-porosity correlation based on a permeability-porosity cross-plot of this layer 

is shown below. 

 

 

 Figure 6-9: Permeability porosity cross-plot of the Third Sand Middle (Chakraborty et 

al. 2007). 
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The correlation is derived here based on the trend-line of the best fit to the data 

(Figure 6-10):  

 

0.0341ln 0.023k   ,                                                                                                     (6-3) 

 

 

 

Figure 6-10: Permeability-porosity correlation of the Third Sand Middle. 

  

The flow-capacity storage curve was plotted (Figure 6-11) and the Dykstra-

Parsons coefficient was evaluated to be equal to 0.78. This value is a typical value for 

sandstones.  
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Figure 6-11: Flow-storage capacity plot based on permeability data of the Third Sand 

Middle. 

 

Based on the variogram of the permeability data points, a permeability field 

corresponding to the Third Sand Middle was generated by Petrel software (Petrel 2011) 

using a Dykstra-Parsons coefficient equal to 0.78. Correlation lengths in the x and y 

directions were considered equal and three times the length of the sector model. 

Correlation length in the z direction was assumed to be 20 ft, which is equal to the 

thickness of each bedding layer in this sand. The generated permeability field is shown in 

Figure 6-12. The porosity field was also obtained based on the correlation between 

permeability and porosity for the Third Sand Middle and developed by Petrel software 

with the same correlation lengths as mentioned for permeability field. 
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Figure 6-12: Permeability field generated by Petrel based on permeability data of the 

Third Sand Middle. 

Fluid properties used in the model were also obtained based on the properties of 

the Third Sand Middle. The correlation between oil viscosity and oil density in this layer 

was obtained at the temperature of the reservoir based on the general correlation available 

in McCain (1990): 

 

  log log 1 1.8653 0.025086  0.5644 log( )oµ API T     .                                                (6-4) 

 

  The oil viscosity-°API gravity number correlation provided below and shown in 

Figure 6-13 can be used for the oil sample from the Third Sand Middle at the specific 

reservoir temperature of 170 °F.  

 

  log log 0.02578 0.65 3  39oµ API    .                                                                         (6-5) 
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Figure 6-13: Oil viscosity and °API gravity number correlation used in the model.  

 

 

 

Estimations of residual oil saturation were also available from both corefloods 

and open-hole well logs. The data yielded a relatively consistent range of residual oil 

saturation regardless of data grouping. There is relatively little variation in Sorw which can 

be attributed to permeability, porosity, grain size, etc. (Figure 6-14). 
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Figure 6-14: Residual oil saturation versus connate water saturation (Carr et al. 1998).  

 

 

 

The field-scale model was developed based on the aforementioned reservoir and 

fluid properties. Figure 6-15 shows the model with two horizontal wells placed in 

diagonally opposite sides of the reservoir. The injector is located at the bottom and the 

producer at the top of the model. It was found that this configuration gave the maximum 

volumetric sweep by the flow streamlines with the lowest possible number of wells. This 

issue is explained in the following section of this chapter.  
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Figure 6-15: Location of horizontal wells in field-scale model. 
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6.4 EFFECT OF GEOLOGY AND WELL CONFIGURATION  

A sector model of the Third Sand Middle was used here to investigate the effects 

of geology and well configuration. The location of the sector model can be seen in Figure 

6-16. The properties of the model are shown in Table 6-1. First, a specific permeability 

field, shown in Figure 6-17, was used to evaluate the effect of well configuration. 

Second, effect of correlation length as a result of different geological deposition was 

considered. Lastly, effect of different well spacing was studied.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-16: Location of the Third Sand Middle (3SM) sector model (Ma et al. 2009). 
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Table 6-1: Reservoir Properties – Sector Model 

Property  Value(s) Comment 

Number of gridblocks in the x direction 12  

Number of gridblocks in the y direction 12  

Number of gridblocks in the z direction 50  

Gridblock size in the x direction (ft) 33  

Gridblock size in the y direction (ft) 33  

Gridblock size in the z direction (ft) 4.2  

kx (md) 4,000  

ky/kx 1  

kz/kx 0.5 Unconsolidated SS 

Porosity  0.23  

Avg. depth (ft)    4,000  

Initial anion concentration (meq/mL) 2.56 TDS=150,000 

Initial calcium concentration (meq/mL) 0  

Initial water saturation, fraction 0.7  

Residual water saturation, fraction 0.2  

Residual oil saturation, fraction 0.2  

Water viscosity (cp) 0.5 @ 170 °F & 35,000 TDS 

Oil viscosity (cp) 4 @ 170 °F 

Microemulsion viscosity (cp) 9  

Water density (g/cc) 1.1 Considering 35,000 TDS 

Oil density (g/cc) 0.6  
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Table 6-1: Reservoir Properties – Sector Model (Cont’d) 

Property  Value(s) Comment 

Water relative permeability endpoint 0.268  

Oil relative permeability endpoint 0.788  

Water relative permeability exponent 2  

Oil relative permeability exponent 2  

Reservoir pore volume (ft
3
) 7,574,213  

Temperature (°F) 170  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6-17: Permeability field used in the sector model.   
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 Different horizontal-well configurations were considered (case 1 through 6) to 

optimize the well pattern. In each case, location of the horizontal wells for each 

configuration, the oil saturation profile at 0.6 and 1.5 pore volumes and the cumulative 

oil recovery are shown (Figures 6-18 through 6-42).  

 

 

 

 

 Case 1:  

 

 

 
 

Figure 6-18: Location of horizontal wells for case 1.  
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Figure 6-19: Oil saturation profile at 0.6 PV for case 1.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 6-20: Oil saturation profile at 1.5 PV for case 1.  
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Figure 6-21: Cumulative oil recovery plot for case 1.  
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 Case 2: 

 

 

Figure 6-22: Location of horizontal wells for case 2.  

 

 

Figure 6-23: Oil saturation profile at 0.6 PV for case 2.  
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Figure 6-24: Oil saturation profile at 1.5 PV for case 2. 

 

 

Figure 6-25: Cumulative oil recovery plot for case 2.  
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Case 3:  

 

 

Figure 6-26: Location of horizontal wells for case 3.  

 

 

 

Figure 6-27: Oil saturation profile at 0.6 PV for case 3.  
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Figure 6-28: Oil saturation profile at 1.5 PV for case 3.  

 

 

Figure 6-29: Cumulative oil recovery plot for case 3.  
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Case 4:  

  

 

Figure 6-30: Location of horizontal wells for case 4.  

 

 
 

Figure 6-31: Oil saturation profile at 0.6 PV for case 4.  
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Figure 6-32: Oil saturation profile at 1.5 PV for case 4.  

 

 

Figure 6-33: Cumulative oil recovery plot for case 4.  
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Case 5:  

 

 
 

Figure 6-34: Location of horizontal wells for case 5.  

 

 
 

Figure 6-35: Oil saturation profile at 0.6 PV for case 5.  
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Figure 6-36: Oil saturation profile at 1.5 PV for case 5. 

 

 

Figure 6-37: Cumulative oil recovery plot for case 5.  
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Case 6:  

 

 
 

Figure 6-38: Location of horizontal wells for case 6.  

 

 

Figure 6-39: Oil saturation profile at 0.6 PV for case 6.  
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Figure 6-40: Oil saturation profile at 1.5 PV for case 6.  

 

 

 

Figure 6-41: Cumulative oil recovery plot for case 6.  
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Figure 6-42: Cumulative oil recovery plot in days for case 6. In this case, 1.5 pore 

volumes took approximately 4.5 yrs.  

 

 

Considering the results of cases 1 through 6, it can be concluded that the 

configuration of case 6 provides the maximum volumetric sweep and highest oil 

recovery. As the pattern is symmetric, the two well configuration placed diagonally 

opposite on two sides of the reservoir was selected to minimize the number of wells in 

the pattern as shown in Figure 6-15.  

The behavior of the displacement at the front location is considered here at the 

diagonal cross-section between injector and producer. Figures 6-43 and 6-44 show this 

behavior at the front location for a stable and an unstable displacement, respectively.  
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Figure 6-43: Diagonal cross-section of a stable displacement in the sector model.  

 

 

 

Figure 6-44: Diagonal cross-section of an unstable displacement in the sector model.  
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The effect of correlation length as a result of different geological deposition is 

discussed next. Permeability fields were generated based on different permeability 

correlation lengths. Correlation length in the y direction was assumed to be equal to the 

correlation length in the x direction and correlation length in the z direction was assumed 

to be a constant (equal to about one tenth of thickness). Dimensionless correlation lengths 

are used as defined below: 
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The generated permeability fields with a specific Dykstra Parsons coefficient of 

0.78 are shown for dimensionless correlation lengths of 3, 1, and 0.1 in the x and y 

directions (Figures 6-45 through 6-47): 
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Figure 6-45: Permeability field corresponding to 3D  . 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6-46: Permeability field corresponding to 1D  . 
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Figure 6-47: Permeability field corresponding to 0.1D  . 

 

 

The effects of different correlation lengths on cumulative oil recovery versus 

injection rate in a 1,0001,000210-ft simulation model are shown in Figure 6-48. The 

oil recovery increases as the correlation length in the flow direction increases. This fact 

shows the chance of more uniform flow at higher values of correlation length. At the 

limit of infinitely large correlation length, the reservoir becomes layered. The 

performance of the displacement and the effect of polymer in such cases are discussed in 

the following chapters.  
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Figure 6-48: Effect of correlation length on oil recovery versus injection rate. 

 

 

 

The effect of well spacing for specific constant length horizontal wells is 

considered next. The horizontal injector and producer are located diagonally opposite and 

fully penetrated in the x direction with a length of 1,000 ft. Well spacing values are 

1,414.2, 2,828.4, and 707.1 ft corresponding to horizontal spacing values of 1,000, 2,000, 

and 500 ft, respectively. Oil recovery results for different injection rates and well 

spacings are presented in Figure 6-49. The oil recovery increases as the injection rate and 

the well spacing decrease. This result shows the potential for gravity-stable surfactant 

floods to have a high oil recovery on the order of 60% of waterflood residual oil 

saturation even in a heterogeneous oil reservoir. 
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Figure 6-49: Effect of well spacing on oil recovery versus injection rate. 
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6.5 SUMMARY  

In this chapter, reservoir characteristics used in the field-scale model were 

provided. The characteristics were extracted from reservoir and fluid properties of a field 

with a good potential for gravity-stable surfactant flooding. Application of horizontal 

wells was introduced to maximize the benefits of gravity. The effects of geology and well 

configuration were presented. The concluding remarks of this chapter are as follows:  

 Oil reservoirs with high vertical permeability and light oil are the best candidates 

for gravity-stable surfactant floods. The Greater Burgan field has these and other 

favorable characteristics. The description of the field and its depositional 

environment were discussed. 

 Based on the characteristics of the Third Sand Middle (3SM) i.e. high vertical 

permeability, light oil, and thick bed of sandstone, this sand layer was found as a 

good candidate for gravity-stable surfactant flooding. Hence, the reservoir 

properties of 3SM were used in the field-scale simulation model.   

 Horizontal wells make gravity-stable surfactant floods practical and efficient. 

 The field-scale model was developed based on these reservoir and fluid properties 

with two horizontal wells placed in diagonally opposite sides of the reservoir. The 

injector was located at the bottom and the producer at the top of the reservoir. It 

was found that this configuration provides the maximum volumetric sweep with 

the lowest possible number of wells. 

 The simulation model was used to obtain a better understanding of the effects and 

the sensitivity of some of the basic process and design parameters to the degree 

and types of reservoir heterogeneity. These parameters included flow patterns, 

fluid properties, reservoir description, the ratio of vertical to horizontal 

permeability, well spacing and well pattern, and horizontal well length. 
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 The effect of correlation length as a result of different geological deposition was 

investigated. Permeability fields were generated based on different permeability 

correlation lengths. Recovery increased as the correlation length in flow direction 

increased. This result showed the chance of more uniform flow at higher values of 

correlation length.  

 The effect of well spacing for specific constant length horizontal wells was 

considered. The oil recovery increased as the injection rate and the well spacing 

were decreased. 

 The results showed the potential for a gravity-stable surfactant flood to have a 

high oil recovery on the order of 60% of waterflood residual oil saturation even in 

a heterogeneous oil reservoir. 
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Chapter 7:  Stability Analysis 

 

The results of surfactant flooding experiments and numerical simulations 

presented in the previous chapters have shown that very efficient oil recovery can be 

obtained without mobility control when the surfactant solution is injected below the 

critical velocity required for a gravity-stable displacement. The critical velocity can be 

obtained based on the frontal stability analysis of displacement. In this chapter, frontal 

stability analysis for surfactant floods and the concept of gravity-stable flooding are 

presented. The first section proposes stability criteria for gravity-stable flooding and 

elaborates the effects of buoyancy and heterogeneity on the performance of the 

displacement. The second section explores the feasibility of performing a gravity-assisted 

surfactant flood in the presence of an active aquifer.  

 

7.1 GRAVITY-STABLE SURFACTANT FLOOD 

Gravity-stable surfactant flooding is introduced here as an alternative to 

surfactant-polymer flooding. The stability criteria are developed based on the scaling 

groups derived in Chapter 5. Scaling groups are used to relate the behavior observed in 

gravity-stable surfactant flooding experiments with the behavior expected on a reservoir 

scale. Effects of buoyancy and heterogeneity are also discussed in this section.  
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7.1.1 Stability Criteria 

The capability to predict when and under what reservoir conditions a gravity-

stable surfactant flood can be performed at a reasonable velocity is highly significant. In 

this section, frontal stability analysis of surfactant floods (Tavassoli et al. 2014b; 2014c) 

is explained and the stability criteria are derived.  

Based on the experimental observations shown in Chapter 4 and on fine-grid 

simulations of these experiments, the displacement front is stable or nearly stable at 0.2 

ft/D. This velocity is called the velocity at observed stability condition. Similarly, in 

field-scale simulations, the frontal velocity was varied until a stable displacement was 

attained. The properties used for the reservoir simulations are given in Table 7-1. As can 

be seen in Figure 7-1, the displacement is stable at a frontal velocity equal to 0.205 ft/D 

corresponding to a flow rate of  q = vϕA = 10,000 ft
3
/D. 

 

 

Table 7-1: Summary of Reservoir Properties 

Property Value 

Length (ft) 1,000 

Width (ft) 1,000 

Thickness (ft) 210 

Average permeability (md) 2,100 

Average porosity  0.23 
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Figure 7-1: Oil recovery as a function of injection rate in reservoir-scale simulation 

case, the displacement is stable at injection rates equal to or lower than 

10,000 ft
3
/D (corresponding to frontal velocity of 0.205 ft/D). 

 

The scaling groups were calculated at the observed stability condition for both 

laboratory experiments and reservoir simulations. The values of the mobility ratio (M13) 

and gravity number (Ng13) were obtained at the front between the surfactant solution (1) 

and the microemulsion (3). Similarly, the scaling groups of M32 and Ng32 were calculated 

at the front between the microemulsion (3) and the oil bank (2). The front between the oil 

bank and the initial condition does not affect the stability of the surfactant displacement; 

so it does not need to be analyzed. The schematic of these flow regimes is presented here 

again in Figure 7-2. The scaling groups for the laboratory experiments and reservoir-scale 

simulations at the observed stability condition are presented in the second and third 

column of Table 7-2, respectively.  
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Figure 7-2: Schematic of four idealized flow regimes. 

 

 

Table 7-2: Scaling Groups at the Observed Stability Condition  

Scaling Group Laboratory Experiments Reservoir Scale Simulations 

13M  34.28 14 

13gN  26.43 13.66 

32M  0.34 0.72 

32gN  0.96 1.24 

LR  0.19 3.37 

 

Surfactant (aq.)

(1)

Oil Bank

(2)

Microemulsion

(3)

z

Initial Condition

(I)
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As it was mentioned earlier, surfactant floods are considered conditionally stable 

in which viscous forces destabilize and gravity forces stabilize the displacement. 

Comparing to the classification in Lake (2008), surfactant flooding in a dipping reservoir 

is conditionally stable (type I). The conditional stability is most useful in determining a 

maximum rate in a dipping reservoir with 1M  . For type I stability, the stability criterion 

is an upper bound for superficial velocity, which is shown in Figure 7-3 and calculated by  

 

( ) sin

( 1)

rl l l
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 .                                                                                      (7-1) 

 

By introducing 
( )rl l l

gl
k g

N
u

     , Equation 7-1 can be rewritten as the 

following for a vertical displacement ( sin 1  ) at the critical velocity: 

 

 1,glN M at the critical velocity  .                                                                              (7-2) 

 

 

Hence, the stability criterion, which is defined for
criticalu u , can be written as  

 

1glN M   .                                                                                                                    (7-3) 
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Figure 7-3: Type I conditional stability (Lake 2008).  

 

 

However, this theory was tested for surfactant floods with ultralow interfacial 

tension and found to be optimistic compared to both laboratory displacement experiments 

and fine-grid simulations. A modified stability theory in good agreement with 

experiments was developed by taking into account the microemulsion phase (Tavassoli et 

al. 2014a). As a result of the modified stability theory, this inequality (Equation 7-3) 

should be written at the fronts between the developed phases to consider the specific 

properties of each phase. 

Values of scaling groups at the two fronts were investigated during the surfactant 

displacement in both stable and unstable conditions. It was found that the displacement is 

stable if the gravity number at each front is greater than or equal to the value of mobility 

ratio for the same front minus one. In other words, the following inequalities should be 

valid in order to maintain the stability of each front: 
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13 13 1gN M   ,                                                                                                               (7-4) 

 

32 32 1gN M  ,                                                                                                               (7-5) 

 

 

The frontal velocity needed to satisfy the more restrictive of these two conditions 

is called the critical velocity. In this example, the following values were used for the 

calculations based on the properties of sandpack experiments: kz = 5,500 md (= 5.4310
-

12
 m

2
), ∆ρg = 0.037 psi/ft (= 841.61 Pa/m), µl′ = 0.77 cp (= 7.710

-4
 Pa.s), µl = 24 cp (= 

2.410
-2

 Pa.s), ϕ = 0.35. The critical Darcy velocity (uc) was calculated to be 0.056 ft/D 

(= 1.9710
-7

 m/s) for the lower front between the surfactant solution and the 

microemulsion. Therefore, the critical frontal velocity (vc= uc/ϕ) is equal to 0.159 ft/D. 

The critical velocity for the reservoir simulation is 0.215 ft/D based on the properties 

provided in Table 7-3. 

The theoretical critical velocity calculated based on the proposed stability criteria 

was validated by comparison with both experiments and fine-grid numerical simulations. 

Figure 7-4 shows this validation against experimental results using both sandpacks and 

corefloods reported by Lu (2014). Figure 7-5 presents the verification of the theoretical 

critical velocity calculated based on the proposed stability criteria against reservoir 

simulation results. A unit slope line was also plotted in this figure to demonstrate this 

comparison. As can be seen, the proposed stability criteria are capable of predicting the 

critical velocity required for surfactant floods. 
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Table 7-3: Laboratory and Reservoir Properties  

Property Laboratory Scale Reservoir Scale  Units 

zk  5,500 1,050 md 

1  0.7 0.5 cp 

2  5.4 2.5 cp 

3  24 7 cp 

1  0.43 0.48 Psi/ft 

2  0.35 0.37 Psi/ft 

3  0.39 0.43 Psi/ft 

L  0.14 1,000 ft 

h  0.82 210 ft 

v hk k  1 0.5 Fraction 
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Figure 7-4: Validation of the theoretical critical velocity against experimental results 

(Lu 2014).  

 

 

Figure 7-5: Verification of the theoretical critical velocity against reservoir simulation 

results.  
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The values of the scaling groups were calculated based on the proposed stability 

criteria and are shown in the second and third columns of Table 7-4 for the laboratory 

experiments and reservoir-scale simulations, respectively. As can be seen in Table 7-4, at 

conditions where the gravity number is equal to mobility ratio minus one at the front 

between surfactant solution and microemulsion, the gravity number will be larger than 

the mobility ratio at the front between microemulsion and the oil bank. As a result, the 

stability criterion at the front between surfactant solution and microemulsion is the 

controlling criterion and will satisfy this condition at the other front. 

 

 

 

Table 7-4: Scaling Groups at the Stability Criterion  

Scaling Group Laboratory Experiments Reservoir-Scale Simulations 

13M  34.28 14 

13gN  33.28 13 

32M  0.34 0.72 

32gN  1.21 1.19 

LR  0.19 3.37 
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Figure 7-6 shows microemulsion viscosity data, measured by Lu et al. (2013; 

2014), for a microemulsion with a viscosity of 24 cp at optimum salinity and the matched 

model curve. The microemulsion viscosity model was introduced in Section 3.5.2. Both 

cases with a low microemulsion viscosity (12 cp) at optimum salinity and a high 

microemulsion viscosity (48 cp) at optimum salinity were also modeled. The viscosity 

curves for these two additional cases are also shown in Figure 7-6. Based on different 

microemulsion viscosity curves presented in this figure, the critical velocities were 

calculated and are shown in Figure 7-7. Lower values of microemulsion viscosity 

increases the critical velocity required for the stability of the displacement. If 

microemulsion viscosity is further reduced to values lower than critical microemulsion 

viscosity, the stability criterion will change to satisfy the stability between microemulsion 

and the oil bank. The critical microemulsion viscosity ( 3c ) is obtained when the two 

stability criteria at the two fronts are equal: 

 

3 2 13
3 1

1 3 32

( ) ( 1)

( ) ( 1)
c

M

M

 
 

 

 


 
 ,                                                                                            (7-6) 

 

The microemulsion viscosity in this equation is implicit since both mobility ratios 

depend on microemulsion viscosity. Microemulsion viscosity can be reduced using 

branched co-surfactants and co-solvents or by increasing the temperature (Levitt et al. 

2009; Sahni 2009; Taghavifar 2014). Higher values of critical velocity reduce the project 

life and make the application of gravity-stable surfactant floods more attractive in field 

scales. The economic feasibility of the process is discussed in Chapter 8.  
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Figure 7-6: Microemulsion viscosity for three different cases.  

 

 

Figure 7-7: Critical velocity as a function of microemulsion viscosity.  
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To understand the effect of each scaling group and their interactions on the 

performance of surfactant floods, response surface analysis was used. The analysis is 

based on systematic variation of scaling group values to predict the performance of 

surfactant floods. Scaling groups were calculated using the reservoir properties (Table 7-

5) favorable for gravity-stable surfactant floods. The minimum and maximum values of 

these groups are given in Table 7-6. Simulations were made to investigate the stability of 

the surfactant displacements. Figure 7-8 shows the interaction between the gravity 

number and the mobility ratio at the front between surfactant solution and 

microemulsion. Higher values of the gravity number stabilize the front whereas higher 

values of mobility ratio destabilize the front. Figure 7-9 shows the contours of oil 

recovery with respect to mobility ratio and gravity number at the controlling front. Stable 

displacements correspond to oil recoveries greater than 55% in this particular case. Other 

cases with different reservoir heterogeneity or significant differences will have different 

oil recoveries. Figure 7-10 shows the contours of the oil recovery with respect to mobility 

ratio and gravity number at the front between microemulsion and the oil bank. The 

narrow unstable region in Figure 7-10 corresponds to low values of microemulsion 

viscosity. For low microemulsion viscosity, the stability criterion switches to the stability 

at the front between microemulsion and the oil bank. 

The effect of aspect ratio is shown in Figure 7-11. The aspect ratio in this range 

did not affect the oil recovery. However, in general the aspect ratio varies over a much 

larger range than shown here, but its smaller range in this study is due to the small size of 

well spacing in the design. High values of RL (effective length to thickness ratio), implies 

that saturation or pressure fluctuations in the z direction decay much faster than those in 

the x direction. As a result, it can be inferred that high values of RL reduce the chance of 

finger formation. However, larger well spacing at a specific reservoir thickness results in 
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higher values of the aspect ratio. Under these conditions, the oil recovery is expected to 

increase due to the faster reduction in pressure fluctuations in the primary direction; 

however, it is also expected to decrease due to the larger well spacing. The effect of well 

spacing was considered separately and the results are discussed in the next section of this 

chapter.  
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Table 7-5: Parameter Ranges for Sensitivity Analysis  

Property Min Max  Units 

zk  1,000 4,000 md 

1  0.35 0.6 cp 

2  0.5 3 cp 

3  3 30 cp 

1  0.43 0.48 Psi/ft 

2  0.26 0.35 Psi/ft 

3  0.35 0.42 Psi/ft 

L  500 2,000 ft 

h  100 1,000 ft 

v hk k  0.1 1 Fraction 

 

  

Table 7-6: Scaling Group Limits for Response Surface Analysis 

Scaling Group Min Max 

13M  5 85.714 

13gN  0.293 118.114 

32M  0.018 1.667 

32gN  0.004 17.832 

LR  0.158 20 
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Figure 7-8: Interaction between mobility ratio and gravity number at the front between 

surfactant solution and microemulsion. 

 

 

Figure 7-9: Contours of the recovery versus mobility ratio and gravity number at the 

front between surfactant solution and microemulsion. 
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Figure 7-10: Contours of the recovery versus mobility ratio and gravity number at the 

front between microemulsion and the oil bank. 

 

 

Figure 7-11: Effect of aspect ratio on oil recovery. 
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7.1.2 Effect of Buoyancy 

Surfactant floods displace oil by solubilization and mobilization mechanisms with 

mobilization the dominant mechanism under practical field conditions. The mobilization 

is achieved through a change in the residual oil saturation by reducing the interfacial 

tension between oil and water and thus the capillary forces.  

In order to capture the effects of capillary forces, many investigators used a single 

dimensionless number called the capillary number. Capillary number is the ratio of 

viscous forces to capillary forces which is defined below: 
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   ,                                                                                       (7-7) 

 

However, gravitational effects can also be important because of the large density 

difference between the displacing and displaced fluids and the high vertical connectivity 

of the layers of a reservoir. Therefore, another dimensionless group was introduced as the 

bond number, which is the ratio of gravity forces to capillary forces. The bond number 

for phase l is defined as 
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   .                                                                                 (7-8) 

 

where l′ and l are the displacing and displaced phase, respectively and σll′ is the IFT 

between these phases.  
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 A general formulation was needed to investigate the impact of viscous, 

gravitational, and capillary forces on the mobilization of residual oil during surfactant 

flood in a three dimensional porous medium. Hence, the trapping number was introduced 

by Pope et al. (2000) to combine the effects of buoyancy and viscous forces: 
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 The trapping number formulation is crucial to adequately model the combined 

effects of viscous and buoyancy forces in three dimensions. Its importance becomes 

considerable in this study since gravity dominates the flow. As it was previously 

discussed in Chapter 4, in the absence of a favorable buoyancy force, oil recovery is low 

and remains unchanged even at low velocities for a vertical surfactant displacement. The 

effect of favorable buoyancy force on oil recovery at different velocities is shown here 

again in Figure 7-12. Hence, favorable buoyancy force dampens the initiation of 

instabilities at the front and assists in attaining a stable front. 
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Figure 7-12: Effect of favorable buoyancy force on oil recovery at different velocities. 

 

The performance of a vertical surfactant flood for different scenarios was studied 

based on monitoring of changes in the trapping number. Furthermore, the effect and 

importance of the capillary number and the bond number were investigated by calculating 

the values of these dimensionless groups at the front location for simulation cases 

discussed in this section. The simulations were done in the reservoir-model base case 

with the properties given in Table 7-7. On the contrary to the previous simulation cases in 

which a rate constraint injector was used, a pressure constraint injector was used in these 

simulations to apply specific pressure gradients during the flood.     

The effect of bond number was investigated by changing the vertical connectivity 

of the reservoir through its permeability for a constant fluid density difference. The effect 

of capillary number was investigated by changing the injection pressure in the model 

with a constant bottom-hole-pressure producer. Six different scenarios were considered 
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based on the pressure gradient and reservoir connectivity. Three different reservoir 

connectivities were considered in these simulations: (1) reservoir permeability same as 

the base case, (2) lower reservoir permeability with critical trapping number value (= 

0.001), and (3) much lower reservoir permeability with trapping number lower than 

0.001. In the first three scenarios, the pressure gradient corresponds to the value caused 

by fluid injection at the critical velocity. In the second three scenarios, a specific pressure 

difference of 1,500 psi was applied.    

Reservoir permeabilities in the second and fifth scenarios were determined at the 

critical trapping number typical for sandstone reservoirs. Lower values than these 

permeabilities were used in the third and sixth scenarios to evaluate the performance at 

low-extreme trapping number regimes. Reservoir porosity was calculated accordingly for 

each case based on the correlation presented in Chapter 6. A summary of the 

specification of each case along with the values of bond number, capillary number, and 

trapping number at the front location is provided in Table 7-8.   

 

 

Table 7-7: Summary of Reservoir Properties for the Base Case Model  

Property Value 

Length (ft) 2,500 

Width (ft) 3,000 

Thickness (ft) 210 

Average permeability (md) 2,100 

Average porosity  0.23 
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Table 7-8: Case Description and the Values of the Dimensioless Groups  

Case 

number  

Avg. perm. 

(md) 
Condition NB Nc NT 

1 2,100 Stable displacement 7.110
-3

 610
-3

 9.610
-3

 

2 220 Stable displacement 7.410
-4

 6.310
-4

 110
-3

 

3 100 Stable displacement 3.410
-4

 2.910
-4

 4.610
-4

 

4 2,100 Specific pressure diff. 7.110
-3

 6.510
-2

 6.510
-2

 

5 220 Specific pressure diff. 1.110
-4

 110
-3

 110
-3

 

6 100 Specific pressure diff. 5.110
-5

 4.610
-4

 4.710
-4

 

 

 

 

 

The performance of a surfactant flood for each case was investigated. Figure 7-13 

shows the cumulative oil recovery curves for these cases versus the injected pore 

volumes. As can be seen, the cumulative oil recovery is higher in the beginning of the 

displacement for the first three cases compared to the other cases because of a stable 

displacement in cases 1, 2, and 3. The performance is low for case 3 compared to cases 1 

and 2 because of the low trapping extreme in spite of a stable flood. The effect of 

trapping number can be understood by observing the behavior in cases 4 and 5. Both 

cases are unstable and are associated with lower recovery; however, the ultimate recovery 

is similar as both cases are in high trapping number extremes. Case 4 shows better results 

during the displacement in comparison to case 5 because the critical velocity is higher in 

case 4 than in case 5; hence, instabilities are worse in the latter case. The performance is 
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fairly low for case 6 as the displacement is unstable and in low trapping number 

extremes.  

In conclusion, the shape of the cumulative oil recovery curve is largely affected 

by the value of the bond number and its ultimate value is affected by the trapping 

number. The effect of buoyancy was found to be important for an efficient displacement. 

The favored cases are those at high trapping number extreme with the ratio of NB/NC 

greater than one.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-13: Cumulative oil recovery for cases described in Table 7-8.  
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7.1.3 Effect of Heterogeneity  

Reservoirs as geological depositions are heterogeneous. Reservoir heterogeneity 

could dominate the flow and transport through the formation depending on the process 

mechanisms and importance of the small- and large-scale features (Vogel and Roth 2003; 

Schulz et al. 2006; Lake 2008). Heterogeneity becomes more important in surfactant 

flooding as 
caN    and capillary forces diminish. To model reservoir heterogeneity, 

purely random field approaches (Dagan 1982; Fogg 1986; Neuman et al. 1987; Silliman 

and Wright 1988; Tompson and Gelhar 1990; Lu and Zhang 2002) would be problematic 

in either eliminating the pattern of discrete structures or generating patterns without any 

corresponding geological structure (Webb and Anderson 1996; Eaton 2006). Three-

dimensional heterogeneous models are considered here based on the geological 

deposition of a field considered for gravity-stable surfactant flooding. Furthermore, the 

effect of heterogeneity on the performance of a gravity-stable surfactant flood was 

investigated. 

Different permeability fields representing different geological formations are 

considered in this section. Each permeability field was generated based on a specific 

heterogeneity index (Dykstra-Parsons coefficient). The Dykstra-Parsons coefficient (VDP) 

typically varies between 0.6 and 0.9 (Lake 2008). The permeability fields were generated 

for both finite and infinite correlation lengths. The latter is considered as a layered 

reservoir. The heterogeneity fields with VDP values of 0.6 and 0.9 are shown in Figures 7-

14 and 7-15, respectively. Moreover, layered heterogeneity fields with VDP values of 0.7 

and 0.9 are shown in Figures 7-16 and 7-17, respectively. 
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Figure 7-14: Heterogeneity field generated with VDP =0.6. 

 

 

 

Figure 7-15: Heterogeneity field generated with VDP =0.9. 
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Figure 7-16: Layered heterogeneity field generated with VDP =0.7. 

 

 

 

Figure 7-17: Layered heterogeneity field generated with VDP =0.9. 
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Next, the performance of a surfactant flood for each case was investigated. Figure 

7-18 shows the cumulative oil recovery curves for these cases versus the ratio of the 

injection velocity to the critical velocity. As can be seen, the performance worsens at 

higher heterogeneity contrasts. This observation could be associated with the less vertical 

communication at heterogeneous cases. The performance is low at velocities larger than 

the critical velocity for the layered cases because of presence of both channeling and 

fingering. However, cumulative oil recovery was observed to be higher at stable 

velocities in layered reservoirs. This fact could be related to the higher vertical 

communication in layered reservoirs in the absence of fingering and channeling. The 

vertical communication enhances the effect of buoyancy and increases the chance of a 

uniform displacement. The extent of buoyancy force affects the performance of the flood 

significantly.      

 

 

Figure 7-18: Effect of heterogeneity on cumulative oil recovery. 
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7.2 EFFECT OF UNCONFINED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS  

In this section, the effects of unconfined boundary conditions on the performance 

of surfactant floods are discussed. 

Many oil reservoirs are surrounded by water-bearing rocks called aquifers. A 

comparatively low and decreasing rate of reservoir pressure decline with increasing 

cumulative withdrawals is indicative of water influx from the aquifer to the oil reservoir. 

The water encroaches across the original hydrocarbon-water contact because of the 

pressure differential between the aquifer and the reservoir. The pressure differential is 

due to the decline in reservoir pressure as the fluids are produced. The water 

encroachment is attributed to expansion of the water in the aquifer, compressibility of the 

aquifer rock, and artesian flow where the water-bearing formation outcrop is located 

structurally higher than the pay zone (Ahmed 2001).  

The extent of water influx depends on the intensity of the pressure differential, 

and the size and permeability of the aquifer. Some aquifers are substantially larger than 

the reservoir they adjoin as to appear infinite in size, or they may be so small in size to be 

negligible in their effect on reservoir performance. The aquifer permeability is also 

important; as for sufficiently low permeability, a very large pressure differential is 

required before an appreciable amount of water can encroach into the reservoir. In this 

instance, the effect of water influx can be ignored as well.  

The aquifer can be classified as infinite or finite. Infinite system indicates that the 

effects of the pressure changes at the hydrocarbon-aquifer boundary are not felt at the 

outer aquifer boundary. On the other hand, finite system indicates that the aquifer outer 

limit is affected by the influx into the hydrocarbon zone and that the pressure at this outer 

limit changes with time (Ahmed 2001).  
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Aquifers can be classified on the basis of geometry: edge-water drive, bottom-

water drive, and linear-water drive. The schematic of these flow geometries is shown in 

Figure 7-19. In edge-water drive, water encroaches into the flanks of the reservoir as a 

result of pressure drop at the reservoir-aquifer boundary. Bottom-water drive occurs in 

reservoirs with large areal extent and gentle dip where the oil-water contact completely 

underlies the reservoir. Different aquifer permeabilities are considered here to study the 

effects of aquifers with various degrees of strength.     
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Figure 7-19: Various aquifer flow geometries: edge-water drive, bottom-water drive, and 

linear-water drive (Ahmed 2001). 
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The proposed frontal velocity calculation for field scales previously presented in 

Section 5.5 was suggested to correlate the reservoir-scale frontal velocities to the 

experimental values in order to apply the gravity-stable flooding in reservoirs. This 

practice was done at the front location when the flow is fully developed. The simulations 

were done for a closed boundary condition. The finite and infinite aquifers might affect 

the evolution of front and change the flux contours at the front location. Besides, aquifers 

might cause surfactant loss to the outer boundary and dilution of surfactant concentration 

in the reservoir. However, the effects of aquifers on the flood performance depend on 

several parameters, including the aquifer strength and depth of WOC. In many cases due 

to the presence of a weak aquifer and/or an aquifer far away from the formation, the 

effect might not be felt in the oil reservoir. For the specific case of Burgan, the reservoir 

is very thick and consists of various layers (formations); as a result, the effect of the 

aquifer is not felt at the specific formation (Third Sand Middle) boundaries even after 

several years of production. Even in the presence of an active aquifer in a reservoir, the 

design can be engineered by detailed study and understanding of water influx to the 

formation. The candidate formation with the potential for gravity-stable surfactant 

flooding can be protected from the adverse effect of water influx by the use of a 

combination of vertical injectors and producers to divert the water influx away from the 

surfactant flood by creating a hydraulic pressure barrier. 

Modeling the effect of aquifer involves numerous uncertainties, such as the 

properties of the aquifer (e.g. porosity, permeability, thickness, and fluid properties), its 

geometry and areal continuity. These properties frequently have to be inferred from the 

production history of the oil reservoir, because the direct measurement of aquifer 

properties is not a routine practice. Several models have been developed for estimating 

water influx based on assumptions that describe the characteristics of the aquifer. The 
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well-known models are the following: small- or pot-aquifer model (Coats 1969), 

Schilthuis model (Schilthuis 1936), Fetkovich model (Fetkovich 1971), Carter-Tracy 

model (Carter and Tracy 1960), and van Everdingen-Hurst (VEH) model (van 

Everdingen and Hurst 1949).  

The model used in UTCHEM is the semi-analytical model by Vinsome and 

Westerveld (Vinsome and Westerveld 1980).  The description of this model is explained 

in the following paragraphs. The semi-analytical model assumes one-dimensional linear 

pressure diffusivity for aquifer calculations: 
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where k  is the aquifer permeability, 
tc  is the total compressibility, and   is the brine 

viscosity. The pressure change at the reservoir-aquifer contact is predicted on the basis of 

a fitting function 
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where P  is the pressure drawdown at the reservoir-aquifer contact, 
infP  is the initial 

aquifer pressure at infinite depth, a and b are fitting parameters, and d is the diffusion 

length calculated as 
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The fitting parameters (a, b) are calculated by writing the boundary condition at 

the reservoir-aquifer contact: 
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The aquifer influx from aquifer to reservoir is calculated as 
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where A is the area of the contact interface. This aquifer model has been coupled with the 

UTCHEM simulator by Li et al. (2014) assuming the boundary pressure is approximated 

to be block-centered pressure. The boundary pressure has been implicitly coupled with 

the reservoir pressure in pressure calculation schemes (Li et al. 2014).   

Simulations were performed to investigate the effect of an infinite aquifer on the 

performance of gravity-stable surfactant floods. The Burgan Fourth Sand is supported by 

the bottom-water drive because of its large lateral extent. The lateral aquifer support (or 

edge water) would be expected in the Third Sand because of the presence of several 

permeable and impermeable layers in the vertical direction. The effects of both bottom-
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water drive and edge-water drive are studied in this section. The UTCHEM input files for 

the base case models in the presence of an active aquifer are provided in Appendix C and 

D for a bottom-water and an edge-water drive, respectively. 

Figure 7-20 shows the location of wells and initial oil saturation for the case with 

a bottom-water drive. The effect of water influx on the performance of the flood is shown 

in Figure 7-21 for the base case without the effect of aquifer, the case with a weak 

aquifer, and for the case with strong aquifer. For these simulations, the aquifer 

permeability is as the same order of the magnitude (e.g. 1,000 md) as the reservoir 

permeability (e.g. 2,100 md) in the case of a strong water influx. On the other hand, the 

aquifer permeability is one order of the magnitude less (e.g. 100 md) than the reservoir 

permeability (e.g. 2,100 md) in the case of a weak water influx.  

 

 

 

Figure 7-20: Horizontal well location and initial oil saturation profile for the case with a 

bottom-water drive.   
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Figure 7-21: The effect of bottom-water drive on the performance of the displacement.  

 

 

To understand the reason behind the low oil recovery in the presence of an active 

aquifer, surfactant concentration profiles were plotted during the displacement. Figures 7-

22 through 7-24 show surfactant concentration profiles for different injected pore 

volumes; this is the case of a weak aquifer. Figures 7-25 and 7-26 are for a strong aquifer. 

Figures 7-27 through 7-29 are for the base case without the effect of aquifer. Each figure 

contains the surfactant concentration profile at concentrations above the critical micelle 

concentration (CMC) and the iso-surface plot of surfactant concentration for a vertical 

cross-section at CMC, whose value equals to 1E-4 (ml/ml) for all the simulations. The 

iso-surface plot facilitates observation of surfactant migration during the displacement.  
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Figure 7-22: Surfactant concentration profiles of the case with a weak aquifer at 55% 

pore volumes.  

 

 

 

Figure 7-23: Surfactant concentration profiles of the case with a weak aquifer at 100% 

pore volumes. 
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Figure 7-24: Surfactant concentration profiles of the case with a weak aquifer at 150% 

pore volumes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-25: Surfactant concentration profiles of the case with a strong aquifer at 55% 

pore volumes. 
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Figure 7-26: Surfactant concentration profiles of the case with a strong aquifer at 150% 

pore volumes. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-27: Surfactant concentration profiles of the base case without the effect of 

aquifer at 55% pore volumes. 
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Figure 7-28: Surfactant concentration profiles of the base case without the effect of 

aquifer at 100% pore volumes. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-29: Surfactant concentration profiles of the base case without the effect of 

aquifer at 150% pore volumes. 
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The surfactant loss to the aquifer is much higher in the presence of a weak aquifer 

compared to a strong aquifer. On the other hand, surfactant dilution to concentrations 

below the CMC is more dominant in the presence of a strong aquifer. Hence, the 

performance of a gravity-stable surfactant flood could be diminished in the presence of 

an active aquifer because of the surfactant loss and surfactant dilution. The former is 

dominant in the presence of a weak aquifer and the latter is dominant in the presence of a 

strong aquifer. However, the design can be optimized by changing the location of the 

horizontal injector, surfactant concentration and slug size, etc. This topic will be 

discussed in the following chapter, the optimization section.  

The oil saturation profiles for these cases were also plotted to evaluate the 

potential to displace oil in the presence of an active aquifer. Figure 7-30 shows the 

location of wells and initial oil saturation for the simulations. The oil saturation profiles 

at the cross-section of the wells are shown in Figures 7-31 through 7-33 for the case with 

a weak aquifer, the case with a strong aquifer, and the base case without the effect of 

aquifer. As can be seen, the potential to displace oil declines as the aquifer strength 

increases.  
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Figure 7-30: Horizontal well location and initial oil saturation profile to evaluate the 

potential to displace oil in the presence of an active aquifer.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-31: Oil saturation profile at the end of the displacement for the case of a weak 

aquifer.   

Oil Saturation Profile – Cross 
Section of the Wells
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Figure 7-32: Oil saturation profile at the end of the displacement for the case of a strong 

aquifer.   

 

 

Figure 7-33: Oil saturation profile at the end of the displacement for the base case 

without the effect of aquifer. 

Oil Saturation Profile – Cross 
Section of the Wells

Oil Saturation Profile – Cross 
Section of the Wells
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Similarly, simulations were done to investigate the effect of an edge-water drive 

on the performance of the flood. Figure 7-34 shows the location of wells and initial oil 

saturation for the case with an edge-water drive. The effect of water influx on the 

performance of the flood is shown in Figure 7-35 for a dipping reservoir case              

(dip angle = 30° with the horizon) without the effect of aquifer, the case with a weak 

aquifer, and for the case with a strong aquifer. High oil recovery for the dipping reservoir 

is due to the effect of buoyancy force, which reveals its advantage and importance in this 

study. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-34: Horizontal well location and initial oil saturation profile for the case with an 

edge-water drive.   
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Figure 7-35: The effect of edge-water drive on the performance of the displacement.  

 

 

 

 

Figures 7-36 and 7-37 show surfactant concentration profiles for different injected 

pore volumes; this is the case of a strong aquifer. Figures 7-38 and 7-39 demonstrate the 

same plots for the base case without the effect of aquifer. Each figure contains the 

surfactant concentration profile at concentrations above the critical micelle concentration 

(CMC) and the iso-surface plot of surfactant concentration for a vertical cross-section at 

CMC, whose value equals to 1E-4 (ml/ml) for all the simulations. The same conclusions 

can be made as for the case with a bottom-water drive; however, the performance is much 

higher in these cases because of a more favorable buoyancy effect.  
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Figure 7-36: Surfactant concentration profiles of the case with a strong aquifer at 50% 

pore volumes. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-37: Surfactant concentration profiles of the case with a strong aquifer at 150% 

pore volumes. 
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Figure 7-38: Surfactant concentration profiles of the base case without the effect of 

aquifer at 50% pore volumes. 

 

 

 

Figure 7-39: Surfactant concentration profiles of the base case without the effect of 

aquifer at 150% pore volumes. 
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7.3 SUMMARY 

Gravity-stable surfactant floods were introduced as alternatives to surfactant-

polymer flooding to maintain the stability of the displacement. A gravity-favorable (flow 

in the same direction of buoyant force of the oil column) surfactant flooding was found to 

be conditionally stable. Floods which met the stability criteria were expected to be stable 

(stable displacements). Surfactant floods under these conditions were called gravity-

stable surfactant floods. On the other hand, instabilities would be anticipated for those do 

not meet the criteria (unstable displacements).   

To understand the effect of each scaling group and their interactions on the 

performance of surfactant floods, response surface analysis was used. The analysis was 

based on systematic variation of scaling group values to predict the performance of 

surfactant floods. 

Besides, the feasibility of performing a gravity-assisted surfactant flood was 

discussed in the presence of an active aquifer. The effects of unconfined boundary 

conditions on the performance of surfactant floods were elaborated.  

The concluding remarks of this chapter are as follows:  

 The stability criteria were developed based on the introduced scaling groups in 

Chapter 5. The following inequalities should be valid in order to maintain the 

stability of each front: 

13 13 1gN M  ,                                                                                                   (7-4)

32 32 1gN M  ,                                                                                                   (7-5) 

The frontal velocity needed to satisfy the more restrictive of these two conditions 

was called the critical velocity. 
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 The theoretical critical velocity calculated based on the proposed stability criteria 

was validated by comparison with both experimental and simulation results.  

 The proposed stability criteria are capable of predicting the critical velocity 

required for surfactant floods. 

 Lower values of microemulsion viscosity were found to increase the critical 

velocity required for the stability of the displacement. If microemulsion viscosity 

was further reduced to values lower than the critical microemulsion viscosity, the 

stability criterion would change to satisfy the stability between microemulsion 

and the oil bank. The critical microemulsion viscosity ( 3c ) was obtained when 

the two stability criteria at the two fronts were equal: 
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 The performance of a vertical surfactant flood for different scenarios was studied 

based on monitoring of changes in the trapping number. The shape of the 

cumulative oil recovery was largely affected by the value of the bond number and 

its ultimate value was affected by the trapping number. The effect of buoyancy 

was found to be significantly important to attain an efficient displacement. The 

favored cases were those at high trapping number extreme with the ratio of NB/NC 

greater than one. 

 Different permeability fields representing different geological formation were 

considered. Each permeability field was generated based on a specific 

heterogeneity index (Dykstra-Parsons coefficient). Permeability fields were 

generated for both finite and infinite correlation lengths. The vertical 

communication was found to enhance the effect of buoyancy and increase the 

chance of a uniform displacement. 
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 The candidate formation with the potentials for gravity-stable surfactant flooding 

could be protected from the adverse effect of water influx by the use of a 

combination of vertical injectors and producers to divert the water influx away 

from the surfactant flood by creating a hydraulic pressure barrier. 

 Simulations were performed to investigate the effect of an infinite aquifer on the 

performance of gravity-stable surfactant floods. The effects of both bottom-water 

drive and edge-water drive were studied. The performance was found to be much 

higher in the case with edge-water in a dipping reservoir compared to the case 

with a bottom-water, because of a more favorable buoyancy effect. 

 Surfactant loss to the aquifer was found to be much higher in the presence of a 

weak aquifer compared to a strong aquifer. On the other hand, surfactant dilution 

to concentrations below the CMC was more dominant in the presence of a strong 

aquifer. Hence, the performance of a gravity-stable surfactant flood could be 

diminished in the presence of an active aquifer because of the surfactant loss and 

the surfactant dilution. The former was dominant in the presence of a weak 

aquifer and the latter was dominant in the presence of a strong aquifer. However, 

the design could be optimized by changing the location of the horizontal injector, 

surfactant concentration and slug size, etc. 
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Chapter 8:  Optimization of Gravity-Stable Surfactant Floods 

 

As previously discussed, the critical velocity for a stable surfactant flood is a 

function of the microemulsion viscosity and it turns out there is an optimum value that 

can be used to significantly increase the velocity and still be stable. For example, the 

salinity gradient can be optimized to gradually change the microemulsion viscosity. 

Another alternative is to inject a low-concentration polymer drive following the 

surfactant slug (without polymer). The effect of an aquifer on gravity-stable surfactant 

floods was also investigated and strategies developed for minimizing its effect. These and 

other variables were studied using a simplified economic model to optimize the 

performance of the process. Furthermore, the reservoir screening criteria for an efficient 

gravity-stable surfactant flooding are provided. 

 

8.1 OPTIMIZATION 

In this section the effects of several parameters on the performance of gravity-

stable surfactant floods with the emphasis on the economics are considered. A sensitivity 

study was conducted to investigate the effects of these parameters. The simulations were 

done using realistic surfactant properties and behavior based on laboratory experiments. 

The purpose is to increase the critical velocity required for a surfactant flood to shorten 

the project life and maximize the benefits. The economic analysis in these cases was 

performed using the economic model presented in Section 8.2.  
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8.1.1 Optimized Salinity Gradient 

The results of both laboratory experiments and simulations have provided new 

insight into the behavior of gravity-stable surfactant floods and in particular the 

importance of the microemulsion properties. The critical velocity for a stable surfactant 

flood has been found to be a function of the microemulsion viscosity. Microemulsion 

viscosity varies during the flood depending on changes in oil concentration and surfactant 

phase behavior among other variables. Salinity has a strong influence on surfactant phase 

behavior and surfactant retention. The process of optimized salinity gradient is proposed 

to mitigate instabilities associated with low-tension surfactant floods by introducing a 

sequence of microemulsion phases with reduced viscosities. The process incorporates 

negative salinity gradient to ensure the robustness. 

The important key in this design is to gradually decrease the salinity following the 

surfactant slug. This practice induces a tapered microemulsion viscosity as the salinity 

decreases so a gravity-stable surfactant flood can then be done at a higher velocity.  

In this section, the results of applying the optimized salinity gradient are 

discussed. Figure 8-1 shows the designed salinity gradient for this purpose. The injection 

schedule used to develop this salinity gradient is provided in Table 8-1. The values 

observed in Figure 8-1 differ from those in Table 8-1 because of the mixing of solutions 

with different salinities. This salinity gradient was applied for the surfactant solution used 

in the laboratory experiments presented in Chapter 4. Better understanding of salinity 

changes during the flood is now feasible using the improved geochemical calculations 

(Korrani et al. 2013; 2014) available in UTCHEM. 

Figure 8-2 shows the model curve for the microemulsion viscosity matching the 

experimental data points. This curve and the surfactant phase behavior match are given in 

Section 3.5.2. This curve was assigned as the base case in Figure 8-2 along with two 
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other cases with the same maximum microemulsion viscosity as the base case, but higher 

viscosities at low values of microemulsion oil concentration (C23). The microemulsion 

viscosity profiles in response of the optimized salinity gradient are shown in Figures 8-3 

through 8-5. The microemulsion viscosity values are a result of the salinity change shown 

in Figure 8-1. The values are dependent on the microemulsion oil concentration.   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8-1: Salinity gradient during the displacement. CSE is the effective salinity and 

CSEU and CSEL are the upper and lower effective salinity limit for Type III 

phase region, respectively. 
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Table 8-1: Injection Schedule to Develop the Optimized Salinity Gradient  

Region Salinity (meq/ml) 

Formation water  0.65 

Preflush, water (0.5 PV) 0.42 

Surfactant solution (0.3 PV) 0.35 

Chase slug, surfactant soln. or water (1.2 PV) 0.25 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8-2: Microemulsion viscosity for three different cases.  
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Figure 8-3: Microemulsion (ME) viscosity for the base case shown in Figure 8-2.  

 

 

Figure 8-4: Microemulsion (ME) viscosity for case 1 shown in Figure 8-2.  
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Figure 8-5: Microemulsion (ME) viscosity for case 2 shown in Figure 8-2.  

 

 The critical velocity was calculated for these cases with the consideration of 

different microemulsion regimes formed in the process. The results are shown in Table 8-

2. The critical velocity increased more than two fold for case 1 in compared to the 

sandpack experiments. Figure 8-6 shows the microemulsion viscosities for both the 

optimized salinity gradient and the laboratory salinity gradient cases.  

 The optimized salinity gradient was found to be the most efficient with the 

properties of case 1. The microemulsion viscosity profile for this design is shown in 

Figure 8-7 and the simulated oil recovery curve is shown in Figure 8-8.  

 In conclusion, the optimized salinity gradient favors both the stability of the 

displacement and the economics. The gradual reduction of salinity below the optimum 

salinity evidently benefits the process. 
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Table 8-2: Critical Velocity for Cases with the Optimized Salinity Gradient  

Case Critical Velocity (ft/D) 

Base case  0.22 

Case 1 0.41 

Case 2 0.3 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8-6: Produced microemulsion (ME) viscosities for the base case, case 1, and case 

2 compared to the laboratory case.  
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Figure 8-7: Microemulsion viscosity profile corresponding to case 1.  

 

 

Figure 8-8: Oil recovery corresponding to case 1. 
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8.1.2 The Effects of Polymer, Heterogeneity, and Injection Rate 

The effect of adding polymer is investigated in this section. Polymer can be added 

to the surfactant slug or the water drive. If polymer is added to surfactant slug, it 

increases the viscosity of both surfactant solution and the microemulsion phase (Figure 8-

9a). In this case, the water viscosity should be replaced by polymer viscosity in the 

calculation of microemulsion viscosity. The equation for the calculation of the 

microemulsion viscosity was introduced in Section 3.5.2. However, if the polymer is 

added to the drive behind the surfactant slug, then it only increases the viscosity of the 

drive displacing the microemulsion (Figure 8-9b). Figure 8-10 shows the effect of 

polymer viscosity for these two circumstances.  

The addition of polymer to the surfactant slug is disadvantageous because it forms 

a more viscous microemulsion. This increase in microemulsion viscosity is a result of 

polymer partitioning into microemulsion, which decreases with an increase in polymer 

molecular weight (Taghavifar 2014). Addition of polymer to the drive is somewhat 

beneficial. The addition of polymer was investigated in more detail for different 

permeability heterogeneities.  

Different permeability heterogeneity fields were generated with various values of 

Dykstra-Parsons coefficient (VDP) for both a specific and an infinitely large value of 

correlation length. At the limit of infinitely large correlation length, the reservoir 

becomes layered. Figures 8-11 and 8-12 show the permeability heterogeneity fields with 

VDP values of 0.6 and 0.9, respectively. Similarly, the fields generated for a layered 

reservoir are shown in Figures 8-13 and 8-14.  

The effect of polymer on critical velocity and project life is shown in Figure 8-15. 

This result is useful to understand the effects of polymer, injection velocity, and project 

life. The critical velocity was previously calculated to be 0.215 ft/D (Chapter 7). To 
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double the stable velocity for the homogeneous case shown in Figure 8-15, /polymer water 

must be increased to 8, which changes the project life to about 30 years.  

Low concentrations of polymer do not benefit the process significantly except for 

highly-layered reservoirs. Polymer enhances the chance of a more uniform flow at higher 

values of correlation length.  
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 (a)                                                                      (b) 

Figure 8-9: Illustration of different phases during the displacement in case: (a) polymer 

is added to the surfactant slug, (b) polymer is added to the drive behind the 

surfactant slug.  

 

Figure 8-10: Effect of polymer on critical velocity, sensitivity on injection schedule.   
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Figure 8-11: Permeability heterogeneity field generated with VDP=0.6.  

 

 

Figure 8-12: Permeability heterogeneity field generated with VDP=0.9.  
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Figure 8-13: Permeability heterogeneity field generated with VDP=0.7 for a layered 

reservoir.  

 

 

Figure 8-14: Permeability heterogeneity field generated with VDP=0.9 for a layered 

reservoir.  
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Figure 8-15: Effect of polymer on critical velocity and project life for different 

heterogeneities. 

 

 

 HPAM polymer, which has been introduced in Section 3.5.7, was used in the 

simulations. Figure 8-16 shows the polymer viscosity versus polymer concentration for 

two different salinities. The higher salinity (0.36 meq/ml) corresponds to injection 

salinity of surfactant solution, which is at optimum salinity. The lower salinity (0.24 

meq/ml) corresponds to the salinity of the drive in these simulations. The polymer 

concentration required for a specific viscosity increases at higher salinities.  
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Figure 8-16: Polymer viscosity at two different salinities. 

 

 As it was mentioned earlier in Chapter 7, the stability criterion at the front 

between surfactant solution and microemulsion is the controlling criterion here. Hence, 

the mobility ratio at this front (M13) is the design parameter for decision on polymer 

concentration. This ratio is originally equal to 14 (Table 7-4); adding polymer to the 

drive, reduces this ratio to 3.5 and 1.75 corresponding to polymer concentrations of 470 

ppm and 895 ppm, respectively. However, more concentrated solution must be used at 

high salinities and for cases with more adverse ratio at the front between surfactant 

solution and microemulsion. For instance, the same results would be expected with 

higher polymer concentrations of 1,030 ppm and 1,550 ppm, respectively for laboratory 

experiments in which M13 equals to 34.28 (Table 7-4). However, it should be noted that 

adding polymer complicates the process and adds to its cost without significant benefit in 

most gravity-stable surfactant floods.  
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 To evaluate the advantage of adding polymer to the chase slug, the oil revenues 

for the aforementioned cases were calculated. Figure 8-17 shows the discounted oil 

revenue for the reservoir simulation base case using different values of interest rates. 

Figure 8-18 shows the oil production rate and cumulative oil recovery for the base case 

(stable with no polymer) along with the cases with the addition of polymer. The 

undiscounted oil revenues for these cases are shown in Figure 8-19 along with the 

unstable case in which the velocity is twice the critical velocity.  

 Figure 8-20 shows the discounted revenue for these cases on the basis of 10% 

interest rate. As can be seen, although the cumulative oil recovery is reduced at injection 

velocities larger than the critical velocity, the oil will be produced earlier at higher 

velocities which might improve the economics. However, this is an optimization problem 

in which both pros and cons of injecting at unstable velocities should be considered. 

Here, injection velocity twice the critical velocity was found to be the optimum velocity 

for the specific interest rate of ten percent. However, this analysis may not be reliable at 

unstable velocities because the results somewhat depend on mesh refinement and 

reservoir heterogeneity. Very fine reservoir models are needed to understand the behavior 

of fingers after initiation in an unstable case.  
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Figure 8-17: Discounted oil revenue for the reservoir simulation base case using different 

values of interest rates (IR). 

 

 

Figure 8-18: Oil production rate and cumulative oil production for different scenarios.  
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Figure 8-19: Undiscounted oil revenue for different scenarios.  

 

 

Figure 8-20: Discounted oil revenue for different scenarios; with a 10% interest rate.   
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8.1.3 The Effects of Well Spacing, Microemulsion Viscosity, and Oil Viscosity 

Well spacing could be reduced to increase the volumetric sweep efficiency and to 

decrease the project life. Figure 8-21 shows the effects of both well spacing and the 

injection rate on the performance of a surfactant flood. The oil recovery increases as the 

injection rate and the well spacing decrease. The cross-sectional flow area for field-scale 

simulations was proposed in Section 5.5. For a specific design, the critical velocity is 

constant and the injection rate, calculated based on the cross-sectional flow area, remains 

practically the same for various well spacings. However, the cross-sectional flow area 

covers a larger volume of streamlines for a closer well spacing and as a result the oil 

recovery is enhanced.  

For more clarification, the critical injection rates were calculated to be 11,145 

ft
3
/D, 10,500 ft

3
/D, and 10,332 ft

3
/D for well spacings of 542 ft, 1,022 ft, and 2,011 ft, 

respectively. The corresponding horizontal spacings (shown in Figure 8-21) are 500 ft, 

1,000 ft, and 2,000 ft, respectively with consideration of 210-ft reservoir thickness.   

Figure 8-22 shows the effect of well spacing on the cumulative discounted cash 

flow. The ultimate cash flow increases for larger well spacing. The reservoir model is 

bounded by the two horizontal wells; as a result, the larger well spacing for specific 

reservoir geometry corresponds to a larger reservoir volume. However, the cumulative 

cash flow is much higher for a closer well spacing. For instance, at the ninth year of 

production, the cumulative discounted cash flow is approximately $40MM, $20MM, and 

$10MM for the reservoir with well spacings (horizontal spacing) of 500 ft, 1,000 ft, and 

2,000 ft, respectively. This shows that the closer well spacing improves the economics.  
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Figure 8-21: Effect of well spacing on oil recovery versus injection rate. 

 

 

Figure 8-22: Effect of well spacing on cumulative discounted cash flow. 
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Lower values of microemulsion viscosity increase the critical velocity required 

for the stability of displacement. If the microemulsion viscosity is reduced to values 

lower than the critical microemulsion viscosity, the stability criterion will change to 

satisfy the stability between microemulsion and the oil bank. The critical microemulsion 

viscosity ( 3c ) is obtained when the two stability criteria at the two fronts are equal: 
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 .                                                                                             (8-1) 

 

 Figure 8-23 shows the effect of microemulsion viscosity on the critical velocity 

for both laboratory experiments and reservoir simulations. The critical microemulsion 

viscosity was calculated to be around 4 cp and the corresponding critical velocity at this 

condition is 1.1 ft/D for the laboratory experiments. Similarly, the critical microemulsion 

viscosity was calculated to be around 2.5 cp and the corresponding critical velocity at this 

condition is 0.7 ft/D for the reservoir simulations. The results show the benefits of 

reducing microemulsion viscosity.     
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Figure 8-23: Effect of microemulsion viscosity on the critical velocity. 

 

 

 

 Lower oil viscosity results in lower microemulsion viscosity and higher critical 

velocity. The microemulsion viscosity was calculated for different oil viscosities based 

on the model used to match the experimental data points. The microemulsion properties 

were previously explained in Section 3.5.2. The corresponding microemulsion viscosity 

values can be found in Table 8-3 for both laboratory experiments and reservoir 

simulations. These values were used to calculate the critical velocity as a function of oil 

viscosity. The results are shown in Figure 8-24.   
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Table 8-3: Microemulsion Viscosity Calculated for Different Oil Viscosities  

Oil Viscosity (cp) 
Laboratory Experiments 

Microemulsion Viscosity (cp) 

Reservoir Simulations 

Microemulsion Viscosity (cp) 

0.5  6.14 2.85 

1 7.97 3.86 

2 11.63 5.9 

5 22.63 12 

10 40.95 22.1 

   

 

 

 

Figure 8-24: Effect of oil viscosity on the critical velocity. 
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8.1.4 The Effects of Aquifer, Well Location, Surfactant Concentration, and Slug 

 Size 

The effect of an infinite aquifer on the performance of gravity-stable surfactant 

floods were presented in Chapter 7. In this section, the effects of well location, surfactant 

concentration, and slug size are considered to minimize the adverse effect of an active 

aquifer on the performance of the displacement. This practice was done for the case with 

a bottom-water drive. The performance of the process was found to be fairly high for the 

case with an edge-water drive in a dipping reservoir due to the presence of more 

favorable buoyancy forces.  

The reservoir configuration and the location of wells for the case with a bottom-

water drive are shown in Figure 8-25. The horizontal injector is initially located at the 

water oil contact (WOC) beneath the formation. The reservoir thickness is equal to 210 ft. 

Figure 8-26 shows the effect of horizontal injector location in the presence of a weak 

aquifer. The same information is shown in Figure 8-27 for the case of a strong aquifer. As 

can be seen in Figures 8-26 and 8-27, the recovery is increased by locating the horizontal 

injector several feet above the WOC in the presence of a week aquifer. On the contrary, 

the opposite trend was observed in the presence of a strong aquifer. As discussed in the 

previous chapter, surfactant loss to the aquifer is much higher in the presence of a weak 

aquifer compared to a strong aquifer. On the other hand, surfactant dilution to 

concentrations below the CMC is more dominant in the presence of a strong aquifer. 

Hence, locating the horizontal injector several feet above the WOC reduces the amount of 

surfactant loss to the outer boundary in the presence of a weak aquifer. However, for the 

case with a strong aquifer, surfactant dilution is more dominant. As a result, the 

surfactant slug would be still affected by the water drive even several feet above the 
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WOC and the region below the injector is completely precluded from the surfactant 

solution and the residual oil remains untouched.  

The effects of surfactant concentration and slug size were also considered here to 

optimize the performance of the flood in the presence of an active aquifer. Figure 8-28 

shows the effects of surfactant concentration, slug size, and their combination on the 

cumulative oil recovery in the presence of a weak aquifer. Figure 8-29 shows the same 

information for the case of a strong aquifer. In these two figures, the base case consists of 

1% surfactant solution injected for 30% PV. Two different surfactant concentrations of 

2% and 3% were considered to study the effect of surfactant concentration. Simulations 

were also done with a larger slug size (50% PV) as well as with consideration of different 

surfactant concentrations. As can be seen in Figures 8-28 and 8-29, a larger slug size is a 

more effective approach to enhance the recovery in the presence of a weak aquifer. 

However, more concentrated surfactant solution is found to be a better remedy for the 

case with a strong aquifer. A larger surfactant slug size compensates for the surfactant 

loss, which is the dominant damage for the case with a weak aquifer. On the other hand, a 

more concentrated surfactant solution compensates for the surfactant dilution, which is 

the dominant damage for the case with a strong aquifer.  
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Figure 8-25: Horizontal well initial location for the base case with an active bottom-water 

drive.  

 

 

Figure 8-26: The effect of horizontal injector location in the presence of a weak aquifer. 
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Figure 8-27: The effect of horizontal injector location in the presence of a strong aquifer. 

 

 
 

Figure 8-28: The effect of surfactant concentration and slug size in the presence of a 

weak aquifer. 
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Figure 8-29: The effect of surfactant concentration and slug size in the presence of a 

strong aquifer. 
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8.2 PROJECT LIFE AND ECONOMICS 

The economics of a chemical EOR process is driven by factors influencing project 

life, costs, royalty and taxes, and most significantly, the price of oil. The project life 

depends on injection rate, well spacing, permeability, thickness, depth, etc. The costs 

include injected fluid costs, surface facilities, additional wells, etc. Hence, an economic 

model is required to value a project and assess reservoir performance. The model can also 

be used in screening a field for the chemical EOR process prior to further detailed study.  

 

 

8.2.1 Economic Model  

The general surface facility required for the model were considered similar to the 

work of Flaaten (2012), which includes source water treatment facility, chemical mixing 

and injection facility, produced fluids test facility, and central production processing 

facility. Figure 8-30 shows a general process schematic of the injection and production 

facility. 
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Figure 8-30: General surface facility required and process flow schematic in the 

economic model (Flaaten 2012). 
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The specific costs of facilities, wells, chemicals, and injection are inputs to the 

model. The values were obtained from the work of Flaaten (2012) and Wyatt et al. (2008) 

with a few modifications. The costs are summarized in the following sections.   

 

 

8.2.1.1 Facility costs and scheduling   

The facility costs include the costs associated with source water treatment facility, 

chemical mixing and injection facility, produced fluid test facility, and central production 

processing facility. The estimated facility costs are provided in Table 8-4. For these 

calculations, a total design and construction time of 365 days and a fixed Opex of 3% of 

Capex per year for all the facilities were considered. The chemical mixing and injection 

facility costs for an injection capacity of 5,000 bbl/day were estimated to be equal to $3.4 

million for ASP and $1.5 million for SP (Wyatt et al. 2008). The costs can be also scaled 

up to a larger water capacity using a 1:1 ratio. For instance, the costs for an injection 

capacity of 12,000 bbl/day will increase to $3.6 million for surfactant polymer flooding. 

The injection capacity of 5,000 bbl/day is enough for 1,0001,000210-ft model; 

however, for the larger case of 2,5003,000210-ft, 12,000 bbl/day injection capacity is 

recommended.  
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Table 8-4: Estimated Facility Costs  

Item (facility info) Value 

Source water treatment facility  

Capex ($MM) 1.7 

Fixed Opex (%Capex/yr) 3% 

Water/injection capacity (Mbbl/day) 5 

Water Opex ($/bbl) 0.05 

Chemical mixing/injection facility  

Capex ($MM) 1.5 

Fixed Opex (%Capex/yr) 3% 

Water/injection capacity (Mbbl/day) 5 

Water Opex ($/bbl) 0.05 

Produced fluids test facility  

Capex ($MM) 1 

Fixed Opex (%Capex/yr) 3% 

Central production processing facility  

Capex ($MM) 3.3 

Fixed Opex (%Capex/yr) 3% 

Oil capacity (MSTB/day) 1 

Water/injection capacity (Mbbl/day) 5 

Fluids Opex ($/bbl) 0.5 

The total design/construction time is assumed to be 365 days for all the facilities.  
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8.2.1.2 Well costs and scheduling   

The model consists of a horizontal injector and a horizontal producer. A well 

drilling time of 14 days and a well Capex of $2.2 million including the cost of tubing 

were used. The well fixed Opex is given as 3% of Capex per year, or about $66,000 per 

well per year. This information is provided in Table 8-5.  

 

 

 

Table 8-5: Estimated Well Costs  

Item (well info) Value 

Injectors 1 

Producers 1 

Well drilling time (days) 14 

New well Capex ($MM/well) 2.2 

Well Opex ($MM/yr/well) 0.066 
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8.2.1.3 Chemical costs  

The main chemical costs are associated with alkali, surfactant, polymer, and 

source water. The water treatment is needed in alkali application or in the use of preflush. 

The estimated chemical costs are given in Table 8-6. There could be other costs regarding 

biocide, oxygen and iron scavengers, demulsifiers, de-foamers, etc. Their costs are either 

lumped in the chemical costs or in the chemical mixing/injection facility costs (Flaaten 

2012).   

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8-6: Estimated Chemical Costs  

Item (chemicals) Value 

Alkali, Na2CO3 ($/lb) 0.07 

Surfactant ($/lb) 2.5 

Co-solvent ($/lb) 1 

Polymer ($/lb) 1.6 

Water treatment ($/bbl) 0.2 
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8.2.1.4 Other economic inputs (oil price, taxes, and interest rate) 

Two different prices for oil were considered to capture the market fluctuations: 

$100/STB and $70/STB. Two different interest rates were considered: 10% and 5%. The 

oil price was assumed to remain constant during the project life. For oil price models and 

several other economic inputs, the work by Flaaten (2012) might be consulted. The 

federal and state income tax rates were assumed to be 35% (standard federal corporate 

income tax for US) and 5%, respectively. The royalty and severance tax were assumed to 

be 10% and 5%, respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

8.2.2 Project Valuation 

Project valuation was done for two cases with the same fluid and reservoir 

properties but with different reservoir dimensions. The first one (case 1) is the same as 

the case used in the previous simulation results. The reservoir dimensions are 

1,0001,000210 ft with reservoir properties provided in the third column of Table 7-3. 

The second case (case 2) is a larger model with reservoir dimensions of 

2,5003,000210 ft. The economic inputs used to calculate the cumulative discounted 

cash flow for these cases are provided in Table 8-7.  
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Table 8-7: Economic Inputs for the Base Case  

Item  Value 

Oil price ($/bbl) 100 

Interest rate (%/yr) 5 

Federal tax (%/yr) 35 

State tax (%/yr) 5 

Royalty (%/yr) 10 

Severance tax (%/yr) 5 

 

Figure 8-31 shows the oil production rate and the cumulative oil recovery curves 

for case 1. The cumulative discounted cash flow for this case is shown in Figure 8-32 for 

both net (with the consideration of taxes, royalty, and severance based on the values 

reported in Table 8-7) and gross incomes. Similarly, these curves are shown in Figures 8-

33 and 8-34 for case 2. The calculated values of cumulative discounted cash flow 

certainly depend on the economic metrics used in the model, which vary depending on 

the geographical region and time. These calculations were done merely to compare the 

benefits of different optimization schemes.  

Chemical costs constitute the major portion of the total costs of a project. The 

initiation time of chemical injection affects the economic metrics of the design. As a 

result, in the calculation of cumulative discounted cash flow, the exact time of chemical 

solution injection was used. This fact becomes more important for case 2 because the 

same amount of injected pore volume for cases 1 and 2 corresponds to a longer injection 

time for the latter one.  
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As can be seen in Figure 8-34, the cumulative cash flow is initially equal to -

$70MM. This value corresponds to the fixed costs and the first year cost of chemical 

injection. As the chemical flood continues for the following years, this value declines to -

$105MM before the production begins. A 30% PV of surfactant slug was injected for all 

these cases. The payback period happens at the 20
th

 year of production for this case.  

 The cumulative cash flow was also calculated for different oil prices and interest 

rates to consider the effects of market fluctuations. The results are summarized in Table 

8-8 for cases 1 and 2. The project life for case 2 is so long that might lessen its benefits 

for large filed-scale applications. However, the process can be optimized to be more 

economically feasible and attractive using the methods presented in Section 8.1.  

 For example, the optimized salinity gradient can be used to reduce project life and 

still be stable. The oil recovery and the cumulative discounted cash flow are shown in 

Figures 8-35 and 8-36, respectively. Both the project life and the payback period were 

reduced significantly (in comparison to Figure 8-34) by using the optimized salinity 

gradient.  
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Figure 8-31: Oil production rate and cumulative oil recovery for case 1 

(1,0001,000210-ft reservoir model). 

 

 

Figure 8-32: Cumulative discounted cash flow curves for case 1 (1,0001,000210-ft 

reservoir model). 
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Figure 8-33: Oil production rate and cumulative oil recovery for case 2 

(2,5003,000210-ft reservoir model). 

 

 

Figure 8-34: Cumulative discounted cash flow curves for case 2 (2,5003,000210-ft 

reservoir model). 
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Table 8-8: Cumulative Discounted Cash Flow 

Oil price ($/bbl) Interest rate (%/yr) 
Cum Discounted  

Cash Flow ($MM) 

Case 1   

100 5 61 

100 10 33 

70 5 32 

Case 2   

100 5 149 

70 5 45 
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Figure 8-35: Oil production rate and cumulative oil recovery corresponding to field-scale 

simulations using the optimized salinity gradient (2,5003,000210-ft 

reservoir model). 

 

Figure 8-36: Cumulative discounted cash flow corresponding to field-scale simulations 

using the optimized salinity gradient (2,5003,000210-ft reservoir model). 
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8.3 RESERVOIR SCREENING CRITERIA FOR GRAVITY-STABLE SURFACTANT 

 FLOODING 

The reservoir screening criteria for an efficient gravity-stable surfactant flooding 

is summarized in Table 8-9. The values were obtained based on sensitivity analyses on 

the properties and consideration of a high performance displacement with a reasonable 

project life. Vertical permeability affects the critical velocity and project life. The 

importance of the project life depends on the economic metrics underlying the project. 

Different optimization schemes, previously presented in Section 8.1, could be considered 

to relax some of these criteria. Application of horizontal wells must be also feasible in the 

reservoir with the potential for gravity-stable surfactant flooding.   

 

 

Table 8-9: Reservoir Screening Criteria  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Property Criterion 

Oil viscosity (cp) < 10 

API gravity number (°API) > 20 

Permeability (md) > 500 

Vertical permeability (md) > 200 

Oil saturation > 20% 

Net thickness (ft) > 100 

Temperature (°F) < 250 

Comments 
Vinj < Vcritical 

No barrier in vertical direction 
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8.4 SUMMARY 

In this chapter, the economic feasibility of the process was discussed. The concept 

of the optimized salinity gradient was proposed. A sensitivity study was performed for 

several parameters in order to optimize the economics.  

The economic model was used as a benchmark for valuing a project and assessing 

reservoir performance. The cumulative cash flow was also calculated for different oil 

prices and interest rates to consider the effects of market fluctuations. Furthermore, 

reservoir screening criteria for gravity-stable surfactant flooding were provided. 

The concluding remarks of this chapter are as follows:  

 An optimized salinity gradient was found to favor both the stability of the 

displacement and the economics. The gradual reduction of salinity below the 

optimum salinity evidently benefits the process. The benefit depended on the 

variation of salinity, the microemulsion oil concentration (C23), and the surfactant 

phase behavior during the displacement. 

 Addition of polymer to the surfactant slug was not an advantage because it 

formed a more viscous microemulsion. Addition of polymer to the drive was 

found to be beneficial; however, its value to increase the critical velocity was not 

significant unless at high polymer viscosities. 

 Low concentrations of polymer did not benefit the process significantly except for 

highly layered reservoirs. Polymer enhanced the chance of more uniform flow at 

higher values of correlation length. 

 Injection velocity twice the critical velocity was found to be the optimum velocity 

for the specific interest rate of ten percent. However, the decision on the value of 

the optimum velocity is an optimization problem in which both pros and cons of 

injecting at unstable velocities must be considered.  
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 Closer well spacing, lower microemulsion viscosity, and lower oil viscosity 

improved the economics. 

 The effect of an infinite aquifer on the performance of gravity-stable surfactant 

floods was investigated. Oil recovery was increased by locating the horizontal 

injector several feet above the WOC in the presence of a week aquifer. On the 

contrary, the opposite trend was observed in the presence of a strong aquifer. A 

larger surfactant slug size was found to compensate for the surfactant loss, which 

was the dominant damage for the case with a weak aquifer. On the other hand, a 

more concentrated surfactant solution was found to compensate for the surfactant 

dilution, which was the dominant damage for the case with a strong aquifer. 

 The economic feasibility of the process was studied. The economic model was 

used to value the project and assess reservoir performance. 

 Chemical costs were found to constitute the major portion of the total costs of a 

project. The initiation time of chemical injection affected the economic metrics of 

the design. As a result, in the calculation of cumulative discounted cash flow, the 

exact time of chemical solution injection was used. 

 An optimized salinity gradient was found to favor both the stability of the 

displacement and the economics. The gradual reduction of salinity below the 

optimum salinity evidently benefits the process.  
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Chapter 9:  Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations 

 

In this chapter, the key findings of this study are summarized and the concluding 

remarks are provided. Furthermore, recommendations are made for future studies.  

 

9.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The primary objectives of this research were to understand the potential for 

gravity-stable surfactant floods for enhanced oil recovery without the need for mobility 

control agents and to optimize the performance of such floods. Classical stability theory 

predicts the critical velocity for a miscible fluid to be stabilized by gravity forces. This 

theory was tested for surfactant floods with ultralow interfacial tension and found to be 

optimistic compared to both laboratory experiments and fine-grid simulations. The 

inaccurate prediction of instabilities based on available analytical models is due to the 

complex physics of surfactant floods. 

To study and understand the stability of surfactant floods, a series of experiments 

were performed by Lu (2014). As part of this work, these experiments were simulated to 

validate the numerical model. Fine-grid simulations were performed to capture and study 

instabilities in surfactant floods. To ensure the convergence and the accuracy of the 

solution, a flux-limited TVD scheme available as an option in the UTCHEM simulator 

was used in all of the simulations.  
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The stability criteria for surfactant floods were developed based on derived 

scaling groups. Application of scaling groups is used to relate the behavior observed in 

gravity-stable surfactant flooding experiments with the expected behavior in a reservoir. 

To understand the effect of each scaling group and their interactions on the performance 

of surfactant floods, response surface analysis was used. Stability criteria for gravity-

stable surfactant flooding were developed and the effects of buoyancy and heterogeneity 

on the performance of displacement were investigated.  

Sensitivity analyses were done to study the effects of various parameters on the 

performance of surfactant floods. Fractional flow theory with the gravity term included 

was found to be useful in understanding and interpretation of the effects of these 

parameters. The fractional flow curve was modified by considering the microemulsion 

viscosity. Formations with high vertical permeability and net-pay thickness containing 

light oil are good candidates for gravity-stable surfactant flooding. 

Scaling groups were developed to predict the stability of surfactant floods at the 

reservoir scale based on gravity-stable surfactant flooding experiments at the laboratory 

scale. Scaling groups were derived and the most important groups needed to predict the 

performance of the gravity-stable surfactant floods were determined.  

To further investigate gravity-stable surfactant flooding on a field scale, a 

simulation study was performed using reservoir characteristics based on one of the high-

permeability zones in the Greater Burgan field. Gravity-stable surfactant floods were 

simulated using horizontal wells. The simulation model was used to obtain a better 

understanding of the effects and the sensitivity of some of the basic process and design 

parameters to the degree and types of reservoir heterogeneity. These parameters included, 

flow patterns, fluid properties, reservoir properties such as reservoir description and the 

ratio of vertical to horizontal permeability, well spacing and pattern, and horizontal well 
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length. Simulations were performed to investigate the effect of an infinite aquifer on the 

performance of gravity-stable surfactant floods. The effects of both bottom-water drive 

and edge-water drive were studied. Surfactant concentration profile during the 

displacement was used to understand the effect of aquifer on the performance of flood.  

The critical velocity for a stable surfactant flood was found to be a function of the 

microemulsion viscosity and it turned out there was an optimum value that could be used 

to significantly increase the velocity and still be stable. For example, the salinity gradient 

was optimized to gradually change the microemulsion viscosity.  

Another alternative was to inject a low-concentration polymer drive following the 

surfactant solution (without polymer). Polymer complicated the process and added to its 

cost without significant benefit in most gravity-stable floods, but an exception was when 

the reservoir was highly layered. A systematic approach was introduced to make 

decisions on using polymer in applications based on the stability criteria and cost. The 

effect of an aquifer on gravity-stable surfactant floods was also investigated and 

strategies developed for minimizing its effect on the process. 
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Additional conclusions of this study are summarized as follows: 

 This study has provided new insight into how gravity-stable surfactant floods 

behave and in particular the importance of the microemulsion viscosity.  

 Oil reservoirs with high vertical permeability and light oil are the best candidates 

for gravity-stable surfactant floods. High vertical permeability is extremely 

important because it benefits gravity-stable surfactant floods in two ways: (1) the 

critical velocity increases and (2) the project life decreases.  

 A numerical approach, in good agreement with experiments, was introduced to 

study and understand the stability of surfactant floods.  

 The comparison between the experimental and simulation results confirmed the 

accuracy of the fine-grid numerical model used in this study. 

 Classical stability theory was tested for surfactant floods with ultralow interfacial 

tension and found to be optimistic compared to both laboratory displacement 

experiments and fine-grid simulations. 

 Despite the ultralow interfacial tension in surfactant floods, these floods are not 

miscible and are categorized as immiscible displacements. However, as surfactant 

solution develops high-capillary-number displacement (Ncap → ∞), capillary 

pressure is negligible in these floods. 

 Formation of microemulsion was observed in both experiments and simulations. 

Its effect cannot be ignored in surfactant floods.  

 Three distinct fronts were found in the experiments of gravity-stable surfactant 

flooding: (1) Front between the aqueous surfactant solution and microemulsion, 

(2) Front between microemulsion and the oil bank, and (3) Front between the oil 

bank and the initial condition (residual oil).  
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 Formation of fingers was observed in the experiments at the front between the 

surfactant solution and the microemulsion phase caused by the lower viscosity of 

the surfactant solution compared to the microemulsion.  

 The sensitivity analyses were performed to determine the effects of various 

parameters on the stability of surfactant floods. The results are helpful to design 

high-performance surfactant floods. 

 Longitudinal dispersion was found to increase the growth of instabilities as it 

extends the mixing zone, which leads to the reduction in effectiveness of 

surfactant floods. Transverse dispersion on the other hand was found to dampen 

the instabilities and increase in the effectiveness of the displacement.  

 Higher values of surfactant adsorption were found to retard surfactant propagation 

and reduce oil recovery. 

 Scaling groups were used to analyze the stability of surfactant floods for both 

laboratory and field-scale simulations. 

 An average frontal velocity was needed to calculate the scaling groups. The 

average frontal velocity was calculated based on the cross-sectional flow area 

perpendicular to the streamlines. This method is simple and in good agreement 

with the numerical simulations. 

 A field-scale model was developed based on reservoir and fluid properties of 

Burgan Third Sand Middle (3SM) with two horizontal wells placed in diagonally 

opposite sides of the reservoir. The injector was located at the bottom and the 

producer at the top of the model. It was found that this configuration provides the 

maximum volumetric sweep by the flow streamlines with the lowest possible 

number of wells. 
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 The effect of correlation length as a result of different geological deposition was 

studied. Permeability fields were generated based on different permeability 

correlation lengths. Recovery increased as the correlation length in flow direction 

increased. This fact showed the chance of more uniform flow at higher values of 

correlation length.  

 The effect of well spacing for specific constant length horizontal wells was 

considered. The oil recovery increased as the injection rate and the well spacing 

were decreased. 

 The capability to predict when and under what reservoir conditions a gravity-

stable surfactant flood can be performed at a reasonable velocity was determined 

and is highly significant. 

 The performance of a vertical surfactant flood was studied based on changes in 

the trapping number. The shape of the cumulative oil recovery was largely 

affected by the value of the bond number and its ultimate value was affected by 

the trapping number. The effect of buoyancy was found to be significantly 

important to attain an efficient displacement. The favored cases were those at high 

trapping number extreme with the ratio of NB/NC greater than one. 

 Different permeability fields representing different geological formations were 

considered. Each permeability field was generated based on a specific 

heterogeneity index (Dykstra-Parsons coefficient). Permeability fields were 

generated for both finite and infinite correlation lengths. The vertical 

communication was found to enhance the effect of buoyancy and increase the 

chance of a uniform displacement. 

 Feasibility of performing a gravity-assisted surfactant flood in the presence of an 

active aquifer was discussed.  
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 The effect of both bottom-water drive and edge-water drive were studied. The 

performance was found to be much higher in the case with edge-water in a 

dipping reservoir compared to the case with a bottom-water, because of a more 

favorable buoyancy effect.  

 A candidate formation with the potential for a gravity-stable surfactant flood 

could be protected from the adverse effect of water influx by the use of a 

combination of vertical injectors and producers to divert the water influx away 

from the surfactant flood by creating a hydraulic pressure barrier. 

 Surfactant loss to the aquifer was found to be much higher in the presence of a 

weak aquifer compared to a strong aquifer. On the other hand, surfactant dilution 

to concentrations below the CMC was more dominant in the presence of a strong 

aquifer. Hence, the performance of a gravity-stable surfactant flood could be 

diminished in the presence of an active aquifer because of the surfactant loss and 

the surfactant dilution. The former was dominant in the presence of a weak 

aquifer and the latter was dominant in the presence of a strong aquifer. However, 

the design could be optimized by changing the location of the horizontal injector, 

surfactant concentration and slug size, etc. 

 The critical velocity for a stable surfactant flood was found to be a function of the 

microemulsion viscosity and it turned out there was an optimum value that could 

be used to significantly increase the velocity and still be stable. 

 An optimized salinity gradient was found to favor both the stability of the 

displacement and the economics. The gradual reduction of salinity below the 

optimum salinity evidently benefits the process.  

 Addition of polymer to the surfactant slug was found to be disadvantageous 

because it formed a more viscous microemulsion. Addition of polymer to the 
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chase slug was found to be beneficial; however, its value to increase the critical 

velocity was found to be not that significant unless at high polymer viscosities. 

 Low concentrations of polymer did not benefit the process significantly except in 

highly layered reservoirs. This result showed that polymer flood enhanced the 

chance of more uniform flow at higher values of correlation length. 

 Closer well spacing, lower microemulsion viscosity, and lower oil viscosity 

improved the economics. 

 Simulations were performed to investigate the effects of an infinite aquifer on the 

performance of gravity-stable surfactant floods. Oil recovery was increased by 

locating the horizontal injector several feet above the WOC in the presence of a 

week aquifer. On the contrary, opposite trend was observed in the presence of a 

strong aquifer. A larger surfactant slug size was found to compensate for the 

surfactant loss, which was the dominant damage for the case with a weak aquifer. 

On the other hand, a more concentrated surfactant solution was found to 

compensate for the surfactant dilution, which was the dominant damage for the 

case with a strong aquifer. 

 The economic feasibility of the process was studied. The economic model was 

used to value the project and assess reservoir performance. 

 Numerical simulations show high oil recovery efficiencies for gravity-stable 

surfactant floods using horizontal wells. Their application reduces cost and 

complexity of the process. Vast quantities of residual oil remain in deep, high-

permeability, high-temperature reservoirs that could be recovered with a gravity-

stable surfactant flood. 

 This study has provided new insight into design of an optimized gravity-stable 

surfactant flood to increase both displacement and volumetric sweep efficiencies. 
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For example, with a well spacing on the order of 3,000 feet, the simulations 

indicate that 60% of the remaining oil could be recovered by a gravity-stable 

surfactant flood (no polymer) in less than 30 years from a reservoir with an 

average permeability of 2,000 md. 
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9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK  

Some unaddressed thoughts in this study that might be interesting for further 

research are presented in this section:  

 The concept of optimized salinity gradient was introduced to mitigate instabilities 

associated with surfactant floods by introducing a sequence of microemulsion 

phases with reduced viscosities. Coreflood experiments should be done to 

investigate this idea and provide experimental data needed for additional 

modeling research.  

 This study has provided new insight into how a gravity-stable surfactant flood 

behaves and in particular the importance of the microemulsion phase and its 

properties, especially its viscosity. Further investigation is recommended using 

improved microemulsion viscosity models (such as done in the work of 

Taghavifar (2014)) to understand the effects of shear rate and co-solvent on the 

viscosity of microemulsions.  

 Surfactant flooding is a multicomponent and multiphase process. The 

displacement mechanism and behavior of the process influence the performance 

of gravity-stable surfactant floods. Further investigation is recommended to 

calculate composition paths (such as done in the work of Helfferich (1981) and 

Hirasaki (1981)) during the process to tailor the favorable phase behavior.  

 Field-scale application of gravity-stable surfactant flooding was studied as part of 

this research. More studies are recommended to investigate its application in the 

presence of multiple barriers in the vertical direction, fractures, and other 

geological complexities.  
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Appendix A 

 

This appendix provides the UTCHEM input file for the sandpack base case model 

explained in Chapter 4. This file is for the case with frontal velocity equal to 0.2 ft/D.  

 

 
CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DATA SET : UTCHEM (VERSION 9.95)        * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC                                                                 *      

CC                                                                 * 

CC  PROCESS : SANDPACK MODEL                              * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC  COORDINATES : CARTESIAN                                        * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC  GRID BLOCKS : 10X1X50                                          * 

CC  DATE : 2011                                                    * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART1 : RESERVOIR DESCRIPTION                                * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC 

*----RUNNO 

  EX01 

CC 

CC 

*----TITLE 

EX01 : SANDPACK MODEL  

GRAVITY STABLE SURFACTANT FLOOD 
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ENGLISH UNITS  

CC 

CC SIMULATION FLAGS 

*---- IMODE IMES IDISPC ICWM ICAP IREACT IBIO ICOORD ITREAC ITC IGAS  

IENG 

        1    2    3    0   0    0   0    1    0    0    0   0 

CC 

CC NUMBER OF GRID BLOCKS AND FLAG SPECIFIES CONSTANT OR VARIABLE 

GRID SIZE 

*----NX   NY  NZ  IDXYZ  IUNIT 

     10   1   50   0      0 

CC 

CC  CONSTANT GRID BLOCK SIZE IN X-Y DIRECTIONS (FT) 

*----DX          DY      DZ 

     0.01391   0.1391    0.01601  

CC 

CC TOTAL NO. OF COMPONENTS, NO. OF TRACERS,NO. OF GEL COMPONENTS 

*----N   NO  NTW NTA  NGC NG NOTH 

     8   0   0   0    0   0  0 

CC 

CC 

*--- SPNAME(I),I=1,N 

WATER 

OIL 

SURFACTANT 

POLYMER 

ANION 

CALCIUM 

ALC 1 

ALC 2 

CC 

CC FLAG INDICATING IF THE COMPONENT IS INCLUDED IN CALCULATIONS OR 

NOT 

*----ICF(KC) FOR KC=1,N 

     1  1  1  0  1  0  1  0   

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART2 : OUTPUT OPTIONS                                       * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC******************************************************************  

CC 

CC 

CC  FLAG FOR PV OR DAYS 

*----ICUMTM  ISTOP  IOUTGMS 

        1        1     0 

CC 

CC FLAG INDICATING IF THE PROFILE OF KCTH COMPONENT SHOULD BE 

WRITTEN 

*----IPRFLG(KC),KC=1,N 
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      1  1  1  0  1  0  1  0 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR PRES,SAT.,TOTAL CONC.,TRACER CONC.,CAP.,GEL, ALKALINE 

PROFILES 

*----IPPRES IPSAT IPCTOT IPTBIO IPCAP IPGEL IPALK IPTEMP  IPOBs 

      1      1      1      0      0     0    0      0       0  

CC 

CC FLAG FOR WRITING SEVERAL PROPERTIES  

*----ICKL  IVIS IPER ICNM ICSE  IFOAM  IHYST  INONEQ 

      1     1    1    1    1     0      0      0   

CC 

CC FLAG FOR WRITING SEVERAL PROPERTIES TO PROF 

*----IADS  IVEL IRKF IPHSE 

      1     1    1    1  

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART3 : RESERVOIR PROPERTIES                                 * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC 

CC MAX. SIMULATION TIME ( PV ) 

*---- TMAX 

      2 

CC 

CC ROCK COMPRESSIBILITY (1/PSI), STAND. PRESSURE(PSI) 

*----COMPR       PSTAND 

      0.         0. 

CC 

CC FLAGS INDICATION CONSTANT OR VARIABLE POROSITY, X,Y,AND Z 

PERMEABILITY 

*----IPOR1 IPERMX IPERMY IPERMZ  IMOD  ITRNZ   INTG 

       0      4     3      3      0     0       0 

CC 

CC CONSTANT POROSITY 

*----PORC1 

     .35 

CC                                   

CC  CONSTANT Y-PERMEABILITY MULTIPLIER 

*----FACTY 

     1. 

CC 

CC CONSTANT Z-PERMEABILITY MULTIPLIER 

*----FACTZ 

     1. 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR CONSTANT OR VARIABLE DEPTH, PRESSURE,WATER SATURATION 

*----IDEPTH  IPRESS  ISWI   ICWI 

      0        0       0     -1 
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CC 

CC DEPTH OF THE FIRT GRID BLOCK 

*----DEPTH(I) 

     0.0 

CC 

CC INITIAL CORE PRESSURE 

*----PRESS 

     14.9 

CC 

CC INITIAL WATER SATURATION 

*----SWI 

      .753 

CC 

CC CONSTANT CHLORIDE AND CALCIUM CONCENTRATIONS (MEQ/ML) 

*----C50       C60 

    .51      0. 

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART4 : PHYSICAL PROPERTY DATA                               * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC 

CC OIL CONC. AT PLAIT POINT FOR TYPE II(+)AND TYPE II(-), CMC 

*---- C2PLC   C2PRC  EPSME  IHAND 

      0.      1.     .0001   0 

CC 

CC FLAG INDICATING TYPE OF PHASE BEHAVIOR PARAMETERS 

*---- IFGHBN  

         0 

CC SLOPE AND INTERCEPT OF BINODAL CURVE AT ZERO, OPT., AND 2XOPT 

SALINITY 

CC FOR ALCOHOL 1 

*----HBNS70 HBNC70 HBNS71 HBNC71 HBNS72 HBNC72 

      0      0.034      0     0.021       0       0.034  

CC SLOPE AND INTERCEPT OF BINODAL CURVE AT ZERO, OPT., AND 2XOPT 

SALINITY 

CC FOR ALCOHOL 2 

*----HBNS80 HBNC80 HBNS81 HBNC81 HBNS82 HBNC82 

     0.     0.     0.     0.     0.     0. 

CC 

CC LOWER AND UPPER EFFECTIVE SALINITY FOR ALCOHOL 1 AND ALCOHOL 2 

*----CSEL7  CSEU7  CSEL8  CSEU8 

      0.27    0.45   0.     0. 

CC 

CC THE CSE SLOPE PARAMETER FOR CALCIUM AND ALCOHOL 1 AND ALCOHOL 2 

*----BETA6  BETA7  BETA8  

     0     0.    0. 
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CC 

CC FLAG FOR ALCOHOL PART. MODEL AND PARTITION COEFFICIENTS 

*----IALC  OPSK7O  OPSK7S  OPSK8O  OPSK8S 

     0     0.      0.      0.      0. 

CC 

CC NO. OF ITERATIONS, AND TOLERANCE 

*----NALMAX   EPSALC 

     20       .0001 

CC 

CC ALCOHOL 1 PARTITIONING PARAMETERS IF IAIC=1 

*----AKWC7   AKWS7  AKM7  AK7     PT7 

     4.671   1.79   48.   35.31   .222 

CC 

CC ALCOHOL 2 PARTITIONING PARAMETERS IF IALC=1 

*----AKWC8   AKWS8  AKM8  AK8     PT8 

     0.      0.     0.    0.      0. 

CC 

CC IFT MODEL FLAG 

*----IFT 

      1 

CC 

CC INTERFACIAL TENSION PARAMETERS     

*----  CHUH      AHUH 

        0.3        10.0 

CC 

CC LOG10 OF OIL/WATER INTERFACIAL TENSION 

*----XIFTW 

     1.3 

CC 

CC    

*----IMASS  icor 

     0      0 

CC 

CC    

*--- iwalt  iwalf 

      0     0 

CC 

CC CAPILLARY DESATURATION PARAMETERS FOR PHASE 1, 2, AND 3 

*----ITRAP   T11        T22        T33 

     2       1865.     59070      364.2 

CC 

CC  RELATIVE PERM  and pc model 

*----IPERM      IRTYPE 

      0          0 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR CONSTANT OR VARIABLE REL. PERM. PARAMETERS 

*----ISRW  IPRW  IEW 

     0      0    0 
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CC 

CC CONSTANT RES. SATURATION OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY NO. 

*----S1RWC     S2RWC     S3RWC 

     .17     .15        .17  

CC 

CC CONSTANT ENDPOINT REL. PERM. OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY 

NO. 

*----P1RW    P2RW    P3RW 

     0.365   0.873   0.365 

CC 

CC CONSTANT REL. PERM. EXPONENT OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY 

NO. 

*----E1W   E2W  E3W 

     2       2    2 

CC 

CC  RES. SATURATION OF HPASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO.    

*----S1RC  S2RC  S3RC 

     .0    .00    .0 

CC 

CC ENDPOINT REL. PERM. OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO. 

*----P1RC  P2RC  P3RC 

     1     1.0    1.0 

CC 

CC REL. PERM. EXPONENT OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO. 

*----E13CW  E23C  E31C 

     1.     1.     1 

CC 

CC WATER AND OIL VISCOSITY , RESERVOIR TEMPERATURE 

*----VIS1   VIS2  TEMPV 

     0.7     5.4   100.4 

CC 

CC VISCOSITY PARAMETERS 

*----ALPHA1 ALPHA2  ALPHA3  ALPHA4  ALPHA5 

     5       3.9    0.7     2.7     0.1  

CC 

CC PARAMETERS TO CALCULATE POLYMER VISCOSITY AT ZERO SHEAR RATE 

*----AP1     AP2     AP3 

    10.21  17.77   626.14 

CC 

CC PARAMETER TO COMPUTE CSEP,MIN. CSEP, AND SLOPE OF LOG VIS. VS. 

LOG CSEP 

*----BETAP CSE1  SSLOPE 

     20.    .01  -0.6 

CC 

CC PARAMETER FOR SHEAR RATE DEPENDENCE OF POLYMER VISCOSITY 

*----GAMMAC  GAMHF     POWN    IPMOD   ishear  rweff 

     2.0      56.10    1.643    0       0      0.25 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR POLYMER PARTITIONING, PERM. REDUCTION PARAMETERS 

*----IPOLYM EPHI3 EPHI4      BRK    CRK   RKCUT 
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     1      1.    0.7635    100.  0.0186   10 

 

CC 

CC SPECIFIC WEIGHT FOR COMPONENTS 1,2,3,7,AND 8 , AND GRAVITY FLAG 

*----DEN1    DEN2     DEN23    DEN3     DEN7   DEN8    IDEN  

     0.43    0.35     0.35    0.39     0.39    0      2  

CC  

CC FLAG FOR CHOICE OF UNITS ( 0:BOTTOMHOLE CONDITION , 1: STOCK 

TANK) 

*----ISTB 

     0 

CC 

CC COMPRESSIBILITY FOR VOL. OCCUPYING COMPONENTS 1,2,3,7,AND 8 

*----COMPC(1)  COMPC(2)  COMPC(3)  COMPC(7)  COMPC(8) 

     0.0         0.0        0.        0.        0. 

CC 

CC CAPILLARY PRESSURE PARAMETERS, WATER-WET OR OIL-WET PC CURVE FLAG 

*----ICPC  IEPC  IOW 

     0      0     0 

CC 

CC  

*----CPC 

     0.00 

CC 

CC 

*----EPC 

     2.  

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 1 (D(KC),KC=1,N) 

*----D(1) D(2) D(3) D(4) D(5) D(6)  D(7) D(8) 

     8*0. 

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 2 (D(KC),KC=1,N) 

*----D(1) D(2) D(3) D(4) D(5) D(6)  D(7) D(8) 

     8*0. 

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 3 (D(KC),KC=1,N) 

*----D(1) D(2) D(3) D(4) D(5) D(6)  D(7) D(8) 

     8*0. 

CC 

CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 1   (FT) 

*----ALPHAL(1)     ALPHAT(1) 

     0.             0. 

CC 

CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 2   (FT) 

*----ALPHAL(2)     ALPHAT(2) 

     0.             0. 

CC 

CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 3   (FT) 

*----ALPHAL(3)     ALPHAT(3) 
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     0.             0. 

 

CC 

CC FLAG TO SPECIFY ORGANIC ADSORPTION CALCULATION 

*----IADSO 

      0 

CC 

CC SURFACTANT AND POLYMER ADSORPTION PARAMETERS 

*----AD31  AD32    B3D    AD41   AD42  B4D   IADK, IADS1, FADS  REFK 

     0      0       0.      0    0.      0      0     0      0    50 

CC 

CC PARAMETERS FOR CATION EXCHANGE OF CLAY AND SURFACTANT 

*----QV     XKC   XKS  EQW 

     0.     0       0   0.  

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART5 : WELL DATA                                            * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR RIGHT AND LEFT BOUNDARY 

*---- IBOUND izone 

      0       0 

CC   

CC TOTAL NUMBER OF WELLS, WELL RADIUS FLAG, FLAG FOR TIME OR COURANT 

NO. 

*----NWELL   IRO   ITSTEP  NWREL 

      2      2      1      2 

CC 

CC WELL ID,LOCATIONS,AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL RADIUS, 

SKIN 

*----IDW   IW    JW    IFLAG    RW     SWELL  IDIR   IFIRST  ILAST  

IPRF 

      1    1     50      1      .001     0.      1      1    10    0 

CC 

CC WELL NAME 

*---- WELNAM 

INJECTOR 

CC 

CC ICHEK, MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 

*----ICHEK PWFMIN   PWFMAX  QTMIN   QTMAX 

      0    0.0      5000.   0.0     50000. 

CC 

CC WELL ID, LOCATION, AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL 

RADIUS, SKIN 

*----IDW  IW   JW   IFLAG    RW     SWELL  IDIR  IFIRST   ILAST    

IPRF 

     2    1    1   2   .001     0.     1     1        10     0 
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CC 

CC WELL NAME 

*---- WELNAM 

PRODUCER 

CC 

CC ICHEK , MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 

*----ICHEK PWFMIN   PWFMAX  QTMIN   QTMAX 

      0    0.0      5000.   0.0     50000. 

CC 

CC ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE 

(L=1,3) 

*----ID  QI(M,L)  C(M,KC,L)   

     1    .001355   1    0.  0.    0.   0.36  0.  0.   0.    0               

     1     0.       0.   0.  0.    0.   0.    0.  0.   0     0             

     1     0.       0.   0.  0.    0.   0.    0.  0.   0     0               

CC 

CC ID, BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE FOR PRESSURE CONSTRAINT WELL (IFLAG=2 OR 

3) 

*----ID   PWF 

     2    14.7 

CC 

CC CUM. INJ. TIME , AND INTERVALS (PV OR DAY) FOR WRITING TO OUTPUT 

FILES 

*----TINJ    CUMPR1   cumh1  WRHPV   WRPRF      RSTC 

     .2        1        1     .1     .05         1.4 

CC 

CC FOR IMES=2 ,THE INI. TIME STEP,CONC. TOLERANCE,MAX.,MIN. COURANT 

NUMBERS 

*----DT       DCLIM    CNMAX    CNMIN     

     0.00001  0.01    0.01     0.0001 

CC 

CC 

*--- ibmod 

     0 

CC 

CC IRO, ITIME, NEW FLAGS FOR ALL THE WELLS 

*---- IRO ITIME IFLAG(M),M=1,NWELL 

       2   1    1  2  

CC 

CC NUMBER OF WELLS CHANGES IN LOCATION OR SKIN OR PWF 

*----NWEL1 

      0 

CC 

CC NUMBER OF WELLS WITH RATE CHANGES, ID 

*----NWEL1   ID 

     1     1   

CC 

CC ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE 

(L=1,3) 

*----ID  QI(M,L)  C(M,KC,L)   
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     1   .001355   0.97  0.  0.01  0.   0.36    0.  0.   0.02   0               

     1   0.        0.    0.  0.    0.   0.      0.  0.   0      0             

     1   0.        0.    0.  0.    0.   0.      0.  0.   0      0     

CC 

CC CUM. INJ. TIME , AND INTERVALS (PV OR DAY) FOR ERITING TO OUTPUT 

FILES 

*----TINJ(PV)    CUMPR1   CUMHI1   WRHPV   WRPRF      RSTC 

     2            1        1       .02     .05         1.4 

CC 

CC FOR IMES=2, ITIME=1, INI. DT ,CONC. TOLERANCE, MAX.,MIN. COURANT 

NUMBERS 

*----DT        DCLIM     CNMAX    CNMIN 

     0.00001   0.001     0.01     0.0001 
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Appendix B 

 

This appendix provides the UTCHEM input file for the reservoir base case model 

explained in Chapter 6.  

 

 
CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DATA SET : UTCHEM (VERSION 9.95)        * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC******************************************************************  

CC                                                                 * 

CC                                                                 *      

CC                                                                 * 

CC  PROCESS : RESERVOIR MODEL                                      * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC  COORDINATES : CARTESIAN                                        * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC  GRID BLOCKS : 20X30X50                                         * 

CC  DATE : 2012                                                    * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART1 : RESERVOIR DESCRIPTION                                * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC 

*----RUNNO 

  EX02 

CC 

CC 

*----TITLE 

EX02 : RESERVOIR MODEL 

SURFACTANT FLOOD 
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ENGLISH UNITS  

CC 

CC SIMULATION FLAGS 

*---- IMODE IMES IDISPC ICWM ICAP IREACT IBIO ICOORD ITREAC ITC IGAS  

IENG 

    1    2    3      0    0     0      0    1     0      0     0   0 

CC 

CC 

*----ISOLVER   IHYPRE 

       3         0 

CC 

CC NUMBER OF GRID BLOCKS AND FLAG SPECIFIES CONSTANT OR VARIABLE 

GRID SIZE 

*----NX    NY    NZ  IDXYZ  IUNIT 

     20    30    50   0      0 

CC 

CC  CONSTANT GRID BLOCK SIZE IN X-Y DIRECTIONS (FT) 

*----DX        DY           DZ 

     50       33.33         4.2  

CC 

CC TOTAL NO. OF COMPONENTS, NO. OF TRACERS,NO. OF GEL COMPONENTS 

*----N   NO  NTW NTA  NGC NG NOTH 

     8   0  0   0    0   0  0 

CC 

CC 

*--- SPNAME(I),I=1,N 

WATER 

OIL 

SURFACTANT 

POLYMER 

ANION 

CALCIUM 

ALC 1 

ALC 2 

CC 

CC FLAG INDICATING IF THE COMPONENT IS INCLUDED IN CALCULATIONS OR 

NOT 

*----ICF(KC) FOR KC=1,N 

     1  1  1  0  1  0  0   0   

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART2 : OUTPUT OPTIONS                                       * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC******************************************************************  

CC 

CC 

CC  FLAG FOR PV OR DAYS 

*----ICUMTM  ISTOP  IOUTGMS  IS3G 

        1        1     0     0 
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CC 

CC FLAG INDICATING IF THE PROFILE OF KCTH COMPONENT SHOULD BE 

WRITTEN 

*----IPRFLG(KC),KC=1,N 

      1  1  1  0  1  0  0  0 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR PRES,SAT.,TOTAL CONC.,TRACER CONC.,CAP.,GEL, ALKALINE 

PROFILES 

*----IPPRES IPSAT IPCTOT IPTBIO IPCAP IPGEL IPALK IPTEMP  IPOBs 

      1      1      1      0      0     0    0      0       0  

CC 

CC FLAG FOR WRITING SEVERAL PROPERTIES  

*----ICKL  IVIS IPER ICNM ICSE  IFOAM  IHYST  INONEQ 

      1     1    1    1    1     0      0      0   

CC 

CC FLAG FOR WRITING SEVERAL PROPERTIES TO PROF 

*----IADS  IVEL IRKF IPHSE 

      1     1    1    1  

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART3 : RESERVOIR PROPERTIES                                 * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC 

CC MAX. SIMULATION TIME ( PV ) 

*---- TMAX 

      1.5 

CC 

CC ROCK COMPRESSIBILITY (1/PSI), STAND. PRESSURE(PSI) 

*----COMPR       PSTAND 

      0.         0. 

CC 

CC FLAGS INDICATION CONSTANT OR VARIABLE POROSITY, X,Y,AND Z 

PERMEABILITY 

*----IPOR1 IPERMX IPERMY IPERMZ  IMOD  ITRNZ   INTG 

       4      4     3      3      0     0       0    

CC                                   

CC  CONSTANT Y-PERMEABILITY MULTIPLIER 

*----FACTY 

     1. 

CC 

CC CONSTANT Z-PERMEABILITY MULTIPLIER 

*----FACTZ 

     .5        

CC 

CC FLAG FOR CONSTANT OR VARIABLE DEPTH, PRESSURE,WATER SATURATION 

*----IDEPTH  IPRESS  ISWI   ICWI 

      0        0       0     -1 
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CC 

CC DEPTH OF THE FIRST GRID BLOCK 

*----DEPTH(I) 

     4000.0 

CC 

CC INITIAL CORE PRESSURE 

*----PRESS 

     3400 

CC 

CC INITIAL WATER SATURATION 

*----SWI 

      .7 

CC 

CC CONSTANT CHLORIDE AND CALCIUM CONCENTRATIONS (MEQ/ML) 

*----C50     C60 

     .6      0. 

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART4 : PHYSICAL PROPERTY DATA                               * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC 

CC OIL CONC. AT PLAIT POINT FOR TYPE II(+)AND TYPE II(-), CMC 

*---- C2PLC   C2PRC  EPSME  IHAND 

      0.      1.     .0001   0 

CC 

CC FLAG INDICATING TYPE OF PHASE BEHAVIOR PARAMETERS 

*---- IFGHBN  

         0 

CC SLOPE AND INTERCEPT OF BINODAL CURVE AT ZERO, OPT., AND 2XOPT 

SALINITY 

CC FOR ALCOHOL 1 

*----HBNS70 HBNC70 HBNS71 HBNC71 HBNS72 HBNC72 

      0      0.034      0     0.021       0       0.034  

CC SLOPE AND INTERCEPT OF BINODAL CURVE AT ZERO, OPT., AND 2XOPT 

SALINITY 

CC FOR ALCOHOL 2 

*----HBNS80 HBNC80 HBNS81 HBNC81 HBNS82 HBNC82 

     0.     0.     0.     0.     0.     0. 

CC 

CC LOWER AND UPPER EFFECTIVE SALINITY FOR ALCOHOL 1 AND ALCOHOL 2 

*----CSEL7  CSEU7  CSEL8  CSEU8 

      0.27    0.45   0.     0. 

CC 

CC THE CSE SLOPE PARAMETER FOR CALCIUM AND ALCOHOL 1 AND ALCOHOL 2 

*----BETA6  BETA7  BETA8  

     0     0.    0. 
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CC 

CC FLAG FOR ALCOHOL PART. MODEL AND PARTITION COEFFICIENTS 

*----IALC  OPSK7O  OPSK7S  OPSK8O  OPSK8S 

     0     0.      0.      0.      0. 

CC 

CC NO. OF ITERATIONS, AND TOLERANCE 

*----NALMAX   EPSALC 

     20       .0001 

CC 

CC ALCOHOL 1 PARTITIONING PARAMETERS IF IAIC=1 

*----AKWC7   AKWS7  AKM7  AK7     PT7 

     4.671   1.79   48.   35.31   .222 

CC 

CC ALCOHOL 2 PARTITIONING PARAMETERS IF IALC=1 

*----AKWC8   AKWS8  AKM8  AK8     PT8 

     0.      0.     0.    0.      0. 

CC 

CC IFT MODEL FLAG 

*----IFT 

      1 

CC 

CC INTERFACIAL TENSION PARAMETERS     

*----  CHUH      AHUH 

        .3        10.0 

CC 

CC LOG10 OF OIL/WATER INTERFACIAL TENSION 

*----XIFTW 

     1.3 

CC 

CC    

*----IMASS  icor 

     0      0 

CC 

CC    

*--- iwalt  iwalf 

      0     0 

CC 

CC CAPILLARY DESATURATION PARAMETERS FOR PHASE 1, 2, AND 3 

*----ITRAP   T11        T22        T33 

     2       1865.    59070      364.2 

CC 

CC  RELATIVE PERM  and pc model 

*----IPERM      IRTYPE 

      0          0 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR CONSTANT OR VARIABLE REL. PERM. PARAMETERS 

*----ISRW  IPRW  IEW 

     0      0    0 

CC 
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CC CONSTANT RES. SATURATION OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY NO. 

*----S1RWC     S2RWC     S3RWC 

     .2        .2        .2  

CC 

CC CONSTANT ENDPOINT REL. PERM. OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY 

NO. 

*----P1RW    P2RW    P3RW 

     0.268   0.788   0.268 

CC 

CC CONSTANT REL. PERM. EXPONENT OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY 

NO. 

*----E1W   E2W  E3W 

     2       2    2 

CC 

CC  RES. SATURATION OF HPASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO.    

*----S1RC  S2RC  S3RC 

     .0    .00    .0 

CC 

CC ENDPOINT REL. PERM. OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO. 

*----P1RC  P2RC  P3RC 

     1     1.0    1.0 

CC 

CC REL. PERM. EXPONENT OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO. 

*----E13CW  E23C  E31C 

     1.     1.     1 

CC 

CC WATER AND OIL VISCOSITY , RESERVOIR TEMPERATURE 

*----VIS1   VIS2  TEMPV 

     0.5     2.5     170 

CC 

CC VISCOSITY PARAMETERS 

*----ALPHA1 ALPHA2  ALPHA3  ALPHA4  ALPHA5 

     4.5      2.7      0.1       0.1     0.1  

CC 

CC PARAMETERS TO CALCULATE POLYMER VISCOSITY AT ZERO SHEAR RATE 

*----AP1     AP2     AP3 

    10.21  17.77   626.14 

CC 

CC PARAMETER TO COMPUTE CSEP,MIN. CSEP, AND SLOPE OF LOG VIS. VS. 

LOG CSEP 

*----BETAP CSE1  SSLOPE 

     20.    .01  -0.6 

CC 

CC PARAMETER FOR SHEAR RATE DEPENDENCE OF POLYMER VISCOSITY 

*----GAMMAC  GAMHF     POWN    IPMOD   ishear  rweff 

     2.0      56.10    1.643    0       0      0    0.25 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR POLYMER PARTITIONING, PERM. REDUCTION PARAMETERS 

*----IPOLYM EPHI3 EPHI4      BRK    CRK   RKCUT 

     1      1.    0.7635    100.  0.0186   10 
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CC 

CC SPECIFIC WEIGHT FOR COMPONENTS 1,2,3,7,AND 8 , AND GRAVITY FLAG 

*----DEN1      DEN2     DEN23      DEN3    DEN7   DEN8    IDEN  

     0.477     0.368    0.368      0.43    0.39    0      2  

CC  

CC  FLAG FOR CHOICE OF UNITS ( 0:BOTTOMHOLE CONDITION , 1: STOCK 

TANK) 

*----ISTB 

     0 

CC 

CC COMPRESSIBILITY FOR VOL. OCCUPYING COMPONENTS 1,2,3,7,AND 8 

*----COMPC(1)  COMPC(2)  COMPC(3)  COMPC(7)  COMPC(8) 

     0.0         0.0        0.        0.        0. 

CC 

CC CAPILLARY PRESSURE PARAMETERS, WATER-WET OR OIL-WET PC CURVE FLAG 

*----ICPC  IEPC  IOW 

     0      0     0 

CC 

CC  

*----CPC 

     0.00 

CC 

CC 

*----EPC 

     2.  

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 1 (D(KC),KC=1,N) 

*----D(1) D(2) D(3) D(4) D(5) D(6)  D(7) D(8) 

     8*0. 

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 2 (D(KC),KC=1,N) 

*----D(1) D(2) D(3) D(4) D(5) D(6)  D(7) D(8) 

     8*0. 

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 3 (D(KC),KC=1,N) 

*----D(1) D(2) D(3) D(4) D(5) D(6)  D(7) D(8) 

     8*0. 

CC 

CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 1   (FT) 

*----ALPHAL(1)     ALPHAT(1) 

     0             0 

CC 

CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 2   (FT) 

*----ALPHAL(2)     ALPHAT(2) 

     0             0 

CC 

CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 3   (FT) 

*----ALPHAL(3)     ALPHAT(3) 

     0             0 
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CC 

CC FLAG TO SPECIFY ORGANIC ADSORPTION CALCULATION 

*----IADSO 

      0 

CC 

CC SURFACTANT AND POLYMER ADSORPTION PARAMETERS 

*----AD31  AD32    B3D    AD41   AD42  B4D    IADK, IADS1, FADS  

REFK 

     1.2    0.1     1000.    0    0.    0      0     0    0    50 

CC 

CC PARAMETERS FOR CATION EXCHANGE OF CLAY AND SURFACTANT 

*----QV     XKC   XKS  EQW 

     0.     0       0   0.  

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART5 : WELL DATA                                            * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR RIGHT AND LEFT BOUNDARY 

*---- IBOUND izone 

      0       0 

CC   

CC TOTAL NUMBER OF WELLS, WELL RADIUS FLAG, FLAG FOR TIME OR COURANT 

NO. 

*----NWELL   IRO   ITSTEP  NWREL 

      2       2      1      2 

CC 

CC WELL ID,LOCATIONS,AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL RADIUS, 

SKIN 

*----IDW   IW    JW    IFLAG    RW   SWELL   IDIR   IFIRST  ILAST  

IPRF 

      1    30    50      1    .25     0.      1      1      20    0 

CC 

CC WELL NAME 

*---- WELNAM 

INJ1 

CC 

CC ICHEK, MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 

*----ICHEK PWFMIN   PWFMAX  QTMIN   QTMAX 

      0    0.0      50000.   0.0     50000. 

CC 

CC WELL ID, LOCATION, AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL 

RADIUS, SKIN 

*----IDW  IW    JW   IFLAG      RW      SWELL  IDIR  IFIRST   ILAST    

IPRF 

     2     1     1    2    .25     0.     1     1        20    0 
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CC 

CC WELL NAME 

*---- WELNAM 

PRO1 

CC 

CC ICHEK , MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 

*----ICHEK PWFMIN   PWFMAX  QTMIN   QTMAX 

      0    0.0      50000.   0.0     50000. 

CC 

CC ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE 

(L=1,3) 

*----ID  QI(M,L)  C(M,KC,L)   

     1  10000    1     0.  0.    0.   0.36    0.    0.   0.     0               

     1     0.    0.    0.  0.    0.   0.      0.    0.   0      0             

     1     0.    0.    0.  0.    0.   0.      0.    0.   0      0                       

CC 

CC ID, BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE FOR PRESSURE CONSTRAINT WELL (IFLAG=2 OR 

3) 

*----ID   PWF 

     2    2500 

CC 

CC CUM. INJ. TIME , AND INTERVALS (PV OR DAY) FOR WRITING TO OUTPUT 

FILES 

*----TINJ    CUMPR1   cumh1  WRHPV   WRPRF      RSTC 

     .2        1        1     .1     .05         1.4 

CC 

CC FOR IMES=2 ,THE INI. TIME STEP,CONC. TOLERANCE,MAX.,MIN. COURANT 

NUMBERS 

*----DT       DCLIM     CNMAX     CNMIN     

    0.00001   0.01      0.001     0.0001 

CC 

CC 

*--- ibmod 

     0 

CC 

CC IRO, ITIME, NEW FLAGS FOR ALL THE WELLS 

*---- IRO ITIME IFLAG(M),M=1,NWELL 

       2   1    1     2      

CC 

CC NUMBER OF WELLS CHANGES IN LOCATION OR SKIN OR PWF 

*----NWEL1 

      0 

CC 

CC NUMBER OF WELLS WITH RATE CHANGES, ID 

*----NWEL1   ID 

     1       1     

CC 

CC ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE 

(L=1,3) 
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*----ID  QI(M,L)  C(M,KC,L)   

     1   10000   0.99  0.  0.01  0.   0.36    0.    0.   0.     0               

     1     0.    0.    0.  0.    0.   0.      0.    0.   0      0             

     1     0.    0.    0.  0.    0.   0.      0.    0.   0      0  

 

CC 

CC CUM. INJ. TIME , AND INTERVALS (PV OR DAY) FOR ERITING TO OUTPUT 

FILES 

*----TINJ(PV)    CUMPR1   CUMHI1   WRHPV   WRPRF      RSTC 

     .5            1        1       .02     .05         1.4 

CC 

CC FOR IMES=2, ITIME=1, INI. DT ,CONC. TOLERANCE, MAX.,MIN. COURANT 

NUMBERS 

*----DT        DCLIM     CNMAX     CNMIN 

     0.00001   0.001     0.001     0.0001 

CC 

CC 

*--- ibmod 

     0 

CC 

CC IRO, ITIME, NEW FLAGS FOR ALL THE WELLS 

*---- IRO ITIME IFLAG(M),M=1,NWELL 

       2   1    1      2      

CC 

CC NUMBER OF WELLS CHANGES IN LOCATION OR SKIN OR PWF 

*----NWEL1 

      0 

CC 

CC NUMBER OF WELLS WITH RATE CHANGES, ID 

*----NWEL1   ID 

     1       1     

CC 

CC ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE 

(L=1,3) 

*----ID  QI(M,L)  C(M,KC,L)   

     1    10000   1     0.  0.    0.   0.24    0.    0.   0.     0               

     1     0.     0.    0.  0.    0.   0.      0.    0.   0      0             

     1     0.     0.    0.  0.    0.   0.      0.    0.   0      0      

CC 

CC CUM. INJ. TIME , AND INTERVALS (PV OR DAY) FOR ERITING TO OUTPUT 

FILES 

*----TINJ(PV)    CUMPR1   CUMHI1   WRHPV   WRPRF      RSTC 

     1.5            1        1       .02     .05         1.4 

CC 

CC FOR IMES=2, ITIME=1, INI. DT ,CONC. TOLERANCE, MAX.,MIN. COURANT 

NUMBERS 

*----DT        DCLIM     CNMAX     CNMIN 

     0.00001   0.01      0.001     0.0001 
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Appendix C 

 

This appendix provides the UTCHEM input file for the reservoir base case model 

in the presence of an active aquifer involving a bottom-water drive explained in Chapter 

7.  

 
******************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DATA SET : UTCHEM (VERSION 2013_8)      * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC                                                                * 

CC  PROCESS : Aquifer Bottom Water Drive                           * 

CC                 * 

CC  COORDINATES : CARTESIAN                                        * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC  GRID BLOCKS : 7x18x36                   * 

CC  DATE : 2014                                                    * 

CC                                                                * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    RESERVOIR DESCRIPTION                                        * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC Run number 

*---- RUNNO 

   EX03 

CC 

CC  

*----TITLE 

EX03 : Bottom Water Drive 

SURFACTANT FLOOD  
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ENGLISH UNITS 

 

CC 

CC SIMULATION FLAGS 

*---- IMODE IMES IDISPC ICWM ICAP IREACT IBIO ICOORD ITREAC ITC IGAS  

IENG 

        1    2    3      0    0     0      0    1   0    0    0   0 

CC 

CC NUMBER OF GRID BLOCKS AND FLAG SPECIFIES CONSTANT OR VARIABLE 

GRID SIZE 

*----NX    NY    NZ  IDXYZ  IUNIT 

     7     18    36   2      0 

CC 

CC  VARIABLE GRID BLOCK SIZE IN X-Y DIRECTIONS (FT) 

*----DX          

     7*142.8571      

CC 

CC  VARIABLE GRID BLOCK SIZE IN X-Y DIRECTIONS (FT) 

*----DY               

     18*55.5555          

CC 

CC  VARIABLE GRID BLOCK SIZE IN X-Y DIRECTIONS (FT) 

*----DZ 

     33*7   2*20   1*50 

CC 

CC TOTAL NO. OF COMPONENTS, NO. OF TRACERS,NO. OF GEL COMPONENTS 

*----N   NO  NTW NTA  NGC NG NOTH 

     8   0  0   0    0   0  0 

CC 

CC 

*--- SPNAME(I),I=1,N 

WATER 

OIL 

SURFACTANT 

POLYMER 

ANION 

CALCIUM 

ALC 1 

ALC 2 

CC 

CC FLAG INDICATING IF THE COMPONENT IS INCLUDED IN CALCULATIONS OR 

NOT 

*----ICF(KC) FOR KC=1,N 

     1  1  1  0  1  0  0   0   

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART2 : OUTPUT OPTIONS                                       * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC******************************************************************  
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CC 

CC 

CC  FLAG FOR PV OR DAYS 

*----ICUMTM  ISTOP  IOUTGMS  IS3G 

        1        1     0     0 

CC 

CC FLAG INDICATING IF THE PROFILE OF KCTH COMPONENT SHOULD BE 

WRITTEN 

*----IPRFLG(KC),KC=1,N 

      1  1  1  0  1  0  0  0 

CC 

CC 3.2.3 FLAG FOR PRES.,SAT.,TOTAL CONC.,TRACER CONC.,CAP.,GEL, 

ALKALINE PROFILES 

*---- IPPRES IPSAT IPCTOT IPBIO IPCAP IPGEL IPALK IPTEMP IPOBS   

IPATERN 

        1      1      1      0     0     0     0     0      0   0  

CC 

CC 3.2.4 FLAG FOR WRITING SEVERAL PROPERTIES TO UNIT 4 (Prof)  

*---- ICKL IVIS IPER ICNM ICSE IHYSTP IFOAMP INONEQ 

       1    1    1    1    1    0    0    0  

CC 

CC 3.2.5 FLAG  for variables to PROF output file 

*---- IADS IVEL IRKF IPHSE  ISHC 

       1    1    1    1  0 

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART3 : RESERVOIR PROPERTIES                                 * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC 

CC MAX. SIMULATION TIME ( PV ) 

*---- TMAX 

      1.5 

CC 

CC ROCK COMPRESSIBILITY (1/PSI), STAND. PRESSURE(PSI) 

*----COMPR       PSTAND 

      0.         0. 

CC 

CC 3.3.3 FLAGS INDICATING CONSTANT OR VARIABLE POROSITY, X,Y,AND Z 

PERMEABILITY 

*---- IPOR1  IPERMX IPERMY IPERMZ IMOD itranz  INTG  IACTNUM ICUTOFF 

        4      4      3      3     0     0       0  0     0   

CC                                   

CC  CONSTANT Y-PERMEABILITY MULTIPLIER 

*----FACTY 

     1. 

CC 

CC CONSTANT Z-PERMEABILITY MULTIPLIER 
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*----FACTZ 

     .5        

CC 

CC FLAG FOR CONSTANT OR VARIABLE DEPTH, PRESSURE,WATER SATURATION 

*----IDEPTH  IPRESS  ISWI   ICWI 

      0        1       1     -1 

CC 

CC DEPTH OF THE FIRST GRID BLOCK 

*----DEPTH(I) 

     4000.0 

CC 

CC INITIAL CORE PRESSURE 

*----PRESS  HINIT 

     3400   4000.0 

CC 

CC INITIAL WATER SATURATION FOR EACH LAYER 

*----SWI 

      30*.7   6*1 

CC 

CC CONSTANT CHLORIDE AND CALCIUM CONCENTRATIONS (MEQ/ML) 

*----C50       C60 

     .6       0. 

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART4 : PHYSICAL PROPERTY DATA                               * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC 

CC OIL CONC. AT PLAIT POINT FOR TYPE II(+)AND TYPE II(-), CMC 

*---- C2PLC   C2PRC  EPSME  IHAND 

      0.      1.     .0001   0 

CC 

CC FLAG INDICATING TYPE OF PHASE BEHAVIOR PARAMETERS 

*---- IFGHBN  

         0 

CC SLOPE AND INTERCEPT OF BINODAL CURVE AT ZERO, OPT., AND 2XOPT 

SALINITY 

CC FOR ALCOHOL 1 

*----HBNS70 HBNC70 HBNS71 HBNC71 HBNS72 HBNC72 

      0      0.034      0     0.021       0       0.034  

CC SLOPE AND INTERCEPT OF BINODAL CURVE AT ZERO, OPT., AND 2XOPT 

SALINITY 

CC FOR ALCOHOL 2 

*----HBNS80 HBNC80 HBNS81 HBNC81 HBNS82 HBNC82 

     0.     0.     0.     0.     0.     0. 

CC 

CC LOWER AND UPPER EFFECTIVE SALINITY FOR ALCOHOL 1 AND ALCOHOL 2 

*----CSEL7  CSEU7  CSEL8  CSEU8 
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      0.27    0.45   0.     0. 

CC 

CC THE CSE SLOPE PARAMETER FOR CALCIUM AND ALCOHOL 1 AND ALCOHOL 2 

*----BETA6  BETA7  BETA8  

     0     0.    0. 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR ALCOHOL PART. MODEL AND PARTITION COEFFICIENTS 

*----IALC  OPSK7O  OPSK7S  OPSK8O  OPSK8S 

     0     0.      0.      0.      0. 

CC 

CC NO. OF ITERATIONS, AND TOLERANCE 

*----NALMAX   EPSALC 

     20       .0001 

CC 

CC ALCOHOL 1 PARTITIONING PARAMETERS IF IAIC=1 

*----AKWC7   AKWS7  AKM7  AK7     PT7 

     4.671   1.79   48.   35.31   .222 

CC 

CC ALCOHOL 2 PARTITIONING PARAMETERS IF IALC=1 

*----AKWC8   AKWS8  AKM8  AK8     PT8 

     0.      0.     0.    0.      0. 

CC 

CC IFT MODEL FLAG 

*----IFT 

      1 

CC 

CC INTERFACIAL TENSION PARAMETERS     

*----  CHUH      AHUH 

        .3        10.0 

CC 

CC LOG10 OF OIL/WATER INTERFACIAL TENSION 

*----XIFTW 

     1.3 

CC 

CC    

*----IMASS  icor 

     0      0 

CC 

CC    

*--- iwalt  iwalf 

      0     0 

CC 

CC CAPILLARY DESATURATION PARAMETERS FOR PHASE 1, 2, AND 3 

*----ITRAP   T11        T22        T33 

     2       1865.    59070      364.2 

CC 

CC  RELATIVE PERM  and pc model 

*----IPERM      IRTYPE 

      0          0 
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CC 

CC FLAG FOR CONSTANT OR VARIABLE REL. PERM. PARAMETERS 

*----ISRW  IPRW  IEW 

     0      0    0 

CC 

CC CONSTANT RES. SATURATION OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY NO. 

*----S1RWC     S2RWC     S3RWC 

     .2        .2        .2  

CC 

CC CONSTANT ENDPOINT REL. PERM. OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY 

NO. 

*----P1RW    P2RW    P3RW 

     0.268   0.788   0.268 

CC 

CC CONSTANT REL. PERM. EXPONENT OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY 

NO. 

*----E1W   E2W  E3W 

     2       2    2 

CC 

CC  RES. SATURATION OF HPASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO.    

*----S1RC  S2RC  S3RC 

     .0    .00    .0 

CC 

CC ENDPOINT REL. PERM. OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO. 

*----P1RC  P2RC  P3RC 

     1     1.0    1.0 

CC 

CC REL. PERM. EXPONENT OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO. 

*----E13CW  E23C  E31C 

     1.     1.     1 

CC 

CC WATER AND OIL VISCOSITY , RESERVOIR TEMPERATURE 

*----VIS1   VIS2  TEMPV 

     0.5     2.5     170 

CC 

CC VISCOSITY PARAMETERS 

*----ALPHA1 ALPHA2  ALPHA3  ALPHA4  ALPHA5 

     4.5      2.7      0.1       0.1     0.1  

CC 

CC PARAMETERS TO CALCULATE POLYMER VISCOSITY AT ZERO SHEAR RATE 

*----AP1     AP2     AP3 

    10.21  17.77   626.14 

CC 

CC PARAMETER TO COMPUTE CSEP,MIN. CSEP, AND SLOPE OF LOG VIS. VS. 

LOG CSEP 

*----BETAP CSE1  SSLOPE 

     20.    .01  -0.6 

CC  

CC PARAMETER FOR SHEAR RATE DEPENDENCE OF POLYMER VISCOSITY 

*---- GAMMAC   GAMHF   POWN     IPMOD   ishear  rweff   GAMHF2 IGAMC 
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       2.0      56.10    1.643    0       0       0.2   -25.23   0 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR POLYMER PARTITIONING, PERM. REDUCTION PARAMETERS 

*----IPOLYM EPHI3 EPHI4      BRK    CRK   RKCUT 

     1      1.    0.7635    100.  0.0186   10 

CC 

CC SPECIFIC WEIGHT FOR COMPONENTS 1,2,3,7,AND 8 , AND GRAVITY FLAG 

*----DEN1      DEN2     DEN23      DEN3    DEN7   DEN8    IDEN  

     0.477     0.368    0.368      0.43    0.39    0      2  

CC  

CC  FLAG FOR CHOICE OF UNITS ( 0:BOTTOMHOLE CONDITION , 1: STOCK 

TANK) 

*----ISTB 

     0 

CC 

CC COMPRESSIBILITY FOR VOL. OCCUPYING COMPONENTS 1,2,3,7,AND 8 

*----COMPC(1)  COMPC(2)  COMPC(3)  COMPC(7)  COMPC(8) 

     0.0         0.0        0.        0.        0. 

CC 

CC CAPILLARY PRESSURE PARAMETERS, WATER-WET OR OIL-WET PC CURVE FLAG 

*----ICPC  IEPC  IOW 

     0      0     0 

CC 

CC  

*----CPC 

     0.00 

CC 

CC 

*----EPC 

     2.  

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 1 (D(KC),KC=1,N) 

*----D(1) D(2) D(3) D(4) D(5) D(6)  D(7) D(8) 

     8*0. 

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 2 (D(KC),KC=1,N) 

*----D(1) D(2) D(3) D(4) D(5) D(6)  D(7) D(8) 

     8*0. 

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 3 (D(KC),KC=1,N) 

*----D(1) D(2) D(3) D(4) D(5) D(6)  D(7) D(8) 

     8*0. 

CC 

CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 1   (FT) 

*----ALPHAL(1)     ALPHAT(1) 

     0             0 

CC 

CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 2   (FT) 

*----ALPHAL(2)     ALPHAT(2) 

     0             0 
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CC 

CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 3   (FT) 

*----ALPHAL(3)     ALPHAT(3) 

     0             0 

CC 

CC FLAG TO SPECIFY ORGANIC ADSORPTION CALCULATION 

*----IADSO 

      0 

CC 

CC SURFACTANT AND POLYMER ADSORPTION PARAMETERS 

*----AD31  AD32    B3D    AD41   AD42  B4D    IADK, IADS1, FADS  

REFK 

     1.2    0.1    1000.      0    0.    0      0     0     0    50 

CC 

CC PARAMETERS FOR CATION EXCHANGE OF CLAY AND SURFACTANT 

*----QV     XKC   XKS  EQW 

     0.     0       0   0.  

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART5 : WELL DATA                                            * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC 

CC 3.7.1 FLAG FOR SPECIFIED BOUNDARY AND ZONE IS MODELED 

*---- IBOUND     IZONE 

        2       0  

CC 

CC 

*---- NAQU 

 1 

CC 

CC 

*----NXAQU1, NXAQU2, NYAQU1, NYAQU2, NZAQU1, NZAQU2 

 1 7 1 18 36 36 

CC 

CC 

*----NAQUDIR, AQUPOR, AQUPERM, AQUCOMPT 

 3 0.23 1000     5e-6  

CC 

CC 

*-----AQUC50,      AQUC60 

  .6           0. 

CC 3.7.5 TOTAL NUMBER OF WELLS, WELL RADIUS FLAG, FLAG FOR TIME OR 

COURANT NO. 

CC     IRO=2 for Peaceman.  ITIME=0 for days; =1 for CN for min&max 

tstep size           

*---- NWELL   IRO    ITIME    NWREL   iflagn  isolver 

        2     2       1        2        0  1 
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CC 

CC WELL ID,LOCATIONS,AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL RADIUS, 

SKIN 

*----IDW   IW    JW    IFLAG    RW     SWELL   IDIR   IFIRST  ILAST  

IPRF 

      1    18    30      1      .25     0.      1      1     7     0 

CC 

CC WELL NAME 

*---- WELNAM 

INJ1 

CC 

CC ICHEK, MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 

*----ICHEK PWFMIN   PWFMAX  QTMIN   QTMAX 

      0    0.0      50000.   0.0     50000. 

CC 

CC WELL ID, LOCATION, AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL 

RADIUS, SKIN 

*----IDW  IW    JW   IFLAG      RW      SWELL  IDIR  IFIRST   ILAST    

IPRF 

     2     1     1    2         .25       0.     1     1   7       0 

CC 

CC WELL NAME 

*---- WELNAM 

PRO1 

CC 

CC ICHEK , MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 

*----ICHEK PWFMIN   PWFMAX  QTMIN   QTMAX 

      0    0.0      50000.   0.0     50000. 

CC 

CC ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE 

(L=1,3) 

*----ID  QI(M,L)  C(M,KC,L)   

     1   10500       0.99  0.  0.01  0.   0.36    0.    0.   0.    0               

     1     0.        0.    0.  0.    0.   0.      0.    0.   0     0             

     1     0.        0.    0.  0.    0.   0.      0.    0.   0     0                       

CC 

CC ID, BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE FOR PRESSURE CONSTRAINT WELL (IFLAG=2 OR 

3) 

*----ID   PWF 

     2    2500 

CC 

CC CUM. INJ. TIME , AND INTERVALS (PV OR DAY) FOR WRITING TO OUTPUT 

FILES 

*----TINJ    CUMPR1   cumh1  WRHPV   WRPRF      RSTC 

     .3        1        1     .1     .05         1.4 

CC 

CC FOR IMES=2 ,THE INI. TIME STEP,CONC. TOLERANCE,MAX.,MIN. COURANT 

NUMBERS 

*----DT        DCLIM     CNMAX     CNMIN     

     0.00001   0.001     0.001     0.0001 
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CC 

CC 

*--- ibmod 

     0 

CC 

CC IRO, ITIME, NEW FLAGS FOR ALL THE WELLS 

*---- IRO ITIME IFLAG(M),M=1,NWELL 

       2   1    1     2      

CC 

CC NUMBER OF WELLS CHANGES IN LOCATION OR SKIN OR PWF 

*----NWEL1 

      0 

CC 

CC NUMBER OF WELLS WITH RATE CHANGES, ID 

*----NWEL1   ID 

     1       1     

CC 

CC ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE 

(L=1,3) 

*----ID  QI(M,L)  C(M,KC,L)   

     1    10500      1     0.  0.    0.   0.24    0.    0.   0.    0               

     1     0.        0.    0.  0.    0.   0.      0.    0.   0     0             

     1     0.        0.    0.  0.    0.   0.      0.    0.   0     0      

CC 

CC CUM. INJ. TIME , AND INTERVALS (PV OR DAY) FOR ERITING TO OUTPUT 

FILES 

*----TINJ(PV)    CUMPR1   CUMHI1   WRHPV   WRPRF      RSTC 

     1.5            1        1       .02     .05         1.4 

CC 

CC FOR IMES=2, ITIME=1, INI. DT ,CONC. TOLERANCE, MAX.,MIN. COURANT 

NUMBERS 

*----DT        DCLIM     CNMAX     CNMIN 

     0.00001   0.01      0.001     0.0001 
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Appendix D 

 

This appendix provides the UTCHEM input file for the reservoir base case model 

in the presence of an active aquifer involving an edge-water drive explained in Chapter 7. 

The reservoir dip angle, 30° in this case, was captured using various depths of top 

gridblocks. 

 
******************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DATA SET : UTCHEM (VERSION 2013_8)      * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC                                                                * 

CC  PROCESS : Aquifer Edge Water Drive                             * 

CC                 * 

CC  COORDINATES : CARTESIAN                                        * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC  GRID BLOCKS : 7x21x30                   * 

CC  DATE : 2014                                                    * 

CC                                                                * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    RESERVOIR DESCRIPTION                                        * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC Run number 

*---- RUNNO 

   EX04 

CC 

CC  

*----TITLE 
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EX04 : Edge Water Drive 

SURFACTANT FLOOD  

ENGLISH UNITS 

CC 

CC SIMULATION FLAGS 

*---- IMODE IMES IDISPC ICWM ICAP IREACT IBIO ICOORD ITREAC ITC IGAS  

IENG 

        1    2    3      0    0     0      0    1   0    0    0   0 

CC 

CC NUMBER OF GRID BLOCKS AND FLAG SPECIFIES CONSTANT OR VARIABLE 

GRID SIZE 

*----NX    NY    NZ  IDXYZ  IUNIT 

     7     21    30   2      0 

CC 

CC  VARIABLE GRID BLOCK SIZE IN X-Y DIRECTIONS (FT) 

*----DX          

     7*142.8571      

CC 

CC  VARIABLE GRID BLOCK SIZE IN X-Y DIRECTIONS (FT) 

*----DY               

     20*55.5555   1*100   

CC 

CC  VARIABLE GRID BLOCK SIZE IN X-Y DIRECTIONS (FT) 

*----DZ 

     30*7 

CC 

CC TOTAL NO. OF COMPONENTS, NO. OF TRACERS,NO. OF GEL COMPONENTS 

*----N   NO  NTW NTA  NGC NG NOTH 

     8   0  0   0    0   0  0 

CC 

CC 

*--- SPNAME(I),I=1,N 

WATER 

OIL 

SURFACTANT 

POLYMER 

ANION 

CALCIUM 

ALC 1 

ALC 2 

CC 

CC FLAG INDICATING IF THE COMPONENT IS INCLUDED IN CALCULATIONS OR 

NOT 

*----ICF(KC) FOR KC=1,N 

     1  1  1  0  1  0  0   0   

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART2 : OUTPUT OPTIONS                                       * 

CC                                                                 * 
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CC******************************************************************  

CC 

CC 

CC  FLAG FOR PV OR DAYS 

*----ICUMTM  ISTOP  IOUTGMS  IS3G 

        1        1     0     0 

CC 

CC FLAG INDICATING IF THE PROFILE OF KCTH COMPONENT SHOULD BE 

WRITTEN 

*----IPRFLG(KC),KC=1,N 

      1  1  1  0  1  0  0  0 

CC 

CC 3.2.3 FLAG FOR PRES.,SAT.,TOTAL CONC.,TRACER CONC.,CAP.,GEL, 

ALKALINE PROFILES 

*---- IPPRES IPSAT IPCTOT IPBIO IPCAP IPGEL IPALK IPTEMP IPOBS   

IPATERN 

        1      1      1      0     0     0     0     0      0   0  

CC 

CC 3.2.4 FLAG FOR WRITING SEVERAL PROPERTIES TO UNIT 4 (Prof)  

*---- ICKL IVIS IPER ICNM ICSE IHYSTP IFOAMP INONEQ 

       1    1    1    1    1    0    0    0  

CC 

CC 3.2.5 FLAG  for variables to PROF output file 

*---- IADS IVEL IRKF IPHSE  ISHC 

       1    1    1    1  0 

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART3 : RESERVOIR PROPERTIES                                 * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC 

CC MAX. SIMULATION TIME ( PV ) 

*---- TMAX 

      1.5 

CC 

CC ROCK COMPRESSIBILITY (1/PSI), STAND. PRESSURE(PSI) 

*----COMPR       PSTAND 

      0.         0. 

CC 

CC 3.3.3 FLAGS INDICATING CONSTANT OR VARIABLE POROSITY, X,Y,AND Z 

PERMEABILITY 

*---- IPOR1  IPERMX IPERMY IPERMZ IMOD itranz  INTG  IACTNUM ICUTOFF 

        4      4      3      3     0     0       0  0     0   

CC                                   

CC  CONSTANT Y-PERMEABILITY MULTIPLIER 

*----FACTY 

     1. 
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CC 

CC CONSTANT Z-PERMEABILITY MULTIPLIER 

*----FACTZ 

     .5        

CC 

CC FLAG FOR CONSTANT OR VARIABLE DEPTH, PRESSURE,WATER SATURATION 

*----IDEPTH  IPRESS  ISWI   ICWI 

      4        1       4     -1 

CC 

CC INITIAL CORE PRESSURE 

*----PRESS  HINIT 

     3400   4000.0 

CC 

CC CONSTANT CHLORIDE AND CALCIUM CONCENTRATIONS (MEQ/ML) 

*----C50       C60 

    .6        0. 

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART4 : PHYSICAL PROPERTY DATA                               * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC 

CC OIL CONC. AT PLAIT POINT FOR TYPE II(+)AND TYPE II(-), CMC 

*---- C2PLC   C2PRC  EPSME  IHAND 

      0.      1.     .0001   0 

CC 

CC FLAG INDICATING TYPE OF PHASE BEHAVIOR PARAMETERS 

*---- IFGHBN  

         0 

CC SLOPE AND INTERCEPT OF BINODAL CURVE AT ZERO, OPT., AND 2XOPT 

SALINITY 

CC FOR ALCOHOL 1 

*----HBNS70 HBNC70 HBNS71 HBNC71 HBNS72 HBNC72 

      0      0.034      0     0.021       0       0.034  

CC SLOPE AND INTERCEPT OF BINODAL CURVE AT ZERO, OPT., AND 2XOPT 

SALINITY 

CC FOR ALCOHOL 2 

*----HBNS80 HBNC80 HBNS81 HBNC81 HBNS82 HBNC82 

     0.     0.     0.     0.     0.     0. 

CC 

CC LOWER AND UPPER EFFECTIVE SALINITY FOR ALCOHOL 1 AND ALCOHOL 2 

*----CSEL7  CSEU7  CSEL8  CSEU8 

      0.27    0.45   0.     0. 

CC 

CC THE CSE SLOPE PARAMETER FOR CALCIUM AND ALCOHOL 1 AND ALCOHOL 2 

*----BETA6  BETA7  BETA8  

     0     0.    0. 
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CC 

CC FLAG FOR ALCOHOL PART. MODEL AND PARTITION COEFFICIENTS 

*----IALC  OPSK7O  OPSK7S  OPSK8O  OPSK8S 

     0     0.      0.      0.      0. 

CC 

CC NO. OF ITERATIONS, AND TOLERANCE 

*----NALMAX   EPSALC 

     20       .0001 

CC 

CC ALCOHOL 1 PARTITIONING PARAMETERS IF IAIC=1 

*----AKWC7   AKWS7  AKM7  AK7     PT7 

     4.671   1.79   48.   35.31   .222 

CC 

CC ALCOHOL 2 PARTITIONING PARAMETERS IF IALC=1 

*----AKWC8   AKWS8  AKM8  AK8     PT8 

     0.      0.     0.    0.      0. 

CC 

CC IFT MODEL FLAG 

*----IFT 

      1 

CC 

CC INTERFACIAL TENSION PARAMETERS     

*----  CHUH      AHUH 

        .3        10.0 

CC 

CC LOG10 OF OIL/WATER INTERFACIAL TENSION 

*----XIFTW 

     1.3 

CC 

CC    

*----IMASS  icor 

     0      0 

CC 

CC    

*--- iwalt  iwalf 

      0     0 

CC 

CC CAPILLARY DESATURATION PARAMETERS FOR PHASE 1, 2, AND 3 

*----ITRAP   T11        T22        T33 

     2       1865.    59070      364.2 

CC 

CC  RELATIVE PERM  and pc model 

*----IPERM      IRTYPE 

      0          0 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR CONSTANT OR VARIABLE REL. PERM. PARAMETERS 

*----ISRW  IPRW  IEW 

     0      0    0 
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CC 

CC CONSTANT RES. SATURATION OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY NO. 

*----S1RWC     S2RWC     S3RWC 

     .2        .2        .2  

CC 

CC CONSTANT ENDPOINT REL. PERM. OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY 

NO. 

*----P1RW    P2RW    P3RW 

     0.268   0.788   0.268 

CC 

CC CONSTANT REL. PERM. EXPONENT OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY 

NO. 

*----E1W   E2W  E3W 

     2       2    2 

CC 

CC  RES. SATURATION OF HPASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO.    

*----S1RC  S2RC  S3RC 

     .0    .00    .0 

CC 

CC ENDPOINT REL. PERM. OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO. 

*----P1RC  P2RC  P3RC 

     1     1.0    1.0 

CC 

CC REL. PERM. EXPONENT OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO. 

*----E13CW  E23C  E31C 

     1.     1.     1 

CC 

CC WATER AND OIL VISCOSITY , RESERVOIR TEMPERATURE 

*----VIS1   VIS2  TEMPV 

     0.5     2.5     170 

CC 

CC VISCOSITY PARAMETERS 

*----ALPHA1 ALPHA2  ALPHA3  ALPHA4  ALPHA5 

     4.5      2.7      0.1       0.1     0.1  

CC 

CC PARAMETERS TO CALCULATE POLYMER VISCOSITY AT ZERO SHEAR RATE 

*----AP1     AP2     AP3 

    10.21  17.77   626.14 

CC 

CC PARAMETER TO COMPUTE CSEP,MIN. CSEP, AND SLOPE OF LOG VIS. VS. 

LOG CSEP 

*----BETAP CSE1  SSLOPE 

     20.    .01  -0.6 

CC  

CC PARAMETER FOR SHEAR RATE DEPENDENCE OF POLYMER VISCOSITY 

*---- GAMMAC   GAMHF   POWN     IPMOD   ishear  rweff   GAMHF2 IGAMC 

       2.0      56.10    1.643    0       0       0.2   -25.23   0 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR POLYMER PARTITIONING, PERM. REDUCTION PARAMETERS 

*----IPOLYM EPHI3 EPHI4      BRK    CRK   RKCUT 
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     1      1.    0.7635    100.  0.0186   10 

 

CC 

CC SPECIFIC WEIGHT FOR COMPONENTS 1,2,3,7,AND 8 , AND GRAVITY FLAG 

*----DEN1      DEN2     DEN23      DEN3    DEN7   DEN8    IDEN  

     0.477     0.368    0.368      0.43    0.39    0      2  

CC  

CC  FLAG FOR CHOICE OF UNITS ( 0:BOTTOMHOLE CONDITION , 1: STOCK 

TANK) 

*----ISTB 

     0 

CC 

CC COMPRESSIBILITY FOR VOL. OCCUPYING COMPONENTS 1,2,3,7,AND 8 

*----COMPC(1)  COMPC(2)  COMPC(3)  COMPC(7)  COMPC(8) 

     0.0         0.0        0.        0.        0. 

CC 

CC CAPILLARY PRESSURE PARAMETERS, WATER-WET OR OIL-WET PC CURVE FLAG 

*----ICPC  IEPC  IOW 

     0      0     0 

CC 

CC  

*----CPC 

     0.00 

CC 

CC 

*----EPC 

     2.  

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 1 (D(KC),KC=1,N) 

*----D(1) D(2) D(3) D(4) D(5) D(6)  D(7) D(8) 

     8*0. 

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 2 (D(KC),KC=1,N) 

*----D(1) D(2) D(3) D(4) D(5) D(6)  D(7) D(8) 

     8*0. 

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 3 (D(KC),KC=1,N) 

*----D(1) D(2) D(3) D(4) D(5) D(6)  D(7) D(8) 

     8*0. 

CC 

CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 1   (FT) 

*----ALPHAL(1)     ALPHAT(1) 

     0             0 

CC 

CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 2   (FT) 

*----ALPHAL(2)     ALPHAT(2) 

     0             0 

CC 

CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 3   (FT) 

*----ALPHAL(3)     ALPHAT(3) 
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     0             0 

 

CC 

CC FLAG TO SPECIFY ORGANIC ADSORPTION CALCULATION 

*----IADSO 

      0 

CC 

CC SURFACTANT AND POLYMER ADSORPTION PARAMETERS 

*----AD31  AD32    B3D    AD41   AD42  B4D    IADK, IADS1, FADS  

REFK 

     1.2    0.1    1000.      0    0.    0      0     0     0    50 

CC 

CC PARAMETERS FOR CATION EXCHANGE OF CLAY AND SURFACTANT 

*----QV     XKC   XKS  EQW 

     0.     0       0   0.  

CC 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC                                                                 * 

CC    PART5 : WELL DATA                                            * 

CC                                                                 * 

CC****************************************************************** 

CC 

CC 

CC 3.7.1 FLAG FOR SPECIFIED BOUNDARY AND ZONE IS MODELED 

*---- IBOUND     IZONE 

        2       0  

CC 

CC 

*---- NAQU 

 1 

CC 

CC 

*----NXAQU1, NXAQU2, NYAQU1, NYAQU2, NZAQU1, NZAQU2 

 1 7 21 21 1 30 

CC 

CC 

*----NAQUDIR, AQUPOR, AQUPERM, AQUCOMPT 

 2 0.23 1000     5e-6  

CC 

CC 

*-----AQUC50,      AQUC60 

  .6           0. 

CC 3.7.5 TOTAL NUMBER OF WELLS, WELL RADIUS FLAG, FLAG FOR TIME OR 

COURANT NO. 

CC     IRO=2 for Peaceman.  ITIME=0 for days; =1 for CN for min&max 

tstep size           

*---- NWELL   IRO    ITIME    NWREL   iflagn  isolver 

        2     2       1        2        0  1 
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CC 

CC WELL ID,LOCATIONS,AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL RADIUS, 

SKIN 

*----IDW   IW    JW    IFLAG    RW     SWELL   IDIR   IFIRST  ILAST  

IPRF 

      1    18    30      1      .25     0.      1      1     7     0 

CC 

CC WELL NAME 

*---- WELNAM 

INJ1 

CC 

CC ICHEK, MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 

*----ICHEK PWFMIN   PWFMAX  QTMIN   QTMAX 

      0    0.0      50000.   0.0     50000. 

CC 

CC WELL ID, LOCATION, AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL 

RADIUS, SKIN 

*----IDW  IW    JW   IFLAG      RW      SWELL  IDIR  IFIRST   ILAST    

IPRF 

     2     1     1    2         .25       0.     1     1   7       0 

CC 

CC WELL NAME 

*---- WELNAM 

PRO1 

CC 

CC ICHEK , MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 

*----ICHEK PWFMIN   PWFMAX  QTMIN   QTMAX 

      0    0.0      50000.   0.0     50000. 

CC 

CC ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE 

(L=1,3) 

*----ID  QI(M,L)  C(M,KC,L)   

     1   10500       0.99  0.  0.01  0.   0.36    0.    0.   0.    0               

     1     0.        0.    0.  0.    0.   0.      0.    0.   0     0             

     1     0.        0.    0.  0.    0.   0.      0.    0.   0     0                       

CC 

CC ID, BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE FOR PRESSURE CONSTRAINT WELL (IFLAG=2 OR 

3) 

*----ID   PWF 

     2    2500 

CC 

CC CUM. INJ. TIME , AND INTERVALS (PV OR DAY) FOR WRITING TO OUTPUT 

FILES 

*----TINJ    CUMPR1   cumh1  WRHPV   WRPRF      RSTC 

     .3        1        1     .1     .05         1.4 

CC 

CC FOR IMES=2 ,THE INI. TIME STEP,CONC. TOLERANCE,MAX.,MIN. COURANT 

NUMBERS 

*----DT       DCLIM     CNMAX     CNMIN     

     0.00001  0.001     0.001     0.0001 
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CC 

CC 

*--- ibmod 

     0 

CC 

CC IRO, ITIME, NEW FLAGS FOR ALL THE WELLS 

*---- IRO ITIME IFLAG(M),M=1,NWELL 

       2   1    1     2      

CC 

CC NUMBER OF WELLS CHANGES IN LOCATION OR SKIN OR PWF 

*----NWEL1 

      0 

CC 

CC NUMBER OF WELLS WITH RATE CHANGES, ID 

*----NWEL1   ID 

     1       1     

CC 

CC ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE 

(L=1,3) 

*----ID  QI(M,L)  C(M,KC,L)   

     1    10500      1     0.  0.    0.   0.24    0.    0.   0.    0               

     1     0.        0.    0.  0.    0.   0.      0.    0.   0     0             

     1     0.        0.    0.  0.    0.   0.      0.    0.   0     0      

CC 

CC CUM. INJ. TIME , AND INTERVALS (PV OR DAY) FOR ERITING TO OUTPUT 

FILES 

*----TINJ(PV)    CUMPR1   CUMHI1   WRHPV   WRPRF      RSTC 

     1.5            1        1       .02     .05         1.4 

CC 

CC FOR IMES=2, ITIME=1, INI. DT ,CONC. TOLERANCE, MAX.,MIN. COURANT 

NUMBERS 

*----DT        DCLIM     CNMAX   CNMIN 

     0.00001   0.01     0.001   0.0001 
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